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M
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mall subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if
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Rates

of

Advertising

One inch of

:

a

PORTLAND,

C. F.

respectfully inform my patrons, that I will be
happy to attend to any jobs which may be entrusted
to me, large or small, and that no one is authorized

to take jobs in my

C.

L.

IdE^iWotto—Good work
Price*. Aim to Pleane.

a. AUSTIN.

Gorham

H4V

Portland

JyiT

CHARLES PEARCE,

Practical House &

WITH

Ship Plumber.

GEO. E. COLONS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ARTIST,

»1« CONGRESS STREET,
make all the various styles of Card
pictures, Rnnbrnnt, medallion, Arc., from
Retouched Negaiim.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckles, moles and other imof
the
For all of which no
Skin.
perfections
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8dtl
lease. Call and examine for yourselves.
Is prepared to

REMOVAL.

GEO.

Stockholders oi the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of the
Corporation will be held at the office of the Company

rHE

at their Works, on TUESDAY, the 26.h
day of
May, at 3 o’clock in the atternoon for the following
purposes, viz:
1st. To act on the reports of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2d. To clioose Directors lor the
ensuing year.
3d. To act on any other business that mav come
before the meeting.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

Portland, May 12, 1874

FRESCO PAINTER,
Office at F. F. Hale’s. Cor. Cross
and Free Streets.
All Orders
mc9

left there will be promptly attended to.
d3m

W. C.

CLARK,

FEDERAL

103

STREET,

5 Doom East of Temple 8t.y

WATER

AND

GAS

PIPING.
tf

ap21

J. ID.

PAYSON,

road, a
Also small Stable, and one or two acres
more, if wanted. For particulars enquire

rooms.

land,

or

E. B.

J. L.
myl6

ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose &
PARROTT, at Store near the

Congress Street, Portland, commencing on Tuesday,
June 9th, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and continuing three
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
'lays.

EVGE-STONES

myll

furnished it desired.

Street

*

Clothes Cleaner

Thomas Brown,

M

PROPOSALS

POk,

Ochf")

c.cnt.

A

my2Ld9t

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Board

Health, March 13,18*4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanover street (City Stable lot) and the dump at tfce foot
ot Franklin ami Smit h streets as the places tor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, slircds, manure, rysler or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
house, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city
In

of

ORDERED,

Suburban

relating to the deposit
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the loregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

on

d3m

mhl4

SIM0NT0N~

Tukey’s Bridge.
is hereby given that for two weeks from
and after MONNDAY, May 25th, the Bridge
will be impassable to travel, the draw b> ing up or
T. H. PAYSON,
repairs.
Commissioner of Si reets.
my21dtd

Order

City ol Portland.

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.
mb3dtf

MOTLEY & BLETHEN,

ATTORNIES AT LAW,
49 l-!» EXCHANGE STUEET,

In Board

AT

LAW,

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,
(2»d door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
fsblO

Danforth street, from High through Maple to York

street.

Munjoy street, from Wilson to Congress street.
CottoH straet, from Free to Fore street.
Salem street, Emery to Orange street.
Pleasant street, from near foot of South towards
Maple street.
Congress street, from Washington street up about
four hundred feet.
And that thereafter this Board will determine and
adjudge if public public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said streets.
Read and Passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
my 19(13w

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Law.

At

promptfy attended to by E. A.
LE1GHTGN, Constable and Bill Collector.
collections

80 MIDDLE ST.

dtf

my9

American Planters’ Warehouse
19

SPRING

J

Spring street.
Deer street.

has removed to

Counsellor

Aldermen 1

That the

ORDERED,

O’DONNELL.

COUNSELLOR

and

City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy ot this
order in two dully papers of this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on WEDNESDAY, the
third day of June next, at 5 o’clock P. M., at the
Aldermen's Room, in City Building, will hear all
parties interested i o the petitions for Sewers in the
following named streets:
High street, from Congress to connect with sewer

mar 5-3m

JAMES

Mayor

May 18, 1874.

Alden J. Blethen.

Wm. H. Motley.

of

near

& McLellan’s Book Store.)

1

Street, near

nue

ply to

WM. H.

Corner. Price 2,COO. Ap
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

Portland, May 16,1874.

For Sale
Yarmouth Village, two-story House, finished
IN throughout,
with stable attached. Also good
a

garden lot. Inquire of
my7dlm*

PORTLAND

V1ACHINE WORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Blacksmiths.

HAKUFACT0RERS Or

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. II.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

A

six miles from

mar21tf

country residence for sale,
ated at Windham Hill. A go id location
A DESIRABLE

Physician—formerly occupied bv Dr. G. L. Kilgore.
Terms easy. Apply to D. D. CHASE, 175 Middle
Street, Portland.

myl6eodlm

IN Deering

Mayor and Aldermen, 1
May 18,1874. J
That all petitions for Sewers to be
built in this city during the present Municipal
year must be presented on or l»efore the first MONDAY of July next, as after that date all petitions
for Sewers will be referred to the next City Council.
of

ORDERED,

Read and passed.
Attest:
A true copy,
Attest:

(Stroudwater Village) containing

myl9

Estate Broker,

or

mc21

Jonathan Smith,

the premises.
d3m

a

TWO STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
Price $2500, Enquire of
GEORGE RACKLEFF,
mc20dtf
Woodford’s Corner.

A

with $8000 cash capital, to take
in a well established Retail
Di.V Goods Business, in the city of Providence, R. I.
Sales last year $140,000, mosily cash. Store Is oo feet
long by 18 leet wide, located on principal letail business street: rent only $1,675 per year.
Business lias
been established since 1867. A rare chance for the

land, situated on the weBt side
of High, between Pleasant, and Danforth, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, aud plans have been drawn b. How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
LOT of vacant

A

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

mar28

right

man.

Address, giving

are

Frost's Woods
prepared to furnish

Pine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
Pine Shipping Hoards, Deck Plank, &c,
at short notice and at
very low prices, delivered at
any place in the vicinity of Deenng or Portland.
A ny orders left at our office. 272 Commercial Street,
Portland, (where may be found a large assortment ot
all kinds of Building and Finishing Lumber,) or with
JAMES LUCAS, at the mill, will be promptly attended to.

EDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,
272 Commercial Street.

te!9dtf

“LAWRANCE,”

every country town to sell patent HemGIRLS Dress
for all Sewing' Machines. The whole set,
©tails for
In

mers

myl9

as

mys-'ables.

Boyd
dlw

GOOD

Girl is wanted at No. 1 Arsenal St.,
A
Brackett, to do general housework. Family
small and

near

children.

Relerences

myl9

required.

underpinned have this (lay formed
nership under the firm and style of

grew Street.
J. F. LIBBY,

Proprietor.

Wanted.
Teacher, to hoard,

The most

AdBOX 853.
Me.

myl8dlw*

over

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
PROTESTANT
to do general houseA work. Apply atWoman,
No. 42 Park St., afternoons.
myl5

tf

It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to t wo and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appre-

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
mh27d3m

Agent

for

Lumber at Pensacola,
VESSELS
Florida, for Northern ports; also for the River
South America.
to load

150

25
COO
200

Platte,

Facilities for taking in

Apply

cargo unsurpassed.

200

to

JLumber Com mi ns ten Merchants,
140 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.
ap24
dim

PORTLAND, ME.

COAL AND WOOD.
ap2

88 MIDDLE STREET,

OF

THE BEST CBADEH.

DRY WOOD,
—

(in Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Conntdel‘eod&wtf

KINGSBUR1 &

Counsellors

Caw,

at

M iddle

Street,

Canal

PORTLAND,

JORDAN^
Bank,
MAINE.

KINGSBURY, JR.
LEONARD

G.

JORDAN.

(Notary Public.)

aprl4eod3ra

RICH

Nos. 31 and

MANOFACTl

ItER or

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Farlor
Beds, Mattresses,
KnOicDonongh Patent Bed l.oiiuge.,
rueled Chair., Ac.
»y All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture 1
octS-’COT T&Sti
and uiattcd.

BY

FOR

LOST AND FOUND.
llth,

on

Lost.
Lewis street,

APRIL
thyst SCARF PIN.

for the purpose of carrying

JUDKINS,
Exchange Street,

aplSdtf
have formed

Board.
and liis Wile
with first class Board and
TWObe accommodat d Gentleman
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
nr a

can

giades of

my!9dtf

keep

on

hand

a

full

supply of

Sons.
tf

mmediately,
10

myl3

DOUGLAS & HIYEBS,
37 John Street) New lork.

lnj*

Notice.
I Khali apply to the
1V° uI,Sr.i'83eM.by giv,;l! that
A-',lern'*'n atibeirnext
nSml?''i°r t0
»and6rect
wooden

mpetlmr for

Consreaa

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,

St.Xw

For Sale.

a

Portland, May 20,1874.

dtt

Schooner ISAAC VAN SANT, 80.92
tons, N. M.fcentre-board, well tonml and
in order for businesH. Carries 95 M LuiuherBUNKER, BROTHERS,
Central Wliarf.
my21dlw*

0n

W’

buildlDg on

A™S

For Sale.
and Confectionery Stand.
A F?C'T
t est locations in
with a

iff
lislied;

lHquireof

mylild*w

city,

One of the
good trade estab
0. W. FULl.AM
97 Federal St.

PRISITIIVd of every description neatly
y
executed at this office.

JOB

In

to the

constantly

have

above

on hand

we

very

a

stock of Fine

the

St.,

the best

Iteady-lTatle ClotMiig
which we offer to the

Prices

mylG

Industrial. Exhibition

public

Low

as

the

as

ALLEN & CO.,

PORTLAND

Board

87 RIDDLE STREET

of Manufactures

PORTLAND,

dtf

my4

THE

Wanted.

ME.
TT&S3W

GREAT BARGAINS IN

YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes board in
A private
other boardfamily where there
Must be
PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL
the City Building. Address
a

near

aplOdtf

M., Pres* Office.

USE ONLY

SPOOL

SILK,

Length, Strength, Weight and Quality
Warranted.

ASK

AT 7 1.2

And

“CORTICELLI”

O’CLOCK,

dim

has Come!

by looking

New

—

at

the

!

Spring Goods
in

—

iBr-PLEASE

C.

BECKETT,

MERCHANT

and

continue, Day
Evening,
or
More,
Days

137

MIDDLE

STREET.

Letters relating to the Exhibition should he
addressed to the Sec’v Portland Industrial Exhibition, who will extend any desired information,
tmdflle all applications for space and entry.
The Exhibition will be open dai'y from 9 A.M. to
The prices of admission will be:
Single
admissions 25 cents. Children under 12 years of ace
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as a body, in
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretary upon application.
C. P. Kimball. W. L. Dana, .). B. Brown, C. E.
Jose, Geo. E. B. Zackson, Wni. Curtis, W. W. Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.

ML A.

my2

Com.

Exec.

on

[ Portia nil India.
Jr..) trial Exhibilion.

BLAKCUABD,

FLORAL

Cor. Nm.

d&wti

RANDALL &

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,
OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

tf

FOE SALE BY

RICKER & CO.,
anlldti_1S5 FORK WTREKT.

D.

B.

Dr«s« and Cloak making.
ent and
and made.

SUITS
mjr7dti

basted lor $2.00.

Hoy’s Suits cu
No. rGO Middle St,
(Up Stairs.

—

AND

Great Variety

o

—

Chairs,

Reception

LOUNGES, SPRING BEDS,

Mattresses

and

Bedding

OF ALL KINDS.
by

Parties
calling at

51

intending

to

purchase will

Exchange

Old Work

save

and

with such clear type that it is just the book
to buy when starting on a journey. Mr.
Warner’s writings have such an inimitable
piquantney and such a fund of droll humor,
that they are a remedy for the most incorrigible fit of‘‘Blues,” and will serve to while
away the tedium of many a monotouons journey. “Baddeck” has already, through the
pages of the “Atlantic,” become familiar
to hosts of readers, who have followed with
interest the wanderings of the travelers amid
the perplexities of a Down-East journey,
while seeking for a place whereof every man
knows the name, but no man the location;
and many in similar predicaments will sympathize with the reckless adventurers who so
left the beaten routes of summer travel
a novelty,
of which they certainly

col ection of Green House and Hardy Plants,
may always be found at the above GarAll orders for Plants or Flowers promptly attended to.
C. F. BRYANT.

£

xnh!2

Street.
Re-

at Short Notice.
my15_

paired

E.

JOSE

tf

&

CO.,
a

lull

assortment of

FRENCH CHINA,
DIN1N Gr,
AND

TEA.

—

Purchasers

are

and Decorated.

invited to examine.
dim

myl5

JOHN ADAMS
Has the

dtf

largest stock ot fine

A GOOD SCHOONER, 250 tons, well
found and in excellent order.
Enquire of

Phaetons, Carryalls,
Express Wagons,
Top and No Top Beach Wagons

A CO.,

And the Concord style Business Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

Sale.

CHAS. II. CHASE

113 COJM9IKRCVAL STREET.
ap20

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.

tf

Evergreen Cemetery.^-Owners of lots can
a beauliful artificial Stone Flower Vase, (at a
reasonable price) delivered free of charge.
They

ap23__<ltf
LADIES!

liavc

anti beat, and do not need paintiug.
thrive in them. Tlie sun’s rays do not burn

st md cold

my20dlw

In his introduction Dr. Lewis says: “If one
would speak to the public now, he must speak

briefly, to the point, make his bow and be
off,” and he proceeds to indulge in 426 pages
of health-gossip. It is to be hoped his theory
corresponds better with his practice in the
dicta which follow. The “chats,” which in

papers and almanacs, are readable, and doubtless in many cases, really valuable. Many

best feature of the book is the abhorrence of

drugs manifested.

The worst feature is the
“humor.” When Dr. Lewis attempts to be
tunny he suggests a frisky cow more than

any other object in nature.
A Novel; By
John Worthington's Name.
Frank Lee Benedict, antborof “My Daughter
Elinor,” etc. New York, Harper Jb Bros. For
sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
This is a bright, interesting story and fully
sustains the reputation of the author and the

Her plot is very complex but
well worked up and skillfully unraveled.
Her story is the old one of an engagement
broken by a jealousy which would admit of
no explanations, and the final happy reunion
of the part ies after years of painful separation, during which they learned the great
love which each had for the other.

money

Upholstered and

Plain, Gold Band,

den.

For

such a convenient form

publ ishers.

and

Shrubs, &c.,

Plants
them.

a

Toilet Ware.

Cut Flowers

200 Boxes Rich, mild Cheese,
direct from the Factory,
60 Tubs Choice Butter.

hand

ME.

Wreaths, Crosses, Coquets

Vermont Butter & Cheese,

on

EASY, FANCY

—

FOR AM, OCCASIONS BURNISHED
AT SHORT NOTICE.

McALLISTER,

We also keep constantly

Have just received per Steamship EGYPT,

Entrance 248 Congress St. (nearly op. the
U. S, Hotel) and 169 Cumberland St.,

ing.

published in

est

Our Stock is mostly of Oar Own Manufacture, and is Warranted to Giro Satisfaction.

C.

GARDEN,

PORTLAND,

maily

important suggestions are made and the earnappeals against foolish customs in society
and elsewhere, deserve careful perusal. The

&c.,

Cheaper

The object of this Exhibition is to gather
together specimen products from all our factories and workshops, thereby demonstrating
the importance of Portland as a manufacturing center.
A deep and widespread interest is manifest
on the part of manufacturers, artizans and
inventors of the city.
The applications for space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in (Sty
Building will permit.

)

Baddeck, and that Sort op Thino.—By Charles
Dudley Warner. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
Readers of My Summer in a Garden.”
uachiug atuuiHir "sannierings," ana
who only know those charming books by reputation, will be delighted with the present

the main come under the head of the “useful
hints” which one sees in the corners ot news-

Library

FURNITURE,

ten

BRYANT'S

2000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharf in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
and get our prices before purchas-

of

Than any other Place in the State.

C. P. KI1BALL,
C. E. JASK.
W. W. THOJIAM.

TAILOR,

opening our Stock, consisting

Hall and

10 P. M.

LOOK.

are

PARLOR, CHAMBER,

SILK .A. NTH) TWIST

Spring

—

DEANE BROS,,
We

Twist,

of in-

manifestations.

Short & Harmon.

Tuesday Evening, June 9th, 1874

POE

THAT

AT

51 EXCHANGE ST.

Ten Yards on Each Spool, and
You will Use no Other.

to the treatment of the insane, and statof re-

Five Minute Chats with Young Women, and
Certain Other Parties. Bv Dio Lewis. New
York:
Harper & Bros. For sale by Loring,

COMMENCING

“CORTICELLI”
Button Hole

—

Hall Building

THE

where there has been

found sufficient to satisfy the persevering tenacity with which they clung to their purpose.

will be holden in

Citv

or

of

ing in unmistakable terms, the degrees
sponsibility attaching, to various steps
sane

the records of the
pre-bistoric man from geologic researches; “The Prospects of Persia”
opens the social, political and industrial
character of that

country; “Public Worship in
a statistical article
showing
a
majority of the church-going population's
* owns” is

a

outside

of

the

church.

established

The

Agricultural Labor Question” describes
the strike of two years ago
among the Eng-

lish farm laborers—a sad story. “The
Electric Telegraph” is a brief sketch or the science
and apparatus; “The Xew Parliament” is a
review of the difficulties of fhe new
ministry;
“David Livingstone” tells the story of that
great traveller’s achievements. The notices
of contemporary literature are, as usual, full
aud instructive.

Rooks Received.
The Virgrnd «l .Viibxl. and other Poem*.
By
George Eliot. Author’s eiiition. Cloth. 233 pp.
Boston: J. K. Osgood A Co. Portland: Bailey A

Noyrg.

Bra leu Path. |

or a

Woman’, Vacation.

By Elia

rijompftou. Clotli. 274 pp. Boston:
Shepard. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Caal

a.

a

Hunt,

Lee dk

Itocrvoir «f Fewer. By Robert
By Prof. Clifford, M A.
“Half-Hour Recreation,
Paper. 448 pp. Price 25 cent*.

F. U. S.
A tern.
In one volume. No. 11 of
in Popular Science.”
J>UttUm.

X.Btea

IMUPIAl.

CV

XVIX14U4U.

XJmuvj cu

Noyes.
Religion

and the Alale. Frolerliea er Alliance? Taxation or Exemption? By Alvah Hovey, I). D., President ol Newton Theological Institution. Cloth. 175 pp. Price (155Boston: Estes & Lauriat. Portland: Hall L. D»vis.

Elena* Au Italian Tale. By I*. N.
Comyn, author of “Athei stone PTiory.’* Cloth. 369
pp.
Price $l 50. Boston: Estes A Lauriat. Portland:
Hall L. Davis.
Five-naiuute Clint* with Young Womou,
and Certain Other Parlies.
By Dio Lewis,
author of ‘Our Girls,” Ac. Cloth. 426
pp. New
York: Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loting,
Short A Harmon.

Queen of Hem is. A Novel. By Wilkie
Collins, author of “The Woman in Whitt,” Ac.,
Ac. Cloth. 472 pp. Illustrated. New York: Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short A Har-

The

moo.

Yhe Henri of Africa. Three Years' Trave.s
and Adventures in the unexplored regions of Central Africa, fiom 1868 to 1871. By Dr. George

Schweinfurtb.

by Ellen E. Frewer.
by Wiuwood Reade. In two
volumes. With maps and illustrations. Cloth.
1080 pp. New York: Harper A Brothers. Portland : Loring, Short A Harmon.

With

an

Translated

Introduction

^•dy Anna.

A Novel.
author of “Phineas Finn,”

By Anthony Trollope,
Ac., Ac. Harper's Library
Paper. 125 pp. Price 50
cents.
New York: Harper A Brothers. Portland:
Loring, Short A Harmon.
of Select Novels.

Scott the Two Times
CANT© THE ©NE.
/

Come one,

come

ail, these Goods

most fly
Soon off my Shelves, or soon mast I
For want of Funds in these hard
times.
If I can’t get Dollars, I’ll go for

Dimes.

Damaged Goods
Sale,

No

from Auction

a. ...lua-

Tnnire UOTlglit Win
fail.
I’ll a profit make one way or
other,
Ne’er Jew my partner or wrong

make

a

me

Brother.

My goods I’ll sell at profits fair.
And always act upon the square.
I’m bound my customers to please
In style, in workmanship, in ease,
In goods, in price,—well, that is
all,
Lot of New Goods, give me a call.

J. F.

SHELDON,

Merchant

Tailor,

to reek

FURNITURE !

EXHIBITION

“CORTICELLI”

history

any

profusion, are cases of insanity, leading on to
suicide, homicide and other cr.mes.
The Judges of the New Hampshire Bench,
ought to feel highly gratified, at the unqualified praise, with which their decisions in cases of alleged insanity, meet at the hands of
such a qualified observer of the insane as our
author. Every physician should own this
book, and no criminal lawyer should be without it—representing as it does the latest ideas,

boldly

are no

ers.

transitory
degree,
epilepsy, or ol

of crime ol

injury to the head, or where there has
been no previous attack, are to be regarded
with the extremest suspicion.
In the the concluding chapter, we find a
powerfully and cleaily written essay on the
causes and prevention of
insanity. The two
most prolific causes arc hereditary transmission, and intemperance, the former being
the most potent. Were the
marriages of insane persons prevented
by law, insanity
would soon crop out r.gain from
Intemperance.
It would be useless to attempt to enforce laws of prohibition of liquor, and mora^

is

under the management of the

AT

excuse

little volume, containing the history of a summer’s tour through the Eastern Provinces. I1

at

Lowest.

Summer Board.
Newnr Corner, five m.les from Betbel Depot.
Good fisbiug and hunting. Charges moderate.
Refers, by permission, to Abner Lowell, 155 Middle
Street. Address,

addition

GR A AD

LARGE Front Room on second floor suitable for
a gentleman and his wife at 49 Pleasant street.
<12 w*

der a strain from within or without.
All cases of alleged insanity, ot

as

S. SHURTLEFF.
D. S. WARREN.

myl5dlm

A

mWO connected Rooms for gentleman and wife,
X and single rooms will) Board, at
119 Cumberland, cor. Franklin St.
myl4dtf

SATISFAC-

COAL AND WOOD.

•

mc4

TAYLOR,

PORTLAND. ME.

Colby’s

WE

AT LOWEST CASU PRICKS

JjmXf\

on

great mistake to suppose that insanithing so palpable that no one eau
fail to recognize it. An insane
temperament,
without being a real disease, may easily and
abruptly break down into actual disease, una

should be resorted to.
Scattered throughout the book, in great

TION GUARANTEED.

large

o

tf

want a few men of good address to solicit orders for the finest work published; contains
18(>0 engravings.
Will give employment for two
years; paying from $120 to $240 a month. Address

White Oak & Hard Wood Hank & Wedges

jr- U

my5d3w

SHURTLEFF & CO
a copartoership for the carrying

ami intend to

a

means

NOTICE !

SHORT

PERFECT

-“^WirrisirwooD dealeksT
1ST
163 Commercial

W.

A NEW IDEA.

oo<17m

—AL30—

J

CO.,

the

Copartnership Notice.

’Idle tinder will be suitasame at No. 9 Lewis

Exchange Street.

my6

100.000 best ICifl Locust Treenails,
150.000 best Hawed White Oak do.
£0,000Jbe«t quality Canada Knees.

mhl2

A

on

at the old stand of G. S. Barstow & Co., Widgen’s
Wharf, Portland.
All consignments promptly att.nded to.

Gentleman’s Ame-

street._

Style

copart-

a

E. T. NUTTER,
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
FRANK C. NUTTER.

Has reopened with the largest Stock in the city. We
retail all books at lowest wholesale prices. Second
hand books bought and sold.

Albert

Fashionable

Shook, Heading and Hoop Easiness

bly rewaided by leaving tho

Gentlemen

garments

in the most

AT

of

Portland, Aprjl 1, 1874.
a

to make

and Finish

—

PORTLAND.

LSL,

&

BALK

Locust Treenails.

HOOPER,

UPHO LSTERER
33 Free

FOR

118 Commercial, foot of
mli26

ALSO

SLABS AND EDGINGS,

prepared

dtl

NUTTER, KIMBALL

Situations Wanted.

Colby’s Bookstore.
119

which they have just received, and

CHARLES E. ROUNDS,
WILLIAM W. DYER.

name

as

is a

where there is no

Spring and Summer Wear,

are

supply of the best

full

Tuese

always restrain the morbid ideas of a diseased, and hence insane brain, which have
reached convulsive activity, although there
may be a clear consciousness of their morbi.1

mania, in

*■*

tt

C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

a

WHARF,

have this day formed

two SwedeB to take care of Horses or work
in Gardens.
Good recommendations given.
Enquire of MAGNUS A. R. LINDBERG, Swedish
and Norway Consul, 29 Middle Street.
ap7tf

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S

rely

hand

system.

regarded

no

No. 160 Commercial Street,

on

to be

as

inherited neurosis,

ROGERS,

undersigned
under the firm
THEnership

tf

137 MIDDLE STREET.

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,

Fine Woolens!

have taken the stand formerly occupied by

Copartnership Notice.

Cook at No. 98 Free Street

A

—

and

of

on

for

HEAD OF UNION

are

it were of the muscles
disease,
insanity
concerned. As the will cannot restrain con-

ty

Coal and Wood Dealers

WANTED I

—

Also, large assortment Vegetable
Flswer Meeds.
For sule at the lowest cash price.

DYER

copartnership for the carrj ing

JOHN T.

or me muscular

an

It is

of

the business of

and

Many people
familiar,with the convulsive
phenomena of St. Vitus Dance, as it is popularly called, where, in spite of all the mental
efforts of the sufferer, there are
repeated conconvulsive actions

printer, is described with the eminent man
of the day, as “Authors
and Publishers.”
The Antiquity of Man”
gives a sketch of

W.

are

nature.

MOWE, COLE & RENSON,

m,7

«
«
«
“
«

New & Elegant Stock

with

YOU MAY KNOW

«
Ohio
«
Pea Vine
Al»ikc
“
White Hutch
Nlillet
Hnugnrian Orass
«
Orchard

a

men-

not

grades of

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

“
“
“
66
<•
“
“

400

have formed

and in tend, to keep

Wanted.

AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT.

Portland,

2000 Rags Herds d* rass Seeds.
1000
Red Top
“
500
michigan Clover Meeds.
“
500
No. New York Clover Meeds
200

ROUNDS”*

A
the

labor.

Sole

CYRUS THOMPSON,
JAMES H. HALL.
iuyl8d2w

Portland, Mry 14, 1874.

Wanted.
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 1565, Portland, Me.
my6tf

Adjusta-

nil Other*,

to their

Consignments solicited.

patronage.

every page, he shall select to

vulsive movements of the mascles, of which
the patient is wholly aware, so the will can-

General (ion-

a

mission and Produce BunineMn at No. 163
Commercial Street, and we trust by prompt and careful attention to business to receive a liberal share of

Portland,

TRY

useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

HALL,

one

payment
dress,

FAR HAND’S IMPROVED

Tucker and
ble Hcmmer.

on

CUSTOM CLOTHING

cars.

SOMETHING NEW !
Self-Folding

<&

copart-

a

on

tuisltc aciluus

Copartnership Notice.

*dlw

mile from
Ihe city,
line of horse
Will take part
ALADY
in music lessons. Use of Piano free.

Stable*—No. 14 Preble St,, No. 311 Con*

myl2deodlm

tlemen in want of

Girl Wanted.

Notice

a

Would call the attention of Gen-

Copartnership Notice.

H. S. HASTINGS,
BETHEL, MAINE.

fine a stock of Horses and
summei’s business as there
Boston, I wonld call tbe attention of the riding public to it. I am prepared to
furnish any kind of carriage wa ited at short notice
and reasonable rates, wit.n or without drivers. Any
number Hacks furnished for funerals,weddiugs, parties. &c. Particular attention paid to calls for cars,
boats, &c. All kinds of Single and Double Teams
Parties wishing
may be found at either of
teams by the season will be dealt with liberally.
horses
taken
as
usual.
A
lot of secondBoarding
hand Carriages for sale.
I

have
Can iages to do
BELIEVING
is to be found east cf

oc7tf

_COPARTNERSHIP.
THOMPSON
for the purpose of carrying

Wanted.

my6

Livery

board at 75 Free street.

THE

and address,

name

Preble House, Portland, Me.

my20dlw*

CAMPAIGN OF 1874.

Hack &,

and

visible
tion.

the relations of life.

a man

Board.

SALE.

Steam Saw Mill at

cailed), East Deenng, we

can

rooms

To Let with Board.

SEEDS !

S.

J. H.

on

d4w

Having erected

or

an

SALE^

FOR

LUMBER.
so

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
gentlemen
be accommodated with

118

n..
are about 20 aer~ oi
...nw,imCy. ?r..
one acrcTO the whole.
There is no doubt that tue
town would exempt the capital ot the Taunery for
some years from taxation.
A large portion ot the
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. It. DAVIS, Real

H, I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
II. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Rooms To Let.

WANTED,
half interest

Great Bar-

In Board

215 COMMERCIAL S1REET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

BENJ.

a

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and

ard's Patent Boiler.

Opposite

situtor a

ALLEN & €0.

fe4dtf

pleasant

apl5

For Sale.

single gentlemen.
ja24*lw then tf

_

ted to us, to give a
thoroughly comprehensive
view, of such an important work as this
proves to be, alter critical reading. One is
embarrassed, as to which of the new ideas,

Iusanity, according to our author, can no
longer be regarded from a theological, or a
metaphysical point of view. The idea, that
insanity is a disease of the so-called immaterial part of man, is I orever
exploded. Insanity is a disease, a disorder of the brain itself,
producing derangement of thought, feeling,
and action, together or
separately, to such a
degree as to incapacitate the individual lor

GOODS I

LOWER

91 Middle St. (Up Stairs.)

brook.

A Valuable Improvement

Agents lor R. Ball's Wood Working Machinery, and Blanch-

8 3

L. F. WALKER,
Yarmouth, Me.

Spring and Summer

Suitable

rooms.

Responsibility in Mental Diseases, by Henry
Mandsley, M. D. Internal ionat Scientific Series.
D. Appleton & Co., New York. For sale by Bai-

ley and Noyes.
It is very difficult, in the small space allot-

mc28tf

aurcet-

A Rare Business Chance.

a

GRASS

Every kind of Printing Material on band or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of priming
furnished at abort notice, and at the lowest cash
fel<5d6m
prices.

Will
66.

myl6d3w*

CITY OF PORTLAND.

LANE.

power, built to order.
ap!4

my21dlw

Music

House, 12 rooms, nearly new, good celTWOlar,Story
plenty water. Large lot. On Forest AveMorrill’s

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

Makers and

NEW

To Let.
tenement in Ifouse No, 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle

A. S. FERN ALP.

on

NOTICE

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to

Dresser

Residence

FOR SALE-

FOR

the *‘City Ordinances”
ot rubbish in any Street,

St.

dtf

Custom Vest Maker at

limits.

Approved April 21, 1873.
hereby give notice t hat,

Congress

486

Wanted.

no

Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good tor purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a few rods of
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark in ground by water power.
There

—DEALER IN —

(Over

dti

Lowell Street School House.
will be received by the undersigned
unt'l SATURDAY, May 30th, at noon, for making the repairs and all erations in said school house.
Plans ana specifications maybe seen at the School
Committee Room, City Building, daily from 12 to 1.
Work must be finished by August 15th.

ap4dtf

COMMEltClAL STEEL...

premises.

Tannery for Sale at
gain.

Short Notice.

YY, H,

HOUSE,

Co.’s,

of
of

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

I

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Second band Clothes Bought and Sold.

Boston.

REDUCTION.
In order to meet the wishes of the Travelling Comwe
have
this
day reduced the price oi Board
munity,
for our upper, medium-sized rooms to $3.00 per day.
The House contains Passenger Elevator, Cafe, etc.,
and will continue to be keut as a First-Class Hotel in
every respect. The large and excellently furnished
rooms will he $4.00 per day. Those with
bathing and
water conveniences adjointng $1.00 per day extra.
IjKWI* RICK & SON.
my9dlm

STREET,

FEDERAL,

64

AMERICAN

Portland, May 20, 1874.

Commiggioner’s Office,
3m*
PORTLAND, ME.

at

HOTELS.
_

SET,

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paying done Promptly,
Paving Materials

_d3w

Refer-

*

At No 4 Locust St.

To Let*
®GARD, large pleasant

for families or
At 52 Free Street.

Apply,

ences

or

For Sale in the Town of West-

Medical Association will hold its annual Meeting at Army and Navy Union Hall,
301J

PBH1>,

PAYER AND CONTRACTOR,

C.

near
on

Maine

THE

A

Elizabeth, 1£ miles from Portland Bridge,
GIRL to do general housework at No. 17
IN Cape the
Baptist Church, Town House, Store, A Street. No children in the family,
Ocean House
&c.,
story Hoousc of 9

TTh&Std

Maine Medical Association.

TWO
without children.

Girl to do general housework.

ROLLINS,
Exchange Street.

Rooms to Let With Board.
unfurnished Rooms for'Gentleman and wife,

Wanted.

my21

F. J.

22

SITUATION by an experienced Gardener by
the day or week. Enquire of M. N. BRUNS,
1PJ Market Square.
my21d3t*

CAPABLErequired.

to

a!>14tf

Wanted.

Portland Company—Annual Meetins.

JOST,

D.

^^dtf

IS74

Recent Publications.

WILIAM

WbarfaffL

one

my21dlwFRED PROCTOR

One Dollar. You
Binder,
can make from $15 to $20 a w eek.
E. S. PERCIVAL & CO.,
845 Washington St., Boston.
my20dlw

For Sale.

MEETINGS?"

ANNUAL

No

including

CARY, BROTHERS,
Hou.ton, Maine.

my7d3w&w4wl9

Augustin’s School for Boys,

myl9

All

dress,

Twenty-six

years Practical experience, I am
prepared to do any and all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or .Ships, and can safely guarantee
satisfaction. Charges moderate. Work First Class.
TI7 Federal St., nuder IT. 8. IIold,
mal
PORTLAN D, NXE.
tf

Office

Seminary.

45 Daniorth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D.. Visitor.
O. L.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

tf

to be Feb

or

IN

MAY 26TH,
Students taken by
or Year, and a good School aud
pleasant
Home provided. G.\ mnastics for indoor and
Carriage
and Saddle Horses for outdoor exercise. Apply to

8t.

good

in

the flourishing town of Houlton, Maine, an Iron
Foundry and Machine Shop. The Foundry is
fitted with patterns, flasks, &c., ready for operation. and the Machine Shop contains large and
small engine, lathes, iron planer, drilling machine,
forge, tools, &c. The Works arcsituaUd about 1}
miles from the Public Square, and in a population
of thirty thousand in Aroostook County there is no
competition. The machinery is driven by neverfailiug water power. Terms moderate. Please ad-

may 20

JOEL WILSON, Principal,
or J. A. WATERMAN, Sec.
Gorham, May 11, 1874.
myl2deod&w2w

Me.

SATURDAY MORNLMU, MAY 23.

To Lei.

Al-Ply

Wanted.

FIRST-CLASS

For Sale.
PLEASANT two story dwelling House,

For Sale

moderate

commence

STREET.

fbr two

repair, suitable for two families, situated on
southerly corner of Pearl aud Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House any lime after 10 A. M.
my20
tf

Term will
THEandSummer
continue Ten weeks.
the Term

NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,
6

A
the

EDUCATIONAL.

FRESCO PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

at

rooms

Good neighborhood.
Terns moderate.
to WM. H. JERR1S, Real E tate Agent,
m.v-'ld3w«

Copying and enlarging done to order.

KELLER,

rOSS, Treasnrer of the Portland,
Steamboat Co.,liaB rcmoved lii« (miV'I1,r.-aI1'
‘-““““rial Street to Railroad
h rrmH179
ut
Co’s Steamer.
*an,,u,t
m&m

as

a
can

CLASS BU8DELEB.
A FIRST
others need apply.

Apply

All tlie new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotiut card, and the retouched
oard, by which new process wo get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
wad judge for yourselves.

Residence 154 l’earl Street.

W.

ON
families.

PORTLAND, re.

Order slate at W. P. Hasting’* Organ Manufactory,
corner Exchange and Federal Streets.
All order*
promptly attended to.'
M. LASB.

ALL

Wanted.

A Good House for Sale.
Munjoy Hill; contains twelve finisbod
gas and plenty of water; well arranged

No. 152 middle Street.

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

febl7d6m

nirfkl3m

name.

J. II. LAIIIOI,

DENTIST,

C.

A

PHOTOGRAPHER,

AUSTIN,

Situations Wanted.

or

For Sale or to Let.
TWO AND A HALF STORY WOODEN HOUSE
with slato roof,
No. 67 Cumberland street.
Contains ten rooms, bas good cellar, cement floor,
brick cistern, an abundant supply of bard and soft
water, gas throughout and a turnaee. For further
particulars inquire of R. JOHNSON, No. 47 Commercial street, Portland, Maine. Possession
given
the first of June.
rnymf

I

DR.COLEMAN

&

has been occupied 6 years as a Millinery
TLr-ntan<* Jan®y Goods Store. A good place fora
Milliner, Tailor, or Furnishing Goods’ Shop. EnE. B. OXNARD.
I"*!®*
my-ldlw
Freeport.

CJTORE

persons in want of Scandinavian male help
by the month or year can be supplied by calling at M. N. BRUNS, Show Case Manufacturer,
mar24-eod2m
191 Market Square.

THE PRESS.

Removal.

BABCOCK.

Office at Schumacher Bros.. 5 Deerimr
Block.

BUSINESS CARDS.

LANE

REMOVALS.

or at

_PORTLAND

Fortland.

oc4dtf

FERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

To Let.
IN FREEPORT VILLAGE.

A

rooms.

tion.
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING CO.

Street,

C. P.

Block.

23. 1874.

furnished Cbambor at No. 48 Spring
(l&w6m
Wanted
For Sale.
ln?19_
A LARGE
Street. Also
fine toned Piano to let.
TWO Story House in good repair.
LADY, fully competent, desires situation
my20
Containing
2w*
A Housekeeper,
have entire
where she
Convenient for two families.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER, A 9 finished
charge of the woik. Address C. C. W., 244 CumberEnquire of P. G. PATTERSON 13 Eluent Block,
To
land Street.
55 York St.
Let,
my21d3t*
aprl4dtt
Fresco Fainter,
CJIORE No. 00 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.

space,

of column, constitutes a “square.
$i 50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insert ions, or less, $1 00; conthm50 cents.
ng every other day after first week,
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Week. $100; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under bead of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $100 per square for first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

middle
aprld3m

Security, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought aud sola. Apply to P.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, OSlice 13
Eluent
or

ME.

W00DF0HD,

Estate

MAY

TO LEI.

Wanted.
COOK at No. 56 High Street, to whom the best
wages will be paid. Satisfactory references
required.
my22tf

to Loan.

.Honey

MORNING

SATURDAY

_WANTS.

first class Real Estate

ON

Apparatus. Ac.,
50 Market Ntrert, Printers
Eiehanp,

0ngth

135

G. Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.

OF

(hrononirtir iUnlntri’a Tools.
Mathematical, Optical anil Philosophical Instruments, ttchoul

PRESS

Is published every Thursday’ Mornjlng at f 2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ANUFACTURERS

F.

Watch ninl

vanee.

MAINE“STATE

REAL ESTATE.

the

PORTLAND PIJBLISniNG
CO.,
At 109 Exchange St. Portland.

THE

PORTLAND.

rati l>e> obtained at 173
measure.
Also npi>crs

CUSTOM
GOOD
Middle St., made to
done.
lurnished and
BOOTS

ap*0

repairing

J. F. SMl'J 11.
dim

Magazines for June.
The June Atlantic closes the thirty-third
volume of this able periodical, and is an excellent number. The initial paper is a chapter of Robert Dale Owen’s autobiography,
and treats of Naples, her volcano, her people, and her king. A pretty bit ot poetry,
“Crowned and Discrowted” follows. “Larcom’s Little Chap” by James T. McKay is a
pleasant story ot English garrison life. “The
Long Days” is a charming poem by W. D.
Howells. Henry James, jr., furnishes an interesting paper on “Siena.” “The Ravens
of Odin” is a poem by Hyalmar Hyorth
Boyesen. “Prudence Palfrey” and “Mose
Evans” are satisfactorily and strikingly concluded. G. P. Lathrop gives a thoughtful
essay on the “Growth of the Novel.” “Morphine,” by James Coulter Layard is the personal experience of a victim of the opium
habit. Hiram Rich gives a bit of poetry entitled “Morgan Stauwood.” The opening
chapter of “A Rebel’s Recollections,” by C.
C. Eggleston, promises well. C. P. Ctanch
has a sonnet on “Young and Old”. J. W.
DeForest supplements his amusing ancient
cats

by a paper, quite

as

amusing, on “Mod-

Cats.”
The art and music departments sustain
their usual excellence, and the new “education” department ptomises to be a decided
acquisition. The present number ably treats
of the education of women in science.
The current number of the British (Quar-

ern

terly Review, (Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,)
The famous Edinis quite entertainiug.
Scott’s
burgh publisher, Archibald Constable,

JJo.

109

Federal

Street.

my19

RUBBER HOSE
Ion who have the privilege of
using RUBBER ROSE lor luxury
or
necessity in preventing dust,
watering gardens or lawns and extinguishing fires, please remember
that we propose to supply the demand for 3-ply hydrant RUBBER
IIOst: at prices Irom 14c per loot
upwards in any length yon require.
Onr best HOSE, like our best RUBBER MACHINE BELTING and
RUBBER STEAM PICKING, is
made Irom new Robber, and the
Hose bas a pure Rubber lining,
which makes it durable and Ts
warranted to stand 73 pounds to
the square inch. Most RUBBER
ROSE, RUBBER BELTING and
RUBBER STE4M PACKING, Ac-,
is made (to save expense) from
the

grindings

of old Rubber

Bools,

Shoes, Car spriugs. Ac., which being lifeless stuff allows the water
to penetrate the lining of the Hose
into the cloth and soon becomes
rotten and worthless. Hence nothing but a pure Gum lining in Hose
is of much value whether subject to
pressure or not. Onr brass couplings securely attached 50c per set.
Common Brass Hose Pipes with
stopcock, 1.50 each. Bat tew perwill use the common style of
Pipe after once seeing IIALLS PA-

sons

TENT

COMBINATION

PIPE, with which you

duce

either

solid

a

HOM
can

pro-

stream

or

sprinkler by a simple torn el the
stopcock. Please call and examine
these Hose Pipes even if you do
not wish to purchase, at HALL'S

WATERPROOFING AND RUBBER
WAREHOUSE,
MIDDLE
STREET, UNDER FALMOUTH
HOTEL.
my20

WFSd3t

Spring Millinery !
We have Just

opened

a

choice stock of

new

Spring Millinery Goods !
Hats, Dress Caps,

Pattern
a

full line of nice

FLOWEE9,
and all the new and desirable styles of

IIATS AND TRIMMING GOODS.

eastmaFa cctts,
apl3

1 U. S. Hotel Building,

dtt

_

O. A. S

LBSKKAUT

on hand at his store
will keep constantly

jsjo. 231 Middle
alll the

Street

fashionable styles of

ilATS,

CAPS, Ac.
ALSO

—

MADE is OkDCR at NHORT

NOTICI,

MILITARY RATS & CAPS
of all descriptions In

the very best .tylee aad at

REASONABLE PRICES.
din
ap7

-fHE PRESS.
MORNING, MAY 23, 1ST*

SATURDAY

furnish**1
Ktvhv regular attache of the Press s
with a Card certificate conntersigued hv Stanley
Pullen. Editor. A ll railway, steamboat
eu*
ub l»y
nunagerB will confer a favor upon
“
credentials oi every person clalmi"g
‘‘bumtb
Journal, as we liave informaUon
^ ^ of ,be
in
mere” are Becking courtesies
o
Pnnes, and we have no disposition

"eral

Bively, a party

to such

frauds._

letters and communlWo do not read anonymous
of the writer are in
The name ami address
not necessarily for publication
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correspondents in Washa fox-hunting expediington are getting up
forests of the Blue
the
of
Virginia
one
to
tion
these
If
gentlemen are as successful
Ridge.
are in hunting
in hunting out foxes as they
assured. The
out scandals, their success is
for the reaone,
is
a
praiseworthy
expedition
son that it turns the attention of these imaginative quill-drivers tfom the slaughter of reputations to the slaughter of vulpines.
The newspaper

who started this plan of
aud pupils of the

The Springfield Republican, always bright
and enterprising, has won new laurels by its
full, prompt and graphic accounts of
its
in
the
disaster
great reservoir
neighborhood; and now it has compiled
its reports and editorial comments, given day
by day, into a history of the disaster, furnished in a four page extra, which we shall prelerve as a model for use when the Sebago

fThe French Crisis.
Dam breaks.
The defeat of the Due de Broglie ministry
It is said that the experiment of opening
and party in the French Assembly last week
the New York Mercantile Library rooms on
was something of a surprise to a people who
Sunday is a failure. Less than one per cent,
are so unfortunate as to be obliged to depend
on that day, and
for its knowledge of important events in of the members attend
it was recwhom
to
clerks”
“homeless
most
the
the
of
idiot
incompreEurope upon an
to pass Sunhensible character who has charge of the ommended as a pleasant place
As a rival
general press cable despatches. For a whole days fail to put in an appearance.
to the livery stable and the beer garden the
week the general reader has been waiting for
not seem to be a success.
light as to the causes which led to the defeat public library does
of the ministry which, on all previous test
Mail
remarks that ConThe New York
votes, has been sustained by a certain, but
on having some fun at
calculate
The
American reader gressmen
small majority.
one another’s expense when Butler begins
would like to understand what agencies have
his back talk on the Sanborn business. They
been at work to put the opponents of the
had better wait until they tind out just where
ministry so suddenly iuto a majority of sixtyThe General’s gun is
comes in.
We are told that it was a.coiurlisbed
by a coalition of the Republicans solid, the
Bonapartists and a number of the extreme
right or Royalists but not a word as to what
Meanagency brought about this union.
time we are told that M. Goulard has not succeeded in forming a new cabinet, and that the
crisis Is likely to result in the dissolution of
four.

keeps

us

well posted respecting the move,

ments of the

the horse races-

visiting Czar,

and the less important occurrence of duels
between princes and dukes of unutterable
and of not the least consequence to
anybody. He labors under the somewhat

names

obsolete idea that the world was made only
for titles and toadies, and that the average
human takes interest only in the book of
peerage. It is, however, possible from what
information can be derived from various
sources to account for the defeat of the Brog-

ministry.
First, the Due de Broglie is a capitalist and
has never had experience in political affairs.
A Royalist at heart, he came to the surface
when the Republic was announced and because of the reputation of his father and his
wealth was sent to England as French ambassador. His only purpose of serving the
Republic seems to be that of overthrowing it;
lie

for as soon as the war was over and he saw

that Thiers, whom he hated on account ot
the animosity that existed between his father
and the former, was determined to
put the
Republican government on a firm basis, be
returned to France and entered the Assembly
as a deputy, where he soon became the leader
of the “Right Centre” and was distinguished

for the bitterness ot bis attacks upon President Thiers and bis government.
After a year of struggle and intrigue he
succeeded in defeating Thiers and placing
Marshal MacMahon, a Monarchist, in the
presidential chair as a sort of figure head,
carefully keeping the most of the power in
bis own hands. Since that time this nominally Republican minister has devoted every
energy to the restoration of a monarchical
form of government. Unable to
accomplish
his purpose at once, he was compelled to delay it until opportunity favored by extending
the presidency of MacMahon seven
years,
hoping in the meantime to perfect the ma
chiuery f#r the easy setting aside of the socalled Republic and substituting the Bourbon

dynasty.
His first object, of course, has been to so
modify the election laws as to disfranchise a
large portion of the adherents of Republicanism. Some time since he brought into the
Assembly measures for the management of

plpnfmna

anS

wMTi./iirmllfjpg

Fearing that his election bill wouldtSB radically amended before its adoption, he desired
to press that measure first, in order that he
might insert in his municipal bill such stringent provisions as would give the central
power vast influence in elections, should his
purposes be thwarted by amending the former.
The opposition, being quite as vigilant
as the Duke, saw his design and insisted
upon the opposite order of
business, whereupon
the minister lost his temper and made a cabinet question of the priority of the electoral
bill and was defeated.
Just how this defeat was brought about,
may be easily explained. The majority of
the ministry in the Assembly has not exceeded

twenty-six on a strictly test vole. On the
pending question, three hundred and thirtyone Republicans voted
against the Duke because they always vote against him;
twenty
Bonapartists voted on the same side because
the hope of imperialist restoration is in
universal suffrage, should it at any time
happen that the question of

the form of the
French government should be submitted to
the people, and thirty Royalists also voted on
the same side. This desertion of his own
party is not so easily accounted for except on
the ground that they have lost confidence in
Broglie. It is said that, as a leader, he has
been arrogant and by his overbearing course
has alienated many of the older and wiser
members of his party followers, who are better fit to be leaders.
It may be that the
Royalists have learned something of the purpose of the French people in the elections
which have so generally been carried
by the
Republicans, and are satisfied that further intrigue to baffle the will of an apparently large
majority of the nation is not only futile, but
fraught with danger, as there is a possible
limit to the patience of the
people.
The various elements of the
present ma-

jority will, it may be expected, be unable to
form a ministry which will be sustained
by
the present Assembly, but there can be little
doubt but that the purpose of the
Royalist
leader to restore the Bourbons
has failed to be accomplished.

or

Orleanists,

As bearing upon the question whether
intant damnation was ever held
by any man
or body of men, the
following passage fro m
Calvin 8 Institutes, quoted by a

Presbyterian

professor of theology during the progress of
the Swing trial, may be admitted as
evidence;
I Inquire again, how it came to
pass that
the fall of Adam, independent of any remedy
should involve so many nations with their
infant children in eternal
death, but because
such was the will of God?” Of this Dr.
Patterson remarks: “Such language used in
one of our books tends to fix an
interpretation upon our confession which it
seems
worth while to disclaim as not
indorsed,
now

at

least, by ourjchurch.”

Attention is called to the communication,
elsewhere published, from Dr. Hill in
answer

to the inquiries of
our

correspondent “Q”

concerning the “Agassiz Memorial Fund.”
The questions were
those which arose in the
minds of mauy
people and merited reply from
some one whose
completeness of information
on all the points
raised would be unquestionable. Hence we have
awaited Dr. Hill’s
opportunity to make the answers and
cxpla.
nations which appear in his
letter.
Philadelphia is
agitating itself over the
non-enforcement of a city ordinance
prohibiting pavement washing between the hours
of seven in the
morning and seven in the
evening. That proverbially clean city is
alone in its
sorrow, and it cannot expect
innch sympathy from towns
which are eagery onging for a similar
misfortune. In this
many ot,,ers> the great
difficulty is
to get the
pavements washed at all.
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THE XTH1TE HOUSE WEDDING.

account of the White House
wedding is taken from the Boston Herald’8

following

The executive mansion

special:

eiaoorate

had been extensively decorated for the occasion. Flowers adorned the doorways and hanging baskets were pendant from the centre of
each. The east room was resplendent with its
many mirrors, lace draperies at the seven large
windows, three crystal c handeliers, each containing forty burners, which sparkled like diaAll the mantels and woodwork were
The double window midway down the room (which is odb hundred by
forty feet in dimensions and has a ceiling
monds.

of white and gold.

twenty three feet in height) was entirely concealed by the bank of blooming plants. Just
in frout of this was a slightly raised dais,which

handsomely carpeted.

Above this dais
hung a marriage bell of white flowers. The
number of guests present was very -mall, only
about 160 invitations having been accepted of
the 300 issued. Among those present were Sir
Edward Thornton and tho members of the
British legation, General Sherman, the justices
of the Supreme Court, Vice President Wilson,
Speaker Blaiue, about a dozen Senators and
Representatives, officers of the army and navy
A few minutes before 11
and marine corps
o'clock there was a perceptible movement
The Rev.
an ong those gathered in the room.
Dr. Tiffany of the Metropolitan Methodist
entered
and
stood
at the
Church
Episcopal
foot of the dais. Mr. Sartoris ib full evening
dress, accompanied by his best man, Colonel
Frederick Grant, in full uniform, now appeared, passing through the suit of parlors, while
the bridal party entered the large folding doors
which are opposite the dais. The first in the
procession were the bridesmaids, Miss Conkling and Miss Freliugbuysen being in the adwas

vance.
They paused as they passed just beyond the central chandelier. Miss Porter and
Miss Sherman came next, and advanced be-

the first two. Then followed Miss Drexel
and Miss Dent, then Miss Barnes and Miss
Fish, and lastly the bride with her father. As
she passed between her
bridesmaids
aud
reached the dais, Mr. Sartoris stepped forward and received her from
her
father.
They mounted the dais, and the bridesmaids
formed a circle. The bride and groom knelt
during the exhortation. The service was performed after the form of the Methodist church.
The vows weie exchanged, tho ring was given
as a pledge, aud the words were uttered which
made the two man and wife. Then came the
solemn injunction:
“Those whom God has
joined together, let no man put asunder.” The
President gave his daughter a ferv d embrace,
and the mother’s emotion almost overcame her.
The bridal robe was of rich white satin, with a
train three yards long. The skirt was eutirelv
covered with round point lace flounces, so flue
and exquisite that they might be taken for
wreathes of mist. These flounces were headed
by sprays of orangeiblossoins, that at intervals
became clusters of flowers, with a tiny orange
iu the centre. Tho sleeves were trimmed with
point lace and flowers to natch the skirt. The
trail was of illusion, which was fastened with
a wreath.
The ornaments consisted of a neck-

yond

i--A

monument to

the teachers

Of course I may be mistaken in judging of the motives of those noble men, Joseph
Henry of the Smithsonian Institution, William

seum.

T. Harris of St. Louis, Newton Bateman of
Springfield, Illinois, Presidents Robins and
Chamberlain, and Professor Barbour of this
State, and leading educationists in nearly all
the States of the Union, who endorse this
movement with great cordiality; but I feel
that it is rather harsh judgment to speak of
an action begun aud fostered by such men, as

“sharpness to avail themselves of money,”
‘‘under disguise”; as “mean and disgraceful”;
and unas a “despicable trick” as a “covert
manly scheme.”
Q is “decidedly iu favor of auy proper means

a

movement placed iu any school by its
friends to venerate his name,” and thiuks that
“if it was proposed to build a monument to the
* * * all would fagreat scholar, to him alone,
I
Mr.
vor it,”
Now,
Editor, have always felt

or

very strongly the truth of Dr. Young’s line, to
the effect that he best mourns the dead, who
lives as they desired. No proof of our affection
for that teacher, whose genial aud pure presence has, during the last twenty seven years,
done so much for the intellectual life, and even
for the business prosperity,'.of America, could
be given more in accordance with his desires,
than to place upon a permanent fouudation of
perpetual usefulness that great Normal School
for teachers of physical science which he betogan at Cambridge, Mass,,—to contribute
ward the realization of the hopes aud aspirations and sublime purposes of duty, which led
him for twenty years to reuounce his scientific
tastes, repress his personal scientific ambition,
aud to devote himself to building up a centre
for scientific eduoatisn iu America to the sacrifice of personal ease, comfort, and fortune,
to the endurance of enormous labors and fatigues, and even to the sacrifice of life—life

Washington News and Gossip.

The

a

inviting

country to unite in building
Agassiz by endowing the Mu-

...

earrings of the same. The bride carried a superb white bouquet, and a pearl fan which was
covered with white point lace.
The bridesmaids were all dressed alike in white silk, over

which was illusion ruffled with narrow plisst-s.
The sashes were or white silk, lined and artistically fastened at the sides, passing under
the pouf at the back, and the fringed ends falling on the traiD, where they were kept in place
by a spray of flowers. Flowers trimmed both
sides of the skirts aud were worn on the bosom
and sleeves. The waists of these dresses were
low neck, white silk,with the illusion high, and
finished with a ruff of the tulle.
All these
waists were open in front and fastened by the
bouquet de corsage. Four of the bridesmaids
wore pink flowers and four blue.
After the
ceremony the company adjourned to the state
diniDg room, where the usual breakfast was
in readiness.
BED TAPE.

Senator Hamlin recently received a letter
from a Mr. Chase of Fairfield, Me., requesting
him to ascertain if there was not a small sum
of money in the Treasury remitted about fifty
years ago by the Consul at Cronstadt, as the
balance on the settlement of the estate of a
sailor, who was Mr. Chase’sjbrother, and who
had died of small pox. Mr. Hamlin, who always looks after the interests of his constituents, had a search made, and it was ascertained that the Consul had deposited for the heirs
of deceased $92.03 in the year 1828.
PENSIONS.

The Commissioner of Pensions states that
the House amendment to the Pension bill,
which reduces the fee for pension vouchers from 30 to 20 cents, will work
injustice.
The reduction will be felt chiefly by the small
while
the
offices,
large offices will continuo to
receive extravagant fees.

The Agassiz Memorial.

which was dear to hitn

by

a

thousand other

ties than those known to the public eye. Nothing conld he more annoying to him than the
thought of a personal monumeut, carved in
stone; nothing more grateful that the thought
of a monument in a liviug working institution, for the promotion and diffusion of sci

his father.
Two thousand

pounds of bones, remains of
Celestials who died in Oregon, were recently
forwarded to China from
San
Francisco.
Steamship companies in tbat section would undoubtedly oppose cremation.
The Washington correspondent of the Cincinnati

well informed, anticipates a unanimous report in favor of abolishing the present form of government iu the
District of Columbia
Bon. John Francis, the new Treasurer of

chisedec under direct divine inspiration.
Science is sometimes a trifle despotic.
The Pittsburg Commercial man must have it
bad. Hear it: “The seal of Spring is now sat
upon the sky, the eartli and the trees.
Every-

thing pipes—birds, men and worms. Each
breath is a roundelay, each breeze is a caress.
The world is a poem.”
A young lady passing along the street in

ten to

having
May 2, and has-

reply.

1.

The fund is not for
erecting a building.
Every circular issued by the Committee distinctly states that the fuud is to be kept separate, and the income alone applied to the maintenance of the work at the Museum.
2. The Museum of Comparative
Zoology
founded by Agassiz is in a building erected
upon ground
given for that purpose by Harvard

College, in Cambridge. All its property is
held byja board of
trustees, of whom the Governor of
Massachusetts, and other State officials, together with two elected by the Goneral
Court constitute a
majority, aud the minority
are elected by the Board
itself. The pecuniary
trusts are thus entirely independent of the college. On the other hand the
could not

College

give the land for the building to stand upon,
and open ils lecture-rooms aud libraries to the
students of theMuseum without some
compensation. That compensation is in two parts.
First,
in the advertisement given to the
College, by
the fact of the Museum standing there, in
close proximity to the Theological School.
Second, in the provision that the Professor of
Zoology in the Lawrence Scientific School, and
the President of the University shall always
be two out of the five members of the Faculty
of the Museum who superintend the instruction, and scientific use of the collections. The
regulation of the admission of the public to
the {collections is, however, retained in the
hands of the trustees, uninfluenced by the Col-

lege.
Each in brief are the answers to
second questions.
Thirdly, he

Q’s first
asked

Mr.

by^hich

ex-

Religious Intelligence.
Rev. S. A. Hutchins, pastor of the Second
Christian church, Kittery Foreside,| baptized
five persons last Sabbath.
Rev. A. Lovejoy is about to leave the pastorate of the Free Baptist church at South Berwick, having accepted a call from the Free
Baptist church at Pascoag, R. I.

tion.

Meanwhile the

bring

plans

perfec-

are

so

judicious

that every dollar given
produces an immediately valuable effect.
The legislature of
Massachusetts, and the rich men of Boston
and New York will finish the
al-

building;
though the commonwealth of Maine has as
real a pecuniary interest in the work done
there, as Boston can have.
And now, having answered Q’s questions of
May 2, allow
article of

tirely

me

May

to

suggest to him that bis

19 may be founded on an euerroneous reading of the hearts of those

Parry of Worcester, preached
“guzzle and give.” He says it

The Rev, Mr.
on

Sunday

on

is a misapprehension to imagine that guzzling
is only drinking too much.
The person who
overeats is also a guzzler.
The annual meeting of Cumberland Congregational Conferance, will be held with the Pine
street church. Lewiston, June 9th and 10th,
Mr. L.

Anson.

Fourteen candidates for

Boll,
as

universities.
It was Agassiz’s noble ambition to turn the
tide, aud make some university here so good
as to draw students from Europe.

Western Crop Prospects.—A gentleman
who has conversed with a number of farmers
in Iowa writes to the General Superintendent
of the Illinois Central Railroad that the young

grasshoppers

in immense numbers

making their appearance

are

just

nearly every farm.
There appears to be little donbt that, before
they will be old enough to fly away, they will
eat the crops down to the ground. Their early
coming, however, allows the hope that they
will mature and take their departure in time
for the grain to take its secoud growth with
little if any injury. The reports of the wheat
and corn crops continue to be
favorable, the
former crop in some localities being more
promising than for some years. The outlook
on

for an abundant fruit crop is also of a bright
character. Grass in the pastures is reported as

being plenty.
Maine Inventions.
The following is a list of patents issued to
Maine iuventors under date of May
5th, 1874,
and reported through the office of Smith

&’

Bird, Counsellors at Law, and in Patent
Causes, 48 Exchange St., Portland, Me:
Woo<Js, Cape Elizabeth, car coup-

lin^attlle'T

Charles H. Getcbell,
Oldtown, chuck inn- and
centering device for metal turning lathes.”
Barnabas A. Higgins, New
Portland, machine for bending wood.
Oliver A. Goold,
Portland, lamp chimney.
Re-issue, Edward M. Lang, Portland m&
Q’ machine for casting solder wire.

the

ministry

were

licensed to preach by the Penobscot Ministerial

Association, Wednesday.
The new Baptist church

Patten village
will be dedicated on Sunday, the 27th of June
next.
The quarterly session of the South
Aroostook Quarterly Meeting will be held at
the same time and place, commencing on Friday afternoon, June 25th.
Rev. Mr. Rattray of the Cedar street Baptist church, Rockland, has tendered his resignation, to take effect in July.
Rev. H..F. Wood, a graduate of Bates College, and formerly pastor of the Free Baptist
church at West Waterville, was installed last
evening over the Free Baptist church in Manchester, N. H. Rev. C. F. Penney of Augusta,
preached the sermon.
The forty-eighth annual meeting of the General Conference of the Congregational churches
in Maine, will be held with the Second Congregational church in Newcastle, commencing
on Tuesday, June 24th, 1874, at nine o’clock a.

Bridgton from Sebago station on
burg road.
On Monday next the 11 o'clock

running

the Ogdens
a.

m. train
from Dover on the Boston & Maine
road, will
connect at Alton Bay with the steamer Mt.
Washington, for Wolfboro and Centre Harbor.

Rev. Mr. Blanchard is expected to enter upon his duties as pastor of
the Congregational
He is to
church, Saco, on or about June 1st.
receive a salary of $1700 and be allowed a vacation of three weeks during the year.
Rev. R. J. Langridge. formerly of Mechanic
Falls, having resigned the pastorate of the
South church, Chicago, has accepted a unanimous call to the pastorate of Genesee
Baptist
church, Hinry county, Illinois, and enters
immediately upon his labors at that place.
The Aroostook Conference of Congregational
churches meet Friday with the church at Fort
Fairfield, in the new house of worship.
Last Sabbath twelve persons were baptized
by Rev. Mr. Carr, Free Baptist, who has been
laboring with great success at the Union meeting bouse in Fort Fairfield the past four
months.
Oxford County Conference of Congregational churches will meet at Bethel, with Bev. D.
Garland’s church on Tuesday, June 9th, and
continues two days.
Bev. A. J. Nelson of East Auburn, has accepted the call from the First Baptist church
of China.
Tho State Convention of Universalists meets
at Calais, June 20.
The Society hope to afford
free entertainment for all the delegates and
visitors.
The York County Conference will meet in
the School church at Wells, June 2d and 3d.

STATE

Major General

S. G. Griffin is to deliver the
oration before the G. A, R. at Providence on

Memorial Day,
Bret Harte has heen offered $14 a week toy a
Missouri editor to come out and write up the
local column.
At Lincoln,

Nebraska, the crusading ladies
the saloons in pairs, to avoid the
ordinance which prohibits praying assemblies.
The fish in a number of the Michigan lakes
are dying in immense numbers.
They cover
the surface of the ponds and are as perceptible
as the “white fish”
by the sea shore.
A young man who received $2000 a year
are

visiting

salary on
working

a

at

ball club
a

two

ago, is now
factory at $5 per

years

Troy soap

weok.
Prof. Goldwin Smith says he never said
“All Americans hate all Englishmen."
Since
Miss Grant’s marriage, we can safely take it for
;
that the professor
granted

did.

was

wrong if he

REMOVAL.
EVANS

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

DEALERS

COAL

on

the

COUNTY.

chapel of the
the patients, has

KNOX COUNTY.

Edward Wooster, a son of John Wooster of
Hope, about 15 years old, disappeared Wednesday, and about the whole town turned out and
searched the woods and dragged the ponds, but
no Edward.
Suddenly it was discovered that
Quite a sum of money and two suits of clothes
were missing and the disgusted citizens ceased

hunting.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Mr.

William

Nash,
a

critical condition.

few

of

days

Waldoboro’,
since.

was

He lies in

OXFORD COUNTY

Last week while a man named Blake with
his wife were moving his household goods from
Oxford to Hebron, a bridge which they were
crossing with a load of furniture, gave way and
Mrs. Blake was precipitated to the stream below, beneath the load, and taken out dead.
The divorce suit of Lucy J. Burse vs. J. M.
Burse, which attracted considerable attention
in Oxford County in 1873, has been decided in
Brooklyn in favor of the libellant.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Xbe house of Columbus Buswell In Etna,
occupied by Mr. P. G. Kimball, was destroyed
by fire Thursday afternoon with most of its
contents. Loss on the house $1,500.
The Crusaders held a meeting in Bangor
Thursday evening. Miss Lord and Mrs. Dunham read poems. Quito a number signed the

pledge.

little daughter of Mr. George W.
Brewer village, fell on a darning
which
buried itself in her thigh so deep
needle,
that the services of a surgeon were required to
extract it
Friday

a

Pope, of

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Sagadahoc District Lodge of Good
Templars held its regular quarterly meeting in
Richmond, on Thursday. The name of Sagadahoc County Lodge was changed to Sagadahoc
District Lodge. The Lodges of Brunswick,
Harpswell, West Uarpswell and Wsstport are
included in Sagadahoc district.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Work

the Somerset railroad will be resumed very soon, and it is expected that it will
be completed to Madison Bridge, a distance of
eight miles from its present terminus, by the
first of November.
on

Charles B. Rounds, of Calais, delivers the
oration and Rev. A. J. Lockhart, of Pembroke,
the poem at the latter iown on Decoration
Day.
The procession will consist of the soldiers and
sailors who served in the war.
Masons, Sons of
temperance and thirty-seven voung ladies,
representing the States of the Union.
A bear was shot in a
trap at Perry
recently,
3
3
which weighed 500 lbs.
Herbert M. Heath will deliver the oration
at
East Machias on Decoration
Day.
A little daughter of John Ricker of
Limerick
was burned fatally last week.
She was playing
near a brush fire, when her clothes
took firel
She with her brother ran nearly a
quarter of a
mile and threw themselves into a
pond but
she was so badly burned that she soon
die’d.
Robert Smith, a well known ship owner of
Keunebunk, is likely to lose the sight of his eve
from a blow from a limb of a tree
which he
was

WOOD,

REMOVED TO

where
ers

shall be

we

pleased

to

all

see

our

and the public generally.

cutting.

Hon. Ferguson Haines has about
eighteen
hundred tons of ice in his house near
the
"Boom” in Saco. The ice has been sold to the
‘Mutual Benefit Co., of New York,” and is to
be delivered the coming Fall.
A convention of York County
Sunday School
teachers is in session at Saco.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Earl Slate Quarry Company of
Dover
and Foxcroft was organized on
Wednesday
last,- with Hon. A. M. Robinson as President
and M. W. Hall Secretary and Treasurer.
Keren million of Pore*.
All day and all night the exhausted particles of
every human system are passing off through seven millions of quarter-inch hose—that being about the

length of the sweat-ducts connected with the pores

at 11 o’clock,
Albert Morgiu,

old custom-

Nevada.New York. .Liverpool
May 26
Columbus.New York -Havana.May 26
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool-May 26
Hausa.New York.. Bremen.May 26
Pent. New York. .Bermuda.May 27
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .May 27
City of Havana... ,New York. Havana.May 28
Holsatia.New York. .Hamburg-May 28
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.May 28
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool... .May 30
Ville do Paris.New York Havre.May 30
India.
.New York .Glasgow.May 30
China.New York. .Liverpool_May 30
ot
York. Liverpool-May 30
Paris.New
City
Oceanic.New Y ork. Liverpool.... May 30
Claribel.New York. Hayti, &c.. .June 5
Etna.New York. .Jamaica.
.June 2

ALWAYS

ON

HAND.

Portland, May 15,1874.

my22sn3m

Don’t do It!
Solid comfort is only obtained by a smoke when the
article consumed is really good. A poor cigar is
worse than none. Don’t pay a high price for a domestic, when you cap buy an Imported Havana
Cigar, The Feliciana, for $9 00 per 100 or 11 for
$1.00. This brand is much admired by all who try
them.

Proposals for

miniature

Fridays NKay 22.

delphia.

Oregon, Dun ton. Boothbay.
Scb Senator, Orne, Westport.
Sch

E^*Signal

for

ton, from Boston.

a

barque, supposed

the D A

Be

A safe ana sure remedy tor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and Iresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

BOTTLE.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A

G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
Prepared only by
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.
au26sntl
A.

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
BEAU ESTATE MORTGAGES.

STREET.
sntf

FOR

SALK

New House on west side of Emery Street, head of
Cnshman Street, 10 rooms, with all tho modern improvements. Apply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 COnnERCIAIi STREET.
Also lots of land on Cushman, Lewis and Clark
Streets.
my5sntf

TICKETS

RAILROAD
FOR

—

—

BOSTON,

$

ONLY

PE It

—

OB

—

2 .50.

—

BOSTON &

MAINE,

EASTERN

on

or

WI. ALLEN, JR.,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
sndtl
myl8

1
and

"

May

be

fouyid

at

KIMBALL

bis OQice as usual, ou

after

MONDAY, 3VTA.Y 18th.
and will give bis undivided attention to the rractico
In

DENTISTRY
myl6sntf

all of its branches.

REMOVAL,

MRS.

SPRINGER

has removed her Studio to
ROOM
Where she

Painting,

3,

CLAPP’S

BLOCK,

will receive pupils in Object-drawing and

as

usual.

sntf

mar23

Partner Wanted.
$3000 to $5000, in

All communications will be treated

ly confidential.

a

prof-

as

strict-

mylDsnlw
THE MOST

Wonderful Discovery
the 19th Century.

of

—

AND

And all diseases of the THROAT, CHEST and
LUNGS. (The only Medocine of tlio kind in the
world.)
A Sabstitatv for Cad Liver Oil.
Permanently cures Asthma, Bronchitis, Loss of
Voice, Shortness of Breath, Catarrh, Croup, Coughs,
Colds, &c., in a few days, like magic. Price $1 per
bottle,
ALSO
OR. S. O. HOWE’S

Tonic

Blood

Pnrificr,

which DIFFERS from all other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION Upon the
LITER, KIDNET8 AND BLOOD.
It is purely vegetable, cleanses the system of all im-

purities, builds it light square up, and makes Pure
Rich Blood. It cures Scrofulous Diseases of all kinds,
removes Constipation and regulates the Bowels
For
“GENERAL DEBILITY,” “LOST VITALITY,”
and “BROKEN
DOWN CONSTITUTIONS,” I
“challenge the 19th century” to find its equal,
v

is Worth its Weight in Gold.
Price $1 per bottle. Sold at retail by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Wholesale Agents, Portland.
OH. 19. O, HOWE, Sole Proprietor,

Every

Bottle

161 Chambers §t., New York.
mar7snWS&M3m&weowll

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
The friends of persons who have been restored
from confirmed consumption by the use of this original preparation, and the grateful parties themsel fes,

have, by recommending it and acknowledging its
wonderful efficacy, giving the article a vast popularity^ New England. The Cod Liver Oil is in this
combination robbed of its unpleasant taste,and is rendered doubly effective in being coupled with the lime,
which is itself a restorative principle, supplying nature with just the agent ana assistance required to
heal and reform the diseased lungs. A. B. wilbor,
Boston, is the proprietor. Sold by all druggists.
eodlw
my20
For Moth Patches, Freckles
AND Tan ask your Druggist for Perry’s Moth

and

Freckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case
infallible. Or for his Improved Comedone and
Pimple Remedy, the great Skin Medicine for
Pimples, Black Heads or Flesh worms. Or consult
B. C, PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 49 Bond

Street,

New York.

ap30sneod&w3m20

Awiilngs, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations,
49 1-2

F.

A

Ac.

EXCHANGE STREET.,

LEAVITT.
eodsn

mc3

FANCY

Dr. Schenck’* Standard Remedies!
The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Sciienck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it oft by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it oft, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea-weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stnmapli and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile start*
freely, and the liver Is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composod
mixes with the food, and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the fooa and Pulmonic Syrup will
mike good blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can be consulted at the Quincy House,
Boston, oo Wednesday. March 25th, April 8th and
22nd, May 13th and 27th.
Advice will be given tree,but for a thorough examination with the Respirometer, the charge is #5.00.
Schenck’s Medicines are sold by all Druggist*
tl roughout the country.
Schenck’s Almanac can be had of all Druggists,
free.
mel2eod&wlvsnll

married.
_

In this city, May 21, Holman S. Mclcher and Mis*
Alice K. Hart.
In Biddeford, May 13, Herbert A. Mayo of Biddeford and Miss Amanda E. Dyer of Saco.
In Biddeford, May 11, Alonzo Tuttle and Miss Lydia Ward, both of Saco.
In Oxford, May 13, Julias F. Fuller and Miss Annie C. Holmes, both of Oxford.
In Biddeford, May 12, Geo. Warner of Oxford and
Miss Eva J. Berry, of Biddeford.

DIED.__
In this city, May 22, Susan, dangliter of John and
Susan L. Dennis.
[Funeral services on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at No. 140 Cumberland street. Burial at convenience
of the family]
In this oity, May 22, Robert Fessenden Carney, infant son of Margaret K. and Fessenden V. Carney.

For Sale*

&

CO.,

Wyoming. Terry, Bucksport.
Ar 21st, brig N Stowers, Savage, Cienfuegos 21 ds;
schs Addie M Bird, Merrill. Matanzas 13 days; F H

Odiorne, Crowell, Baltimore for Bridgeport.'
Cld 20tb, schs J B Colby, Wilcox, tor Jacksonville;
Traveller, Hodges, Charleston; H S Rewe, Tavenen,
Norfolk; Calvin, Thomas, Boston.
Cld 21st, brig Havana, Meyer, Havana; schs Sunbeam, Tibbetts, Santa Cruz; Palos, Shacktord, for
Demarara; Lizzie Cochrane, Hopkins, Bangor.
Passed through Hell Gate 20th, scbB H L Curtis,
from Port Johnson for Salem; Monticello, Rondout
for Boston; Harriet Newell, fm Weehawken for do;
Starlight, New York for Calais; Abigail Haines, Elizabetliport for Boston; Herald, New York tor Belfast; New Zealand, Port Johnson for Salem; Franklin Pierce, Lord, Hoboken lor Portland; Ellen Perkins, New York for Boston; Carrie Jones, irom do
for Newburyport.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, schs Kelpie, Bryant, La
Have, NS; Exeter, Pendleton, Rockland.
Ar 21st, sch Lyndon, Cassidy, Calais.
SOMERSET—Ar 20th, scb Keystone, Hatch, from

**NEWBEDFORD—A r 2tst, schs Wes terloo. Whita-

ker, Ellsworth; Walebman, Heal, Lincolnville.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Passed by 20th, brig Marshall Dutch, Turner, Portland for Philadelphia.
Sid, schs Ruth Thomas, Benj Strong, George Savage, Porto Rico, Bagaduce, H Curtis, Mary Sands.
Lake, Franklin Pierce, Arabella, L M Strout, Victory, Silver Heels, Eveline, Jas Henry, Carrie Walker,

Clark. Bartlott, do; Belle Brown, Hall, Hoboken;
Orion, Osborn, Rondout ; Gen Scott, Pettigrew, and
Nellie Clark, Gregory, New York; Flight. Tinker,
and Lucy, Colwell, New Yorx; Ida C Spofford, InCalais.
Cld 21st, Br sch Howard Holder, Holder, Portland.
Ar 22a, schs Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Philadelphia*
Nellie Bowers, Stackpole, do; William Carroll, Lunt,
Hoboken; Sarah Bernice, Proctor, New York.
SALEM—Cld 19tli, schs Clara Jaue, Garrison, lor

Lubec; Alqnizar, Grant, Bangor.
Ar 21st, schs Helen A Bowen, Alexander, Philadelphia; Anna Leland, Homer, aud Robiu, Strout,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Bombay 20lh in»t, barque Isaac Lincoln, Jordan. Boston.
Sid tm Bremerhaven 10th inst, sch W S Jordan,
Baker, United States.
Off Dungeness 21st inst, ship C B Hazeltine, Gilky,
Savannah for Reval, (with loss of foreyard.)
Ar at Liverpool 19th inst, ship St Joseph, Colley,
New Orleans; Washington, Chase, New York.:
Sid fm Buenos Ayres 4th ult, barque A C Bean,

Cbeney, Valparaiso.
in port 14th ult, barques Moonbeam, Field; Emma
C Litchfield, Hayden; Ada Gray, Race, and Chalmette, Waite, unc; sch Sadie F Caller, Sinclair, do;

and others.
Ar at Montevideo 6th ult, erig Belle Prescott, Waterhouse. for Buenos Ayres; 7th, barque H J Libby,
Brooks, Rio Janeiro, (and sailed tor Paysaudu); 10th
Emma Parker, Stanley, Portland, (Feb 14) and sailed
for Buenos Ayres; Utb, Pbilena, Chase, do (Feb 12);
16th, brig Walter Smith, Smith, New York.
In port 19th ult, barque S R Bearse, Marston, unc;
brigs C S Packard, Amesbury. and F H Todd, Maguire. for New York, ldg; and others.
Ar at Barbadoes 18th ult, brig Abbie C Titcomb,
Endeven, New York.
Ai Demarara 8th inst, sch Ada Barker, Dobbin, tm
New York, ar 2d, unc.
Ar at St Pierre 22d alt, sch Annie Freeman, Reed,
New York.
Ar at Matanzas 14th inst, barque T F Whitton,
St Thomas; 16th, brigs S V Nichols, Chase, Machias;
Five Brothers, Thurlow, Norfolk.
Sid 13th. brig Callao, Leeman, North ot Hatteras;
schs Mabel F Staples, Cole, New York; Tennie B
Gilkey, for North of Hatteras.
At Caroenas 14th inst, barque S W Holbrook, Polleys, lor North ot Hatteras, ldg; L T Stocker, Tyler,
do; brigs Emma L Hall, Perry; DS Soule, Soule;
J W Spencer, Thomas; A R Stover, Adams: Emma,
Bucknam, and Manson, Gilkey, North of Hatteras;
schs li F Hart, Coombs, do; Kate Carlton, Grant, tor
New York.
Ar at Caibarien 6th inst, brig Clytie, Dow, from
New York.

Sid 9th. brig Harry, tor New York.
Ar at Havana 15th inst, brig Mattano, Robinson,
Liverpool.
Sid 15th. schs Zampa, Jewett, for Pascagoula; H P
Blaisdell, tor Cardenas.
Cld 15th, sch Ethan Allen, Blake, tor North of Hatteras.
lu port 16th. brigs Josie C Hazeltine, Bean, for
New York; Anita Owen, Upton, tor North ol Hat-

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sill fm Liverpool 7th, Danl Draper, Rogers, Boston
8th, Euw O’Brien, Smalley, St John. NB; U M Ad-

ams, Hanson, Cardill and Rio Janeiro.
Old 7th, Robt Dixon, Smithwiek, St John, NB.
Ent ont 7tli, Transit, Percy, Portland.
Oft Falmouth 7th, Clias M Davis, Thompson, from
Baker’s Island tor Liverpool.
•
Sid 7th, Mary Goodell, Sweetser, Rio Janeiro; 8th,
Premier, White, Montreal.
Ar at Cadiz 29th nit, Carrie Wyman, Cochran, from

New York.
Ar at Havre Gth inst, Jos Clark,
Crocker, Macabi;
Uncle Tobey, Sinnett, Guanape.
Cld 6th, Mayflower, Call. New York.
SPOKEN.
March 9, lat 18 S, Ion 32 W, ship C H Soule, from
for
Callao.
Liverpool
May 18, oft Body lslanl, sch Annie McAdam, of
Camden, bound South.
_

Carpet Cleansing

!

ISTo. 24 Union. St.
OFFICE.
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White

and

of Iron.

PURE

I C E
N.O CItARI.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Balbriggan,

Contains
no

Alcohol.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Vitalizes
the

Blood.

Ladies’ Gauze Flannels PERUVIAN
AND

—

Tones up
the

System.

CORSETS
—

AT

SYRUP

—

PERUVIAN SYRUP

—

Builds up
the

Nelson & Co.’s,
297

Broken down.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Congress St.,

Just a bo re the Preble
my23_

Makes
the Weak
Strong.

House.
dlw

PERUVIAN

FOR SALE.

Cures

.A Retail Stock of Taney

Dyspepsia
and Debility.

Uoods.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

The most desirable location inPortland

Cures
Liver

One »f the largest and best assorted Stocks in this
city will be sold, at once, if satisfactory terms can be
made.
For full and particular information inquire of

MERRILL,

Complaint.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

PRINCE & CO.,

146 MIDDLE

Cures
Female
Weaknesses.

STREET,

my23d»_PORTLAND,

MK.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Real Estate for Sale.

Cures
Boils
and Humors.

—BY—

WM. H.

JERRIS, Real Estate Ag’t,

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Next East or City Hall.
desirable piece of property on Spring street,
Thomas

THEtwelve
opposite

Cures Diseases
of the Kidneys

street, house of brick, French
roof,
rooms, warmed by steam, gas throughout, hot and cold Sebago, nice Grapery, Stable, and
splendid lot of 20,000 square feet.

and Bladder.

CAUTION. Be sure you get the right article
See that “PERUVIAN SYRUP” is blown in the
glass.

a new French root'
house, fifteen rooms, on
Thomas, near Pine stTeet. Spring water, gas
throughout, bay window, first class neighborhood.
Only $2000 cash required, balance on very easy time.
A good chance, j

ALSO

PRICE, $1.00

a

erms

on

cold water, bath room, gas
set In sleeping rooms, mice McGee

TWO STORY HOUSE

A

rooms, for

two

one or

on Chestnut street, ten
families. Sebago water.

Large lot. Price $2800—half

ally.

Colds and Chills,

cash; balance

rjlWO good house lots

Pains in the Rones, Lame Back,
Catarrhal Symptoms,
Rheumatic and Neuralgic Symptoms, Soreness of the

Elm street.

on

as a

of the

progress
medical

my6W&S2p*w3m

cash.

SMALL two story bouse, six rooms, in the
rear of Mechanic street.
Price $1200—half
to suit.

A

on

agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be sent free to any address.
SETH W. FOWhE At SONS, Proprietors
86 Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by dealers gener-

throughout;
furnace, &c.

favorable.

history

a

PERUVIAN SYRUP, a valuable paj>er
n medical science, a treatise on Iron

near

5rates

A BOTTLE.

32-pagc pamphlet, containing

A

nice three story brick house
Danforth
ALSO
street,
Brackett, 12 well finished rooms,
hot and

nice house lot
Emery street, between
AVERY
Spring and Cushman, 50 feet front. Terms
on

muscles.

easy.

ailment resulting
Cold
driven from the system in
EVERY
single night, therehundreds of diseases from
from

a severe

la

a

good lots

Franklin street—one
Park—for 35 and 50 cents per foot.

TWO

on

near

by preventing
upon the debilitated body by the

the

LOT

Listening

use

of Tiie Deli-

Family Medicine,

cious

street, above Oxford, 34 by 00
A feet, only 28Smith
cents per root, and only $200 cash
SANFORD’S
on

required._

_may2S«l2w

JAMAICA

GINGER,

Taken in full doses on retiring tor the n ghtlt will
be found to exert the roost powerful influence on the
organs of circulation ami perspiration. Perspiration
flows from every part of the body, a glow of beat extends from head to foot, every muscle and fibie Is relaxed and in a state of the most gratifying
repose,
while pain, soreness of the bones and muscles disappear and the poor sufferer, in a state of mind at once
composed anti happy, sinks into a refreshing sleep
lasting until morning, from which he awakens a new
man.
A mild dose l»efore breakfast and another before going out for the day will prevent his taking

D. W. CLARK & CO..
NO. 17 MARKET STREET.

SEASON

RATES

1874,

FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:
10
15

more

lbs daily, from June to October 1st.$ 8.00
**
II

..,

«

may prevent disease, or expel it if lurkrng
system. It should tin refore, be In every family and the constant companion of every traveller.
No language can be too strong in impressing this fact
seem wo
upon the minds of all. Startling as It may
have well authenticated cases of

Remedy
in the

nONTHLV RATES.
10

Jo

lbs. daily, per
“

:

month.$2 50

S

«

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
more at one time, by giving notice at the
office,
will l»e entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request that neglect to leavo tho
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the office at once, and it will be attended to
promptly.

PRICE

BY

THE

30 cents per 100

CAKE,

pounds.

IdT’By reason of tlie great demand for shipping
ice, wo desire customers to order (heir supply before
the 10th ot June. We cannot agree to furnish any
ol us
ice, at present prices, to these not engaging
myL.Jd6w
previous to that date.

notice.
Store

.'M*0 COWCBENS 8T, u»ed to bo

Slebblns’ Cigar Store, the last occupant Robert
THE
Nathan, will be opened by JOSEPH EUGENE,

by

TUESDAY,
With

a

Cigars,

Fino

MAY

FRESH

26th,

STOCK,

Tobacco and

»ucli

as

hope all the customers and friends of the old procall and see me. I shall be
pleased to
all old and new ones. I have been under tho emof
E.
Ponce, and he will select the stock.
ploy
Yours respecttully,
I

prietore will

may 23—dlw

EUGENE.

that I

permission

on

corner

put on an addition to
Portland aml Grove streets.
E. F. CLARK.
my 23U3t«
to

of

Railroad Tickets tor Boston lor
Sale at Reduced Kates.
R. K. Tickets from Portland
BOSTON
to Boston only §2.25. A liberal discount wade
& MAINE

to

parties ordering packages of twenty-live or more.
Apply to F, G. PATxEPSON, 13 Fluent Block.

my21

]

ever

atterwards pre-

DYSPEPSIA,

Flatulency, Rising of Food, sense nt weight or “fullness” of the stonmcli alter eating, cramps and pains
an.i every disturbance of the stomach and bowels aro
immediately relieved by it.

TRY IT ONCE.
**
y,our Selves are lined with medicine,
you will fail to derive from them the benefit to be obtained from this remedy in the diseases tor which it
is

recommended.
SoM by all Druggists and Deal.-re In Medicine.
'VKKKN A POTTEII,
176 Washington Mirrrt, ItoNion.
General Agents.
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
J. W
PEKKINS A (O.,

W holesale

Agents.
my22dlw

nia24

$30,000
To lostn on first class Mortgage, in
I'ortland an<l Vicinity in
sums to snit.
Real Estate Securities, paving 8 to 10 rer'
cent, inelrest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest mode* of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and
collected without charge. (H aranteks
perfect title and ample security in all its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investments and
improvements nmde on commission ami on shares,
bankable paper bought ami sold.

principal

Notice.
for

RHEUMATISM
And Neuralgia cured by it, and
vented by a timely use of it.

Smokers’

Articles.

JOSEPH

Thus this

ELEGANTLY FLAVORED

::::: u:oo

•*

cold.

AA

is hereby given
shall apply to the
NOTICE
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their next

Furnished And Whipped by
de9di.tr

a Protected
Protoxide

Is

PARASOLS !

meeting
building

CARGOES OF

ALCOHOL.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

FOR LADIES .HISSES AND CHILDREN.

Si.

ICE.

WITHOUT

Fancy Stripes and Plain,

(I3w2p*

nay5

A Permanent Tonic

see

FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE,

was m the BLOOD

Styles.

Fringes, Bead Gimps,

Brown

fever.)

York; and others.

dtw*

HOSIERY.

teras.
At Mayaguez 11th inst, brig Henry Trowbridge, for
New York; sch Paul Seavey, lor Boston.
Sid fm Pernambuco 29th ult, sch Hattie Haskell,
King, New York, (Capt Young died 24th of yellow

Sid fm Port Spain 27th ult, sch Trott King,
h Bradford, Florida.
Ar at Ponce 29th nit, §ch Wm Slater,
from
Watts,
Guanica, to tinish loading for Baltimore.
At Baracoa 12th inst. schs Annie Freeman, George
Washington, Old Chad, and A H Lennox, tor New

Maine.

Propriator.

Malta and Yak Laces.

for New York.

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 21st, schs Edward Waite,
York, Port Johnson; Challenge, Bennett, New York;
Sabao, Lamson, and Sarah Wooster, McFarland, fm
Hoboken: Nulato, Small, So Amboy; Moses Eudy,
Cottrell, Rondout; Congress, York,from Portlani for
New York,

Elizabeth.

TITIS HOUSE will be opened for Ti an,leu
Company on and after Momlav, May 23,
1874.
FRANK L. FOSS,

TRIMMINGS I
Bead

COTTAGE,

—

New Desirable

Port Johnson.

GLOUCESTER-Ar 21st, ship Richard III, Hubbard, Liverpool; sch Geo Brooks, Lindsey, Portland

Cape

BUTTONS

Thayer.Gilmore,

NEW YORK—Ar 20th, brigs Charlotte. Wtaittemore, Matanzas; Frank Clark, Morton, St Marys;
schs Hattie Weston, Parsons, Baracoa; Alamo, Sanborn, El Etang. NS; J Freeman, Allen, Thomaston;

€AP£

dlw

IN ALL THE

Laurel Street, $4000.

"
$11,000.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Enquire ot
my23dlw93 Exchange Street.

Corsets.

my23

on

House on Hanover Street, $1000.
House on Paris Street, $4000.
2 Houses on Cumberland Street, $10,000.
1 House on Pearl Street, $3000.
House on Brackett Street, $2800.
House on Danforth Street, $7000.
House on State Street. $7000.

GOODS!

Marchioness

—

I3'i Commercial Nireel.

mj23dGtls

Proprietors of the

DOR11M9TIC PORTS.
OREGON—Sid 13th, ship Vermont, Richardson,
United Kingdom.
GALVESTON—Ar 19th, sch Ida Lewis, Huestis,

Morphy, Blueliill, Edw
Kidder, Baker, Bath; Henry Adelbert, ftn Gardiner;
Pinta, from Bangor.
Ar 22d. ship Gen Shepley, Hutchins, Havre.
Cld 19th, sch Neilie Shaw. Cates, Caibarien.
Old 20th, schs Ned Sumpter, Pinkham, Rockport;
E G Willard, Wallace, from Portland; Louisa Smith
Webber, Rockport.
Below, ship John Watt, from Havre; sch Gen Connor, from Sagua.

PA BBLS. new Trim’d Fins, and Napes and
Fins, new Georges Codfish, Bay of Fnndy
and Bank do, Pollock, Salmon, pickled and smoke*!.
Smoked Halibut, Split Herring, &c\, Jfcc., all for sale
at lowest rates in lots to suit by

—

DAViS

Co, of Portland, Capt Frank Henley, of Cape Elizabeth, (who will command her) and others. She is 117
feet long, 28 feet beam, and 11 feet deep.

Portland.
Sid lOtb, sch Delia O Tates, Yates, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 16th, sch Anita, Whittemore, ltuatan.
KEY WEST—Ar 13th, ship Ella S
Liverpool, (and sailed for Delaware Breakwater.)
SAVANNAH—Cld 20th inst, barque Mary G Reed,
Welt, Bull River; sclis H H Fisx, Wixon, for Satflla
River; Lizzie Carr. Wall. Boston.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 16th, sch Cathie C Berry,
Seavey, for Northern port.
BEAUFORT, SC—Sid 10th, sch Armida Hall, Hall
New York.
WILMINGTON—Ar 18tb, sch N J Miller, Pinkham, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 19th, schs Addie Fuller, Henderson, New York; Jessie Hart, Hart. Rockport.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 10th. schs Irene E Meservey,
for Boston; Omaha, tor New Haven; Maid of Mist,
for Norfolk.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, brig Carrie Bertha, Hall,
Matanzas; sebs Louisa A Orr, Orr, Havana; Fawn,
Kelley, and Snsan, Byard. Portland.
Cld 20ih, schs R C Thomas, Crockett, Boston; Ellen M Golder, Wixon, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, schs M A Harmon,
Mahlman, Hillsboro; Kate Newman, (new)Newman,

FISIL

always visit the popular store of

galls,

CONS UMPTION,

Arabian

Eaton, Boston—Bnnker Bros.
SAILED—Brigs Proteus, Kaluna; schs J J Moore,
Hattie E Sampson, and othersa.
H ughlett,

others.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Caleb Eaton, Savage, from
Baracoa; H Macomber, Williams, Yorktown, Va;
Nellie Bowers, Stackpole, Philadelnhia ; Georgie

MILK-CURE
FOR

Sawyer.
Sen T R

Onward, and

DR. S. D. IIOWE’S

ARABIAN

Balcom, Bear River. NS.
Williams, St John, NB—John
Porteou s.
Sch Pampero, (Br) Matheson, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch J D Hudell, Cranmer, Philadelphia—Charles

Call aud get thorn before they are all gone,
my 233t#

of

House

St Elmo, Davis, Tiverton.
Ar 21st, schs N H Hall,

packages of twsnty

fy^DK. CARLTON

John

MORE,

OR

ONLY 3.35 EACH,
At 210 FORE STREET.

Furnishing
—

Yiualhaven; Grace Cushing, Hamilton, Hallowed;

—

RAILROAD.

Liberal discoimt mado
more.
For sale by

—

yard,

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
MIDDLE

Clark, Windsor, NS

WAiS

BOTH

TICKET

CURTIS A DAVIS,

Ladies’

H

Launched—At Saco 20tb, from Hartley’s
by
master W C Merrill, a first class three masted schr of
315 tons, built for Cape David Keazer, C H Chase &

All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

90
Junis

Sch Bonnetta, (Br)

HIDGLE

For all kinds of

Porteou.

Porteou.
Sch H P Ladd, (Br)
Sch M RW, (Br)

!

PLAIN,

arsortment

sec our

Brig Wapita, (Br) Longhurst, St John, NB—John

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Railroad Tickets to Boston,

Rufflings, Fancy Ties, Infants’
Caps and Bonnets, Afghans,
Corsets, Jewelry, Fans,
Handkerchiefs, Ac.

Starr.
sn2w

and

sure

AND

Bray-

Brig Qni Vive, (Br) Peters, Lockhart, NS—Geo

Umbrellas,

styles desired.

Ladies' Misses’ and Children’s.

in

Georgia,

Will. MORTON & SON,
130 Tliildle Ml.,jn«l below Phillip.Drug Store. Portland Mr.
mylZdtCp
Elf Store closed on Saturdays.

ppt A-

Hosiery
FANCY

eo.!6t

DAHLIAS.

GOOD

PORT OF PORTLAND,

ARRIVED
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Marcus Hunter, Henley, Caibarien—327 hhds
30 tcs molasses, to E Churchill '& Co.
Sch
Hellier, Portsmouth.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Dayis, Gardiner for Phila-

reject
WASHBURN, Collector.

With all kinds of Fruit and Ornamental Tree*
Vines, Roses, Evergreens for Hedges, shrub* Bulb*
and Plants in variety. The largest and beat assortment ever ottered in Portland. All in want of Nur»ery stock of whatever description should call on

and all other popular makes.

-s

chandlery

_

THOMPSON’S SEAMLESS,
Parasols and Sun

vM

nv

specialty, having

us a

NEWS.
—

K
.,

of the United State*

I" tbi* Collection District.
Jl,nB
»«*of Bhip
to bo
°" “PPkcation to this Office.
"'-'Id to
any or

twfn™-‘inV'1“
?j^ed
SE Vi';
I8KAEL

bid for will
TheGovcrnmcnt

and Dresses.

Sacques

all the sizes and

—

«wM'!r SurTiee
Vu IT. VT!

fbr the

KID GLOVES

Almanac.-...May 93.
Moon sets. 1.20 AM
High water.6.00 PM

MA^RIISTE

SErifKED

Should be examined by all wiabing tbe best of

with

Rations

Collector’s Office, 1
Portland, Mat 22, 1HT4, j
PROPOSALS will bo received at this
h V^V”"1 ? "’dock, noon, Saturday, June
supplying Ration* and Ship Chandlery
fbr A.
»
the use of
crews and vessels

—OF—

for

Furnishing

Ship Chandlery for United
Mates Revenue Vessels.

Passamenterie,
Buttons,
Fringes, Ac.,

Trimmings

ADVERTISEMENTS.

and

an

I’NBirALLEV ASSORTMENT

CLEARED.

WH. ALLEN, JR.,
No. II Exchange St.

myl8

MALTA AND YAK LACES,

Sun rises.
.4.32
Sun sets.7.22

present

Standard Coala of all kind*, Hard and
Soft Wood* Edgings, Ete..

NEW

..

..

We are prepared to take orders for Coal for
Winter use, at the Lowest Market Rates.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

together with

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAM E BM
From
For
Name.
Date
Prussian.
.Quebec.Liverpool.
May 23
York
Aspiuwall.. May 23
Accapuko. New
Citv of Richmond. .New York. .Liverpool —May 23
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool—May 23
Atlas.Boston_ Liverpool-May 23

or

—

The News says an estimable lady of Naples
attempted suicide by drowning, last Sabbath.
She threw herself into the water, but her dress
buoyed her up until|her dog came to the rescue
and dragged her out. The water seems to have
freed her from her derangement and she was
willing to be rescued.
Thursday morning all the members of the
Junior class of Bowdoin College were suspend
ed for continued opposition to the drill. They
were not allowed to leave town, but await the
orders of the President of the institution.
A committee of Eastern railroad men were in
Scarboro’ Thursday to estimate the amount of
damages to property recently burned over by
fires along the line of their railroad.

severely jammed

87 years 3 mouths.
[Fuueral services this forenoon
at the residence of her son-in-law,
Esq., 27 Union Park, Boston.

..

RICHARDSON’S
WHARF,
Office 189 Commercial, cor. of Center St..

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The work of fitting [up the
Insane Hospital, tor the use of
been commenced.

IB

AND
HAVE

ulars.

Trask, convicted of manslaughter in
causing the death of a child by neglect, was
lined $500 by Judge Danforth, which he paid.
The Supreme Court adjourned Thursday.
N. C. Estes and wife, of Auburn, have been
held for perjury in swearing falsely in two
divorce cases to which they were the parties.
The French Canadians have opened a reading

KBNNBBEO

WOONEV,

b-^hle and safe Jjusines9r well establijg^ftdf1j,JPL'ife-

Dr.

room in Lewiston.
About a mile of rails has been laid
Lewiston and Auburn railroad.

&

Parner wanted with from

NEWS.

YORK COUNTY.

News and Other Items.

All Honorary members ot- the Portland Montgomery Guards are requested to meet at their Armory on
Per order,
MONDAY EVENING. May 25th.
my23sn2t_WM. j. McCALLUM, C‘erk.

at

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Summer Travel. The ice lias left
Sehago
Labe, and the steamers are now
to

Notice.

m.

tli^rervicffg

and such thorough
entomolo
Dr.
no
man
can
Hager,
tell the benefit that might in a few years have
resulted to the agricultural interests ef the
country. In this morning’s issue, Mr. Editor,
you alluded to the immense pecuniary value of
fish culture to the State of Maine. It was
Agassiz who deliberately invented the mode
of artificially impregnating fish spawn; tried
it; succeeded; aud taught it personally to fishHis success led to the invention of the
ermen.
mode of artificially propagating oysters. These
two inventions are worth many millions to the
human race.
The spirit of study, which
Agassiz’s example and influence did much toward awakening, has led also to the discovery
of the mode of freeing mankind from two of
the most disgusting, and even dangerous; parasites to which they arc subject, tenia and
These
discoveries have not extrichina.
hausted the fountains of zoological science.
New discoveries of great value will continue to
be made; but they can be made only by students of the most thorough education, provided
with the most abundant meausof investigation.
Such means, and such education can be furnished only by an institution amply endowed,
and full of the traditions of learning. Let us
do all that we can to establish such an institution and not withhold aid simply because the
institution most easily lifted to that pitch of
usefulness happens to be in another state. No
thing would more rapidly bring in gifts to.other
colleges and other schools, throughout the
couutry than to make some one institution
truly great and efficient. There is no occasion
for local jealousies in the grand question of
higher education. If we do not make Yale or
Harvard, and their surrounding institutions,
of a sufficiently high standard to hold our
young men of genius here for education,—we
shall be indefinitely subjected to our present
exhaustive drain, in educating then at foreign

gists

and
how

much money is needed to complete
it, &c.
The memorial fund is not to complete the
building, but to carry on, by its income only,
the scientific work and work of instruction.
The building will not be finished by this
gen
•ration. The plans laid by Agassiz were laid
out iu their details, to receive the utmost economy of space and money; they are far reaching,
and will require many decades, and the expenditure of millions to
them to

knocked down and

a

house and struck upon her head.

a

overlooked his brief queries of

was

large Newfoundland dog
which had jumped from an upper window of a

severely injured by

Reynolds, whe soon graduates at the
Theological Semiuary in Bangor, is engaged to
for
the Congregational churches at
preach
North New Portland, New Vineyard and South

bis annoyance that the wealthy men of
this country seemed so ready to give money to
him personally, and so backward to give anything to zoology. He wished that it might be
understood that a true man of science was
more pleased with a gift to science than with a
gift to himself.
Maine has three colleges needing larger endowments; Massachusetts has at least three
others beside Harvard, and all need more
funds; the country is full of colleges in need of
aid. Hut the half million which has been expended upon the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College has been of more value
to the other colleges of the country, aud to the
country at large, than twenty times that sum
could have been, had it been divided, pro rata,
among the colleges of the country. That Museum is a unique affair; we cannot possibly
have another, and we have not yet got that in
anything like the fullness of its possible usefulness.
When I used to carry a box full of insects to Agassiz, he invariably asked, “Have
you offered them to Dr. Harris?” and ifl replied, “No;” said, “Then let him first select
auy that he wants; bis collection is better than
mine, and it is much more important to science, to have one perfect collection, than many
imperfect.” He was always urging the importance in our educational institutions, of
having some one institution, of a much higher
grade, than could possibly be duplicated. When
John Albion Andrew delivered that marvelous message of January 1863, which has been
translated into the languages of the other continent with admiringapproval, Agassiz expressed
an enthusiastic delight in the
hope that Andrew’s eloquence might convert the State to
wisdom, in this particular.
The Museum of Comparative Zoology does
not need to be duplicated; it does need to be endowed. It must stand somewhere, and the position where it would be most useful, would be
near Yale, or near Harvard; so near that its
students could have free access to the botanic
gardens, the libraries, the cabinets, the lecturerooms, and the recitation rooms of the college,
as they might have need.
It happens to be located near H arvard, which approaches nearer
to being we il endowed, than most other colleges, and which can, therefore, offer to the
Museum better advantages and aids than other
colleges could. But Harvard herself, is not
rich. Almost all her funds are tied to specific
objects; they cannot be diverted; and are frequently insufficient to effect their objects. But
the money given to the Museum benefits Harvard only in the most remotest, most indirect
way. It benefits the whole country. Professors
In every college in the Union would unite with
those of Maine in saying this. If the Museum
*iac^ had funds
to retain

I

Prof. Piazzi Smith has resigned his fellowship in the Royal Society because it would not
allow an essay to be read in which he maintained that the pyramids were bnilt by Mel-

I well remember in a conversation in my own
house in 181!), from which I think his death
has taken the seal of privacy, with what unaf-

pressed

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ment.

New Orleans receutly,

In Bath, May 19, Col. Jeremiah Cotton, aged TS
years.
In Boston, Mass., May 21. Mrs. Mary Hardy, aged

...

Kansas, has given a bond for $1,700,000, and
the State papers remark that the absence of
tbe name of any banker in the list of his sureties is a distinguishing feature of the docu-

commencing Tuesday.

Thomas Hill.

53 State St., May 21,1874.
To the Editor of the Frees:
On my return to the city this morning, after
three days’ absence, my attention has been called to a communication of your correspondent
Q in which he asks me, through you, for information concerning “The ’Teachers and Pupils
Memorial Fund.” I beg his pardon for

Gazette, usually

ence.

fected earnestness, and almost grief, he

If these are obstructed, sickness ensues; if they were
sealed up, the consequence would be death. It is
one of the provinces of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters
to keep the superficial escape pipes open, as well as
those larger excretory organs, the bowels. The stomach and the skiu sympathize, and it is through the
stomach tl^at the Bitters act upon the cuticle, keeping it moist, elastic and unfevored. The famous vegetable lnvigorant is a marvellous medicine; no other
preparation known contains such a variety ot curative and preservative elements, or acts at the same
time, in sueb a variety of beneficial ways. In dyspepsia, it strengthens the stomach, improves the appetite, and controls the liver; in fever and ague, it
breaks up the tits; in cases ef physical prostration it
is literally a vital specific.

The son of Dr. Livingstone has resigned a
promising career in Egypt for the purpose of
editing tie correspondence and other very voluminous materials of historical value left by

ndlw

G. It. DAVIS,
Ileal

Estate and Loan Agency

Brown’s Block.

2d p codly

stfi

CarriagcN for Sale at a Bargain.
°”e
nice new open Box Buggy, »“<*
two setts ol light
hand Concord Wagon. Also
Wheel, will bo sold ebeap
* nKAJCS,
45 pr.bte St., Portland, Mo.

ONE

»‘,IOVET

THE PRESS.
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The

Brief Jottings.
Between clewt and cloudy.
The Allan mail steamship Nova

The usual prayer meeting was held at the
of the Youug Men’s Christian Association yesterday morning, Mr. H. A. Hart in the

Scotian,from
at Liverpool yesterday

rooms

Hand, arrived
publicly stated in the Massachusetts
Seuate Wednesday, that the conductors of the

chair. A discussion took place as to what
should be done to awaken interest in the movements in the churches. After some time it was
decided to make the Monday, Wednesday and

It was

New Adyertiacmema

To-Day.

Eastern railroad had confessed to stealing from
$3000 to $5000 a week during the past year.
Mr. Hagar Osgood, station master at North
Conway, has been appointed conductor on the
Portland & Ogdensburg railroad.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Plants—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
uni.
Notice—'Wm. J. McCall

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
& Co.
Malta and Yak Laces-Davis
Co.

Buttons—Nelson

Bowdoin will not be

&

For Sale -Merrill, Prince
jce_d. W. Clark & Co.

& Co.

Notice—Joseph Eugene.
Proi»osalH—Israel Washburn, Jr.

Notice—E. F. Clark.
Real Estate for Sale—Win. H. Jcrris.
Cape Cottage—Frank L. Fuss.
Dahlias—\N in. Morton & Son.
Railroad Tickets—F. G. Patterson.
Railroad Tickets to Boston.
Fish—Guitls& Dsvis.
For Sale—John C. Procter.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Astonishing Curses.
Headquarters £asworth Post.______
Religion* Notirra.
B. F. Pritchard
Bay Side Parish
P'iRtor Sabbath School at I ]>. m.; Preaching at 2 and
Preaching at Kuightville at 10$ a. m.
6 nrn
Sabbath School at 11$ a. in. Social meeting 7$ p. m.
Casco St. Church.—Prof. Howe will supply the
pulpit at the usual hours. Sabbath School in connection with morning service. Prayer Meeting at 7$

(Union).—Rev.

o’clock.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social
p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
Pastor.—Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ol Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. in. aud 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
m.

meeting at 7

Pine

pastor.
pastor.

ing

St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W, Johnston,
Preaching at 10$ a. m and 3 n. m. by the
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.
Prayer meet

at 7 P. M.

Bethel CnuRcn—Services 10$
m., 3 and 7 p.mPrayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$ p. inland
are
invited.
Seats
free.
aud
All from sea
a.

St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and LoServices on
cust street.—Rev. Dr. Pise, Rector.
Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p. in.
Mechanics’
Y. M. C. Association,
Building, Constreet, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting every
at
and
Evenings
Saturday
7J o’c’k P. M.
Peduesday

frees

State Street Church.—Rev. E. Y. Hincks,
Pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. and 7$ p. m. Sabbath.
School 3 p. m.
West Cong. Chapel.—Sunday School at 11 a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m; Temperance meeting at 7$ p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. C. F. Dole Pastor.
Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at
7 p. m.
First Parish.—Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor.
Dr. Hill will conduct the services to-morrow, morning service at 10$; Vesper at 7 o’clock.
Swedish Services, at the Y. M. C.A. HallAll are
a. m. and 3 and 7$ p. m.
Preaching at
invited to attend.

10$

Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr.
Pastor. Services at 10 1-2 a. m. and 7 p.
School at 3 P. M.

Carruthers,
Sabbath

m.

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton,
tor. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m.
tings free to all. and all are welcomed.

RecSit-

fiy There will be preaching Sunday afternoon and
evening, at the usual hoars, in the Army and Navy
Cor. Congress and Brown Sts., conducted by
the Christian Denomination.
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m, Sunday School

Hail,

at the close of the forenoon service. Prayer meeting
at 7$ o’clock; Tuesday evening at 7J.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilraot. Rev. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.30 P. M. Preaching 3 P. M.; Social meeting
at 7.30 P. M. Seats tree.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Preaching at 10$
a. m. and 3 p. m., by Rev. B. K. Pierce, D. D., edschool
itor of Zion’s Herald, Boston, Mass.
at 1$J p.|m. |Prajer meetings at 9 a. in., 6$ and 7$

First Second Advent Church, 353$ Congress
St.—Elder George W. Sederquest of Lynn, Mass.,

col-

iu

tit.
That trip to Hiram Falls and
comes off to-day.
The additional car was put on the
street line yesterday.
The grass on the park was cut

prayer.
It was announced that any and all ladies
that would like to meet at the rooms, with the
a
men, would bo cordially received. After
season of prayer the meeting adjourned.
The ladies held their regular meeting in the
vestry of Chestnut street in the afternoon. The

a

Fryeburg
Congress

damp and dismal that it cast a
over the
whole meeting. There was
about the same number preseut as at previous

yesterday.

vestry
gloom

Dandelions have appeared in blossom.
The Perry Hotel is to have a French roof.
It will be

that the celebrated liquor reto the full court, has been
decided in favor of Mr. McGliuehy.
The Montgomery Guards will give an exhi
bition drill and promenado concert at Biddeford Wednesday evening.

A number of committees reported that they
had visited the hemes of many of the liquor
dealers, but not one signed tbe pledge. One
lady said tliat she had visited forty places,—

Members of Bosworth Post, G. A. R., are
requested to meet this evening for drill.
Messrs. A. Little and H. A. Hart, of the
Christian Temperaaee Association, will speak
at the temperance meeting at Preble chapel

of them twice. The trouble appears to
be to get the committees to call the second and
third times. But a very few places have bee a
visited the third time. One lady presented a
lot of pledges which she had had printed.
The
They were given to the committees.

Sunday evening.

meeting closed with

some

It will be seen by a special order, published
elsewhere, that Bosworth Post has accepted
the invitation of the India street church to attend service Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Crawford, who hail a paralytic shock a
few days since, is not expected to live.
As the weather begins to grow warmer,young
people begin to sit on the front steps and watch
the stars shoot.
Four or five ladies attempted to stop a horse
car on Congress street last evening,
but the
conductor was busy and the car left the ladies
standing in the middle of the Btreet.
A deep religious interest seemed to pervade

was

Concert.—Philip Phillips* concert last
evening was a delightful affair. City Hall was
well filled with an attentive and appreciative
The

decided success, and the young
gentlemen did themselves great
a

ladies and
credit.
There were a dozen arrests made np to midnight last night for intoxication.
Mr. Gurney, one of the proprietors of the
Revere Honse, Boston, is to build a cottage for
himself and family at Old Orchard, near the
Old Orchard House.
Bosworth Post appointed a committee last
evening to make arrangements for their fair ia
the Fall.
RAILROAD

Only Three Train*
land and

CHANGES.
Daily between Portuu each Rond.

DflHtou

We understand that the arrangement for the
running of .trains between this city and Boston, under the provisions of the contract betweeathe Boston & Maine and Eastern railThe 3.30 p. m. trains
from Boston and the 6 p. m. train from
Portland ou both toads are to be discontinued.
The morning trains from Boston will leave at
8 o’clock instead of 8.30, as at present. The 6

Street.—Prayer

JCDQE

VIRGIN PRESIDING.

Daniel F. Emery,petitioner for review against Cbas
H. Richards. Decision reserved.
Bradbury & Bradbury.
Hale.
(Superior Court.
MAY CRIMINAL TERM, 1874—SYMONDS, J., PRESIDING.

Friday.—In the case oi State vs. Thomas A.
his
Pike, convicted at this term tor manslaughter,
counsel, Gen. Mattocks, filed a motion, addressed to
the presiding judge, which was based, among other
things, upon tho following allegations.
That the jury, after they retired to their room, examined ami read newspaper accounts, being partial
and incomplete account, and that the newspapers
were introduced by certain of the jurors without the
knowledge and consent of the counsel for the respondent, and that the said accounts were calculated
to mislead and prejudice the jury.
That the jurors having been shut up in the jury
room for about eight hours, and being unable to come
to a unanimous conclusion and verdict, eleven of the
jurors having voted to bring in a verdict of guilty
of manslaughter, and one having toted to bring in a
verdict of guilty of assault and battery, it was then
agreed between the eleven and the one juryman, that
twelve ballots should bo put in a hat, eleven of said
ballots marked “guilty’* and one “not guilty,” and
that if the juryman who cast the vote ot guilty of asshould draw from said ballots in
sault and

battjry

tho hat, with. J it seeing them.one ballot of “not guilty” the jury w*re to romaiu as they were,eleven tor a
verdict of manslaughter, and one lor a verdict of assault and battery, but if the ballot so drawn should
be “guilty” then a verdict of guilty of manslaughter
should be

rendered.
carried

And further that the said agreement
out, in that the juror who voted for a verdict of
guilty of assault and battery drew one ballot from the
hat, and the ballot so drawn was marked “guilty;”
immediately whereupon, in accordance with said
agreement and by reason thereof a verdict of guilty
of manslaughter was rendered against the defendwas

ant.

The motion was filed and the matter was postponed for a hearing and the taking of testimony in support of the motion.
State vs. Charles D. Richards. Indicted for a comThe defendant
mon seller of intoxicating liquors.
introduced no testimony but relied upon the insuffiVerdict “guilciency of the government testimony.

ty.”
Libby, County Att'y.
& Fox for defendant.

Mattocks

MORRIS

PRESIDING.

Friday.—Byron P. Wiswell. Intoxication. ThirWire and Isaac Li ttlejohn. Keeping dogs
without a license therefor. Discharged on payment
of costs and taking out licenses.
Isaac T.

County H. J. Court.

BEFORE

JUDGE

Friday.—Grand Jury came

WALTON.

in at 9

o’clock. Forty,

indictments returned.
After some complimentary remarks to the jury on
which they have
the promptness and fidolity with
performed their duties, the Judge finally discharged
seven

them.
Thomas Brown.

shop. Tried

last

Paid fine and costs

Drinking house and tippling
and sentenced this term.

term

$133.

seller and drinking
Fined $200
house. Sentenced on two indictments.
aud coatB, amounting to $256, or five months in jail.
John

Donovan.

Committed.
Frank Allen.

Common

Search aud

seizure.

Appeal

case.

Paid fine and costs, amounting to $76.
John Robb. Larceny. Breaking and entering.—
Plead guilty and was senteneed to one year imprisonment Auburn

jail.

Francis Rourkc and Frank Richards.

Plead not

guilty.
Court adjourned until 9 o’clock to-morrow. Most
of the cases being assigned for next week to enable
important witnesses to bo present there has been but
little business before the Court thus far.
Law DceiMionn.

following cases standing on tko docket of the
Court have been decided as follows.
Jane P. Thurston, appellant, vs. City of Portland.
Exceptions sustained. Report accepted.
O’Donnell for app’t.
Reed, City Solicitor, for defendant.
Annie R. Mitchell vs. Kate H. Dockray, executor.
accepted.
Report
Fessendens for plaintiff.
McCobb <Xc Kingsbury for defendant.
Matthew Adams, complainant, vs. James McGlinchy. Complaint dismissed with costs.
Fessendens for plaintiff.
Putnam for defendant.
James L. Farmer vs. City of Portland. Exceptions
overruled.
Howard & CleaveB for plaintiff.
Reed for defendant.
South Boston Iron Co. vs. Warren Brown. Case to
stand for trial.
Strout & Holmes.
J. H. Drummond.
Eliza Gilman vs. Androscoggin Railroad Co. and
trustees. Plaintiff'non suit,
Gilman Shurt left,petitioner for review,vs.Benjamin
F. Thompson. Review granted.
O’Donnell.
Howard «fc Cleaves.
The

Law

_

_

likely

to cease

otherwise.

wavered; one man was for a quittal; eleven
At last
obstinate fellows were for conviction.
they concluded to draw lots, and, in order to
“make the thing easier,” eleven ballots with
the word “guilty” upon them were put into the
A
the hat, and one “not guilty” ballot.
drawn; the one merciful
“guilty” ballot
man yielded to the
fates, and a verdict of
“guilty” was thus reached by this interposition
of Providence, it is said that the prisoner’s
w as

counsel don’t like to have Providence interfere
in this way and expects to get a new trial.
It
seems that the one person who held out all day
weakened by curiously
misinterpreting the charge of the Judge. The
Judge gave some general directions in favor of
the jury’s trying to agree, which the one rni-

on

acquittal finally

nority.juror interpreted

to

mean

that the jurors

who happen to be in a minority ought to yield;
he thought the above a singularly ingenious
and skillful device for yielding.
Ptneaaln,
Ex-Governor Perham was in town yesterday,
on his way from New York.
Kev. G, W. Bicknell lectures at Winthrop on
the 22nd.
Mr. Addison Bmall proposes to remove his
shirt-bosom manufactory business from Portland to Auburn, as soon as he can find proper

__

Plymouth Church.—Plymouth church has
to introduce the use of the cornet in
connection with the musical part of the ser-

concluded

vices, and has engaged Mr. Joseph Tyler, an
experienced and skillful performer. Wherever
tbo cornet has been introduced it has given
very effective aid to congregational singing,
*nd especially so in connection with the organ.

Twombly, formerly

insurance agent
resident of Boston,

here,

an

but for some time a
has lately been sent to the Insane Asylum at
Worcester by his friends.
Mr. Frank A. Sawyer has been appointed

*

Blanchard boiler are greatly obliged to them
and their crew for their impartiality in making
a test so important to them.
One of the largest stocks and best assortments of buttons, bead fringes, bead gimps,
Malta and Yak laces, kid gloves, hosiery and
parasols that has been shown in Portland for
many a day, can be found at Nelson & Co.’s.
2'Jt Congress street.
Davis & Co., advertise new goods this morn
ing. l'be ladies all know the way to their popular store, where they always have the largest
assortment of the best goods and at prices to
suit all.
It will be seen by referring to oir advertising columns that F. G. Patterson has still fur"ther reduced the price of tickets to Boston to

82.25.

_

Du Lamb has
let.

a

house

on

Congress

ITIISC'BiLliAIVfiOCS

Street to

)
Special Order, No. L
This Post having accepted an iuvitation to
attend divine service at India street Uuiversalist church on Sunday, May 24th. at 3 p. in.,all
comrades are hereby requested to report at
Graud Army Hall in .uniform, without side
arms, at 2 o’clock sharp.
By command of
H. P. Ingalls, Post Com.
A. M. Sawyer, Post Adjutant.
Also drill meeting this, Saturday, evening
at 7.30 o’clock, at the G. A. It. Hall.
Astonishing Cures.—The many patients
who daily seek Mrs. Manchester’s professional
services are a fair test of the confidence she.
inspires in all those who seek her care. Let
any invalid seek a restoration of health by conShe remains teu days
sulting her at ouce.
louger at the United States hotel.
Victoria lawns, from auction sale, selling
for one-half last year’s prices at
P. M Frost’s.
my23eos3t
The Eureka

Spool

Silks

are

full

length.

Fine lot of double Asters, Balsams, Pinks,
Zinnias, &c; also Tomatos and Cabbage plants
fresh from the garden every day.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.,
22 Market Square.
iu21 Th&S

25,000 Consumptives in the United States
to-day using Hr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian
Milk Cure for Consumption.
It gives immediate relief with the most satisfactory prospects
of being permanently cured.
For coughs,
colds, hoarseness, catarrh and asthma it is inare

fallible.—See Advertisement.

Three hundred parasols
Leach’s, 84 Middle street.

at

25

cents at
m21 lw

For Liver Complaint and its various symptoms, Bilious Headache, Sick Headache, Jaundice or Green Sickness, Bilious Colic, mid Bilious Fevers, use L>r. S. I). Howe’s Arabian Tonic Blood Purifier.
apl6-4t

Presentation.—The regular meeting of
Portland Division No. 95, Sons of Temperance,
last evening was enlivened by the presentation

2,800 Pairs Kid and Doeskin Driving Gloves,

received with great applause, as
remarks of Mr. Waite, by all present.

were

the

islature by Edmund S. Hoyt, and published by
Hoyt & Fogg, is completed, and about ready
to be issued.
The advance sheets have been

forwarded

A careful inspection of them
shows the book to be
prepared with the usual
thoroughness and care.
The lists of State,
county and town officers, and the statistical
information have been revised up to
date, and
the volume will be found a valuable co
tion of the matters proper to it.
to us.

m’pila-

Temperance Lecture.—We again call attention to the temperance lecture of Mr. Francis Murphy at City Hall to-morrow
evening,
at 7£ o’clock
The public generally is invited
to be present. In the year and a half that Mr.
Murphy has been absent, he has constantly
been engaged in lecturing with good results.
At the close of the lecture a collection will be
taken to pay the expenses and for the benelit
of the Keform Club Association of the State of
which Mr. Murphy is President.

Accidents.—Mr. Frank Dyer,

a

75 cents, worth
die street.

82.00,

at J.

Burleigh’s

80 Mid

carpenter,

while at work for N. K. Dyer at Ferry Village
yesterday, cut liis leg with an axe, and was
taken to his home iu Portland.
As Mr. Kufus Hand was passing
along Congress street yesterday afternoon, near the
United States Hotel, the axle of his carriage
broke and threw Mr. Hand
out, hut did not
injure him

Tbey had

removed all but two props upon which the
ceiling above rested, and while Thomas .T.
Beverage was preparing to move them, the
floor above fell, burying him beneath the ruins.
A number of men rushed to the spot and by
great exertion succeeded in removing him from
the debris. He was carried to his home and
lived but a few hours. He leaves a wife and
several children.

MASSACHUSETTS.
State Police Abolished.
Boston, May 22.—The bill abolishing the
State constabulary finally passed the House today, to take effect immediately upon its pasIt will probably go to the Governor
sage.

Monday.

The Mill river committee

appointed by

the

Mayor returned from the scene of the disaster
to-day, and state that the needs of the devas
tated district have not beeu magnified by the
general reports.

River Diaaifer.
Springfield. May 22.—Careful investigation by reporters of the Springfield Republican
make the total number of victims by the Mill
River disaster ot last Saturday 138, of whom
57 lived in Williamsburg, 4 in Skinnersville, 26
in Haydenvilie, and 51 in Leeds. Of these the
bodies of all but 14 have beeu recovered and
identified, and the work of searching for the
dead has been practically given up, as it is believed that most of the remaining bodies were
swept out into the Connecticut where one has
Toalready been seen though not recoveied.
day’s reported contributions to the relief fund
swells the total to about $65,000, of which $18,413 has actually beeu received by the central
committee at Northampton.
The relief committee report about 150 families, comprised of ab°ut 700 people utterly destitute and think that the exigencies of the
The work of clearing
case demand $100,000.
hp the debris and preparing for rebuilding is
beiug actively prosecuted and the desolated
village is already assured.
The Republican ot to-morrow morning announces that the American Society of Civil
Engineers of New York has appointed a committee consisting of J. B. Francis of Lowell
Gen. J. E. Ellis of Hertford, Wm. E. Northern
of Pittsburg, aud E. C. Davis of Northampton
to investigate the disaster aud report to the
The mill

Various Matters.

No action has been taken in Brooklyn for
either the Louisiana or Massachusetts sufferers
although tho Mayor of that city announced his
intention of bringing the fact before tho Aldejmen.
Yesterday oue hundred and forty immigrants
mostly Welsh, arrived and left to-day for Salt
Lake. There were but few women among
them.
Janies McNeal, who was stabbed Tuesday
night in a fight bv a rough named McCoy alias
1Uey P-iivi-Aii. died last Iiinht. His inuwWvt
is under arrest.

The game of cricket between the St. George
club of this city and Merlon Club of Philadelphia resulted in the triumph of the latter by a
score of
112 to 10fi, with four wickets to go

down,

MINOR

TKLEORAHII.

The names of the young American students drowned in Lake Geneva are uow given
as William Woodbury, John Crane and James
Crane. Youn" Woodbury was the son of the
late Generai Woodbury of the United States

Army.

The stock of

hardware of

Seth

Wood

&

Sons, of Taunton, Mass., was damaged by fire
Thursday night to the amount of §10,000. The
loss on the building was slight. Tbe stock was

insured.
The ice bridge at Chicoutini.on the Sague..ay
was still firm at last accounts and teams
were crossing without risk on the
ice, which
was two feet thick.
The opening of navigation on the Saguenay was never known to lie
so late as this year.
A despatch from Bayonne says that engagements take place almost daily between
tile
Carlisle and Republicans for tbe possession of
the heights commanding Bilboa, It is claimed that tbe Carlists have gaiued some suc-

partially

cesses.

The Countess Alierdeen has forwarded §1000
the American Seamen’s Society of Boston
for tbe purchase of books.
Prince Metternicb, not tbe Duke of Montebello. as announced, was slightly wounded in
tbe duel Thursday.
A brig rigged English steamer was seen
ashore on the reefs eight miles southeast of
a three mastCape Florida, the 17th inst.,with
ed propeller assisting her.
George Washington IJowcn hud an injunction
served against him yesterday, restraining him
from further litigation against Nelson Chase
in the famous Jumel case.
A Londeu despatch says that Oppenbeiin &
Scliralder, merchants, have failed, with liabilities estimated at §3,000,000.
Base Ball—New York, Bostons (1, Atlantics,
2. Baltimore, Baliiiuores0, Hartfords 7.
The semi-centennial meeting of the Bible
Publication Society, was held in Washington
last uiglit and was largely attended.
During
the last half century the Society has published
4fiii
of
104,
pages
3,524,
printed matter.
The Connecticut Legislature visited Mill
River valley yesterday.
Charles Gilpin, member of Parliament from
Northampton, England, died yesterday aged
"
57 years.
Rochefort is reported to he oil his way to
New York.
Thos. Schooley was hung at
Victoria, Cal.,
yesterday, for murder.
A Washington despateli states that General
Butler was out yesterday, but is weak.
to

WASHINGTON.
Discharged.

Washington, May

22.

—

Prescott

was

dis-

charged this afternoon with permission to reply in writing to the testimony of Dickinson,
affecting his personal character, which reply
will be incorporated with the official evidence
case.

Treasury

Balances.

The following are the Treasury balances today Currency, $9,138,478; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $56,775,000; coin, $88,176,725, including
coin certificates $36,084,300; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
The District Investigation.
The District Investigation Committee examined several witnesses to-day. Treasurer Magru er was called with reference to his system
of keeping accounts. His explanations were
not satisfactory and he was given further
time.
R. H. Rhinehart, former chief clerk of the
lower house of the District legislature, testified that D C. Forney, who was interested
with him in the contract, paid S. P. Brown
who was at the time a member of the board of
public works. Money which was understood
to have been given for Browu’s influence for
putting the contract through the board; also
that the contract provided that the lumber required should be bought of a son of S. P.
Brown at a rateiu advance of the market.
Adolph Cluss, the engineer member of the
board, was sharply cross-examined. He was
forced to admit his signature to many documents which, in his previous testimony he had
denied signing. He was asked the direct question if he knew of any corruption or fraud on
the part of the board of public works, to which
he replied he knew of none, but he did know
there was gross neglect.
The Tariff Bill.
The amendatory tariff bill now before the
Committee of Ways and Meaus will probably
be completed to-morrow. It relates to about
twenty articles. Some amendments have benu
made to the silk section of the present law.
All goods, of which silk is the component material of chief value, irrespective of classification and previous laws or of their commercial
designation, have been classed by the CommitThe Committee change the duty
tee as silk.
on all still wine in cases ’from $2 to $1.50 and
unmanufactured steel at two
on
fix the duty
cents
pouud, without regard to classification,
which is a slight reduction. Turrin and sugar
beat seeds are to be free of duty, and hops to
It is thought
pay ten instead of five cenfs.
the changes proposed will not make any appreciable difference in the present receipts and
some proposed changes are to simplify parts of
present laws.

fortj-Third Congress—First
■

river,

Maine State Tear Book.—The Maine
State Yeir book arid legislative manual for
1S74-7,.prepared pursuant to orders of the Leg-

tearing down the old bank building.

in the Sanborn

NOTICED.

Eight hundred yards Mohair Dress Goods
worth 50 cents for 25 cents. Balance of a New
York bankrupt stock, at Leacb’s, 84 Middle
in 21 lw
street.

was

fatal Accident.
Thomaston, May 22.—A fatal accident oc*
curred this afternoon while workmen were

_

ticket agent at the Eastern Kailroad station in
this city, in place of James H. Milllken, resigned? and has entered upon his duties.

of a beantiful silver cake basket to Miss M.
Ella Bonney, who has been organist of the
Divisiou for some years, and whose vocal as
well as instrumental music has been a source
of great pleasure to the members. The presentation was made by A. H. Waile, Esq., in
behalf of the Division in a few well chosen
The response of
and appropriate remarks.
Miss Bonney, who was taken by surprise at the
presentation, was very graceful and happy and

MATTERS IN MAINE

audience.
The concert was devotional in its
character consisting of Mr. Phillips’ “service
Society.
of song,’* recitations from Scripture, and prayer.
Mr. Phillips has a very sweet voice, and
NEW YORK.
his songs are rendered with wonderful expres- |
■ion. The audience was surprised and delightThe Woman Question.
ed, and did not hesitate to manifest its approNew York, May 22.—Mr. Beecher advocatthe
was
conducted
bation, though the entertainment
right of woman to speak ill public upon
moral, social and political questions and her
ed with all the reverence of a devotional meetright to vote, at the Academy ot Music, Brooking.
lyn, last night. Mrs. Livermore followed him
______
in advocacy of the right of women to fill any
S. P. C. A.—At a special meeting of the diposition their capabilities fitted them for.
rectors of the Society for the Prevention of
The Police Board.
A committee of the Board of Aldermen last
Ciuelty to Animals at the Mayor’s Room yeste-day afternoon, it was voted to instruct the night made a long report to (ho Board of the
and partisanship of the Police
Secretary to address a communication to the inefficiency
Commissioners, closing with a recommendation
Mayor requesting him to enforce the city ordi- that the Mayor remove them and appoint men
A
to their positions of character aud standing in
nance relating to the nnmbering of carts.
the community.
committee was appointed to arrange with some
Arrival of the Prenideot aud Family.
clergyman of the city to deliver a sermon
President Grant, his wife, Gen. Babcock and
the Socisome Sunday evening on the aim of
a number of friends arrived here this evening
ety, at which a collection shall he taken in its for the purpose of seeing Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris
off for Europe to-morrow. The President aud
behalf.
family remain quietly at the hotel. Although a
Ferry Village.
number of prominent officials called, but few
At a meeting of Sea Side Lodge No. 25. I.
were admitted, Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris having
H.
J.
expressed a wish to spend the evening with the
O. of G. T., on Wednesday evening.
President’s family only.
Hartford, D. G W. C. T., installed the followDeparture of Mr. and Mr*. Sartoris.
ing officers: Edward Boltenhouse, W. C. T.;
The steamship Baltic will leave her dock at
Nettie Parker, W. V. T.; Albert Cole, W. C.;
Jersey City at 11 o'clock to-morrow. At 10
Georgia Rolling, W. R. S.; Hubbard Thurrell,
o’clock Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris will drive from
W.T.; A. B. Osgood, W. F. S.; Mrs. Bolten- the 5th Avenue Hotel in a close carriage to the
party will be placed on
house, W. R. S ; Mrs. Emma Upton, W. T. S.; pier. Then the bridal
the Revenue cntter Grant. The President,Mrs.
D. A. Kincaid, W. M.; Emma P. Smart, W.
Grant, Col. Fred. Grant, ex-Culleetor Murphy,
and Collector Arthur, with a number of other
D. M.: Willie Strout, W. I. G., and Gideon
Grand
friends, will join the happy couple on board.
to
the
Burbank, W. O. G. According
Off the pier tho revenue steamers Iris and
Lodge report, this is the wealthiest lodge in Jessamine will attend the distinguished guests
A.
the State.
aud act as convoys. A wedding breakfast will
he prepared on board the Grant. Off Sandy
Hook Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris will be transferred
It is due to Capt. Griffin and Engineer
to
the Jessamine, as tie outrigging on the
Thompson of the tng Warren, which made the
Grant will not admit of her approaching the
trial trip noticed in yesterday’s issue, with the
Baltic. Salutes will b) fired from the Iris,
Tiger, to state that their boat was managed Jassamine and Grant as the young bride and
groom loose sight of laud.
with skill and that the proprietors of the

Headquarters Bosworth Post 2, G. A. R. I

The Pike Case.—It is a street rumor to-day
that the jury reached their final conclusion of
“guilty” in the Pike manslaughter case by a
curious piece of indiscretion; all day the jury

E. S.

ty days.

York

but the very official who sells it looks upon
This state of
him with pitying contempt
things promises much liveliness and some loss
It cau be terminated at aay time
to the roads.
by the Maine Central arranging for a connection with the Boston and Maine, and is not

quarters.

Municipal Court.
JUDGE

retail price here is $2.50 and is likely to be
less. The ticket sellers at the stations keep up
the solemn farce of opening their windows and
offering their wares at $3.00; but their places
don’t wear a business like aspect, and they
Occamust be the loneliest men in America.
sionally some weak minded person, who don’t
read the papers and liasn’t learned about Patterson and Allen, buys a ticket at the office;

BY TELEGRAPH.

__

roads, has been settled.

days.

of prayer.

shingling a building at Libby’s Corner, when
he lost his hold aud fell to the ground, a disHe struck upon the
tance of twenty feet.
He was
staging thus breaking his fall.
brought to his boarding place on Congress
It is uncerstreet and Dr. Small was sent for.
tain as yet how badly he Is injured. He complained of his head troubling him last night,
and his friends fear serious results may follow.

all the exercises of the Mission Prayer Temperance meeting last evening.
A large audience
were present, and evidently the Reform Temperance movement is making good progress.
The sale of seats for the complimentary concert to Miss Nellie Barker opens at Stockbridge’s this morning.
The entertainment at Congress Square last

evening

season

a

Serious Accident.—A very sad accident
occurred yesterday noon-. Mr. James McFarland, a young carpenter, was engaged in

regretted,

Supreme Judicial Court.

was so

meetings.

seen

plevin ccse, carried

preach Sunday at the usual hours. Seats free.
a. in. train from Portland on the Eastern
New Jerusalem Church—New High street.—
road
Rev. Mr. Hayden will preach in the morning on the
will be discontinued. The night Pullman train
Philosophy and Cure of Unbelief—Numbers xiv.
on the Eastern will leave Boston at 6.30 p. m.
Sabbath School at 12 m. Bible meeting in the evening in the vestry. International Lesson ior May 31.
instead of 8 o’clock. All other trains will run
The Smitten Roek. Numbers xx.
as at present.
The loss of the 6 p. m. train
The Spiritual Fraternity Fluent Hall, 3 p.
m.— Mrs. Palmer has kindly consented to lecture in
from this city will be
as
it was a
aid of the funds ot the society. Seats'free. Collection
favorite with our citizens, If the roads had
taken.
arranged to discontinue different trains instead
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and Me- of the same trains ou both roads, the facilities
morial sermon at 3 p. m. by the pastor. Sunday
of travel would have been less restricted.
School and prayer meetings as usual,
The Boston & Maine are preparing Smith’s
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10$ a*
m. and 7$p. m., by Prof. S. K. Smith, of Waterwharf for the accommodation of the Eastern
ville. Sabbath School at clo.-o of morning service. ;
steamers.
The tracks are nearly laid and
Young people’s meeting at 6$ p. m.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
communication will be established between
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School 10$ a. m. Preachwater and rail at this point in a few
ing at 3 p. m. by the pastor; discourse appropriate
Meantime the sale of railroad tickets by oatfor the Sunday before Memorial day. No service in
the evening.
side speculators goes briskly on.
Boston &
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust
Maine tickets from Portland to Boston can be
meeting 2 p. m.; Sunday School 3 p.m.; preaching
7$ p. in. by Rev. Mr. Pendleton. Temperance meetbought in any quantities at points ou the
ing Monday evening. All arc invited. Seats free.
Maine Central road at $1.50 and $1.75.
The
will

prayer meetings a permanent thing.
The district committees had no reports to
make. The subject of prayer was taken up for
discussion. The movement was said to be a
praying movement, and any success that wo
have must come through earnest, sincere

Friday

lege regatta at Saratoga this summer.
Mr. Joseph Bachelder of Yarmouth, had a
narrow escape from drowning the other day,,
falling over the side of his boat while he was

Sunday

p. m.
Preble Otiapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
■treets. Sunday May 24,1874. Sunday School at 2 p.
A Temperance Meeting at
m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
7$. The public are cordially invited..
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching nextSumiay at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
by Elder Albion Ross of Concord, N. II. Prayer
meeting in the evening at 7 o’clock.

represented

in the

Temperance Movement.

Session.

SENATE.

Wasiiinotoh. M»j 21.
A bill was passed appropriating $62,000 for
the relief of Collector Thomas of Philadelphia,
being the amount embezzled by subordinates,
A bill was passed authorizing rations to be
issue ! to the sufferers ou the Tombigbee, Warrior and Alabama rivers.
The report of the Conference Committee on
the bill to facilitate the ex|>ort of distilled

spirits

was

agreed

to.

The bill to establish the territory of Pembina
and provide a temporary government therefor
came up, but the morning hour expired before
definite action was taken.
The bill relati re to the Centennial with an
amendment was reported back ami calendered.
The bill for the development of the mining
resources of the country was passed
The civil rights bill was taken up, Mr. Stockton having the floor.
Mr. Sargent gave notice that he would call
up the deficiency bill at the earliest oppor*

j

ed. He gave notice he would modify his
amendment when in order so as to make it acceptable to those desiring to open all institutions of learning
Mr. Freliughuysen moved to strike out in the
2nd section of the bill the words less than $500
nor “and less than 30
days nor” so it would
read “for every such offence be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon couviction thereof
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or shall be
imprisoned not more than one year.” Agreed
to.
Mr. Bogy denied the power of Congress to
pass this hill and said it would be the inauguration as a system of legislation which would be
ruiuous to onr Republican institutions.
Mr. Pease advocated the passage of the hill
and said he did not believe a single Southern
State would abolish its school system should
the bill become a law.
Mr. Cooper said no benefit would be conferred
by pressing this bill. The black man now was
entitled to all the rights of citizenship eujoyed
by the white man.
Mr. Saulsbury said the Senate already had
been in sessiou nine hours and Senators were
exhausted. He saw but three Senators on that
side of the chamber occupied by the dominant
I&rty. They were in the cloak room laughing
and talking or perhaps taking their repose. So
far as he was concerned he would say to them
sleep on. A day of judging was coming when
the American people would arise from the
apathy now exisiting. It was embarrassing
for him to discuss the question at this late
hour, but is a Senator he had a right to be
heard, and would insist that those in the cloak
room should not annoy him by their laughing.
What right had Congress held to enforce sociability and companionship among the race in
the theatres and in the schools.
Why was it
that uo provision was made for a separate
school. He was sorry to say that he believed
this measure originated from hostility and animosity toward those people with whom the
North were lately at war and from a desire to
conciliate the colored voters. If the party to
which he belonged should become the dominant party again, he should be in the halls of
Congress, one of the proudest acts of his life
would be to move the repeal of this measure.
Mr. Merrimon said the desire of the majority
that the Senate should sit this bill out was
monstrous and iusultiug to the Senate which
had alleady been iu session ten and a half
hours. Such action was a virtual suppression
of free speech.. He appealed to the Senate to
eret in a better humor to become more senatori
al and therefore at 9.30 p. m. ho moved to ad
jouru. Lost—yeas 16, nays 31. A strict party
HOUSE.
A bill was passed permitting Winans to apply for patents for improvement in steam ves
sels.
The hill making appropriations for claims allowed by the Commissioner of Claims was takand the Hotse went into
en up and passed,
the Committee of the Whole ou the private
calendar.
AdForty seven private bills wero passed.

journed.

BORDER OUTRAGES.

_J^£ELLANEOUS

RNTERTAINMENTS.
MUSIC
HALL—PQRtlaND, 11-

DRUGS, drugs!

Ward

rails.

Schr Pompero—230 tons old iron rails.
W—800 bbls flour, 200 do oat meal. 2TO do
corn meal.
WINDSOR, NS. Schr Bonetta—1100 bbls flour,
4120 galls refined oil, 13 boxes soap.
Foreign I mports.
CAIBARIRN, Cuba. Schr Marcus Hunter—327
lihds molasses to E Churchill & Co, 30 tierces to do.

DRUGS

Sclir M R

TRUNK R.

!

D W

A

Friday.

Receipt*

ot

Total.750
Grain, Ac.

GRAND TRUNK

No.

Consignees.

ALL

Shaw, Hammond &
Carney.100
King & Gilman.100

THE

—

Waldron A True,corn..1
Kensell & Tabor,oats. .1

Combs, Combs, Combs.

Kensell A Tabor,corn..1
S H Larminie,corn... .14

1,000

SATURDAY,
Two hours
abound in

COSMETICS,

FACE

LOTIONS,

Face

Suck Lilt.

Powders,

[Sales at tlie Broker*! Board. May 22.1
Eastern Railroad 7s.—@ 94
Boston & Marne Railroad.106}
Eastern Railroad. .— (&69

—

Tooth

AND

Washes,

New York .May 22— Event no.—Money
easy at 2}@
3 per cent. Sterling quiet, Gold is quiet aud firm at
The
rates were
at
carrying
@
112}.
112} 112}, closing
1 @ 3 i»er cent, and flat tor borrowing. The specie
shipment engagements for to-morrow are, gold coin
$800,000; silver coin bars, $328,000; gold bars, $150,OOo; total, $1,278,000. Imports of dry goods for tlie
week, $1,634,687; amount in market, $18,260,682.—
The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $256,000 on
account of interest and $102,000 In redemption of 5-20
bonds. The Custom receipts to-day were $288,000.
Government, bonds firm. State bonds firm. Railroad
bonds steady. Stocks dull and irregular during the
day. At the commencement of business there was a
decline of} @ 1} per cent, followed by a recovery of
} @ 1} per eent. Later there was a slight downward
reaction, after which the whole maiket recovered
and was strong till the receipt of a dispatch from
Milwaukee, which stated that Gov. Taylor in a circular recommends shippers
the St. Paul & Northwestern Railroad to pay the freights only as fixed by
the legislature, aud it more is asked make complaint
to the nearest justice of peace for criminal prosecution
The prices became weak on this dispatch ami
prices fell oft } @ } per ceut. The total transactions
of the day were 118,000 shares, including 34,000 Western Union, 27,000 Union Pacific, 17,000 Wabash, 12,200 Lake Shore, 7400 Hock Island, 5450 North Wesern common. 6100 Pacific Mail, 6000 New York Central, 5100 St Paul common, 2500 Chios, 500 Erie.
I The following were tne quotations 01 uovei nmeil
securities:
United States coupon
United States 5-20’s 1862.115}
United States 5-20*8 1x64.117}

EVERY

DESIRABLE

THING

Dollnrs.

convicted of the murder of a little German boy
a year ago and sentenced
to the
penitentiary for life. The evidence showed that they
enticed the little boy into a field, beat out his
brains with a club, cut his throat aud threw
The object of the murthe body into a creek.
der was the robbery of two dollars from the
child.
Miners Reported Murdered.'
Salt Lake, May 22. A report-is in circulation that 23 miners were murdered by Indians
in Sevier Kiver, but the fact was not established.
The Monster Sen Serpent.
The monster sea serpent which inhabits Boar
Lake was seen again lately by a Mormon

Bishop.

IQETEOROt.OftilGAL,
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWKXTY-FOUB
HOURS'

War Oep’t, Office Chief Signal!
>
Officer, Washington, I). O.,
May 22, (8.00 P.M.))
For New England,
the Middle States and Eastern portion of the
lower lake region, clear or partly cloud v weather ami north or west
winds will preuail with
but slight changes in ths temperature and
stationary or rising barometer.

FOUjG

GJS.

PerOrder,

AT

—

Iu

brothers named Fleet"
wood, were found guiltv of murdering a little
for
boy
$2.

Seymour, Ind,

two

n iV A NCI A LA ft i> CO.fl iU E KCB AL
Porilnuil Wholesale market*.
Friday.—The markets show but little change.—
Something is doing in flour, but the prices remain
the same. Corn is Arm at 95c with good demand and
limited supply. Oats aro Arm at yesterday’s quota-

Sugars and Molasses show no change; proquiet, but sliadinu; a little. Bermuda onions
are selling at $2.75.
Lard is firm at 12jc. Lemons
have advanced to $7.50, with a strong upward tendency. Rio Coflee is quoted at 25e and L. M. raisins
at $3.75. Raw liuseed oil tangos from 90 @ 97c, and
toiled $1.00 offered and 1.02 asked
tions.

duce is

trip.

assisted

HR. W
—

TEMPLE

hogs.
Shipments- 15,000 bbls flour. 213.000 bush wheat.

Cincinnati, May 22.—Provisions—Pork is quiet
Lard is quiet and
but firm {jobbing sales at 18 00.
tirm; summer steam 10}; kettle at 11} @ life. Bulk
Meats are in firm; shoulders at 6}c on spot and for
buyer M«*y; buyer June 7; do July 7$c;clera rin sides
9$; clear sides at 9 60 @ 9 62$. Bacon is firm and in
good demand; shoulders 7$ @ 7fc:clear rib sides 10$c;
clear shies at 10$ @ 10|c; also sales of clear rib sides
at 10 loose. Whiskey is steady at 94c.
Detroit. May 22.—Flour is dull and a shade lowWheat is dull and lower; extra at 1 63; White at
155. Corn is dull and lower.
Oats are dull and
declining; No 1 at 54$c.
Lake Freights dull—To Oswego, Wheat, 5 @ 5$.
Receipts—2.000 bbls flour, 1G,000 bush wheat.l,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1.000 bbls Hour, 2,000 bush wheat, 2,000 bush corn, 0,00“ bush oats*
er.

Charleston, May 22.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 1T| @ 17Jc.
Savannah, May 22.-C»tton dull; Middling up-

17$c.
Mobile, May 22.—Cotton quiet and steadv; Midlling uplands at 17$c.
New Orleans, May 22.—Cotton is unsettled aud
verydull; Middling uplands atl7|c.
Markets.

Liverpool, May 22—12.30 P. M.—Cotton is quiet
and unchanged; Middling uplands at 8$d; do Orleans
8}d; sales 10.000 bales, including 2000 bales tor export
and simulation.

BONDS
Portland
Hath
Belfast

■

Bangor

...

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

•
■

•

...

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,

•
•

■

■

Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. Ameri/an R. R. Cold
FOB SALE

SWM &

6’g
«’*
fi’s
0’s
fi’s
7’g
8’s
7’a
7’s
7’s

7’g
it’s

Admission 50 rents; Reserved seats 73 cents.

BARRETT,

100 MUDDLE STREET.
sep24

end

feb1S7

Plants tor Sale Cheap.

I

HAVE

a

fine collection of Plants this Spring

which I otter lor sale very cheap. Also abundof tioweos all seasons nf tbc year at
J. VICKERY’S Green House,
119 Spring St.,
Me.
my2dlm

ance

Portland,

Re-

Music Store

oil

Admission tickets on sale at luring. Short A Harmon’s, Fiank II. Coffin’s, Fred. F. Hale’s, Wm. E.
Wood’s and Dana's Drug Store.
iuy20dlw

oTmILEY

F.

Jk

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS

of

Commission

Excellent Goods 1

Merchants !

176 Fore Street,

Saleroom

(Office 15 Kxchaufe Street.)

which he will make up to
suit the

style and the

O.

F.

BAILEY.

ALLEN.

C. W.

Regular sale of Furniture and

cus-

General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, com-

every

mencing at

9 o’clock

...

M.

Consignment* solicited.

tomer.

oc3dtt

Norton Bros. Sale of Plants
BY AUCTION.
On

“Don’t you forget it,”

do it

can

tailor,”

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
ray23

a

It

DfMirublc Kefcidcnce in Cnpc EUz
abetb by A net ion.
THURSDAY, May 28tb, at 3 o’clock, P. M., we
shall roll tin* Cupt. J. A. Minot Property, in
Cape Elizabeth, opposite the residence of Henry Nutter. Esq.
The Property consist* of about 6 1-2 aeres

at

ON
of

land, in excellent condition, on which is about 30
and apple trees, gra|»es, small fruit, Ac. The
consist oi 11-2 story wooden house, contains 8 rooms, conveniently arranged, with ample
closets and <-lothes presses, fine cellar, two wells ot
excellent water, goo l stable, connected by wood3hed
and«carriage house.
This is a fine little projurnty; just a pleasant ride
from the city; five minutes’ walk from Church,
School House and Defiot of Eastern R. It.
F. O. BAILEY ft CO., Auelieuwn.

No. 99 Exchange St.,

near

buildings

SAYINGS BANK BUILDING.
_

lO

WE

“jus so veil as any

who calls himself

man

Tuesday. May 36th, at
o’clock, at Salesroom,

shall Mil Hardy Perpetual Bourbon and Tea
Roses, double and single Geraniums, Fuchsias
double and single in variety, baskets of Verbenas
and Pansies, choice kinds, a good collection ol basket* of mixed
Plants, P largoniuras, Petunias,
Heliotropes, and a general collection of Be iding
Plants from the favorite Conservatories of Sort n
Bros., Dorchester, Mass.
Purchasers at Norton
Bros.’ previous sales will remember tlieir plants as
stock.
very superior

KOHLING

iltf

myl_

ROOM PAPERS!

my21_
Assignee's Sale*

7t

Subscriber wi I sell at

Public Auction
THE
TUESDAY, June 16,1874, at 9 A. M., all the real
estate ard
to him

Loring, Short & Harmon,
We have in stock

a

on

personal property assigned
of
and in

by Joseph

trust for the benefit ot
Yarmouth,
Gooding,
his creditors, viz: Tho 3 story dwelling house, ell.
and large stable attached, known as the Wm. N.
Stock bridge estate, vith 6 acres of land appurtenant,
well stocked with Irutt and ornamental trees, at the
lower village on Royal’s river, In Yarmouth.
Also the right of ledemption of one-half the dwelling house and lot adjoining, known as the David
True House.
Also the right of redemption of thirtv acres of good
mowing land, with barn thereon, on Wolfe Point in
said Yarmouth.
Also five acres of land in N. Yarmouth, on
»l’a
River, adjoining the homestead farm of George York.
Also brickyard and wharf, on Royal’s River, with
right of way to the same from the County road. Said
wharf has ueen lately built, and has a frontage on
tide water of about 400 feet, by 150 teet in width.
Also 150,000 bricks in kiln on said wharf, with 5

Under Falmouth Hotel.
carefully selected assortment ol
fine

ROOM PAPERS

Roy

Consisting of
Cold
i

Leaf, Bronze and Plain
Tints, Borders, Decorations

brick machines, moulds, wheelbarrows, and
used iu

and mouldings.
Also

an

Loring,

Immense Stock of

OPENING

Short & Harmon.

—

ITTIR. T. W. EHERNON ban Slatral
our Mlorc.
Particular attention given to

hanging

flue

Presents !

I have just received

a

I take the liberty to inform my pat*
and the public in general that I
will exhibit

[in Cases, suitable for

Saturday, April 25,

Wedding Presents,
which

are

times.

the Largest and Finest assortment of

offered at extremely low prices to suit the

LOWELL,
MIDDLE ST.,
d2wis

myl5

!•

Qnality and also
satisfy everybody
ia price.
in

LOBENSTEIN,

T.

IV®, 4 Dwrius Hlorkk, C®i|rtn Street,
Portland, III®.

VI &A.P. DARLING
have

WO CIRCULARS.

removed from Middle Street to

ap-1_dimlt
HEW WAV

327

Congress St.,

AUBURN

STOVES,

MAINE.

\Ve are prepared to make
Designs, Drawings and
Es timate*, for eveiy
description of Architectural and

Engineering W ork.
Having over thirteen years’ experience In the
European and American practice, wc arclnaposltrien to put through work in a satisfactory and reli-

of

; able manner.
Our

with all the different kinds of Furniture for

Engineers,

Wo. 6 Phtrnix Block,

RECEIVED.

GAS

BROTHER^

and Civil

Architects

and are opening a fine assortment of Thread. Malta
and Yak Laces, Rich Jet Ornaments. Gimps and
Fringes, Silks in all colours lor Dress and Sack Trimmings, New Styles of Scarfs, Gros Grain Ribbons,
Grenadines, Lace Veils, Gilt, Steel ami Silk Buttons,
Bonnets and Hats, French Flowers. Bonnets bleach
and repaired.m\9dlwteod:tw

large lot

GOODS

SPRING

ABNER
155

—

runs

large Assortment ot

FINE SILVER GOODS
«

OP

SPRINGGOODS

paper*._ap*25dlm2dp

Wedding

toola

brickmuking.

Terms made known at time of sale.
B FREEMAN, Assignee.
A. L. LOU1NG, Auctioneer.
1874.
Yarmouth, May 15,
mj21td

Satin & White Papers.

!

engineering

f,‘r accuracy and

surveys

arc

not to be

surpassed

despatch*

...

Bakin?, Broiling: and Flat Iron Heating.
These stoves

are

isfaction

all warranted to give perfect sat-

JOHN

KINSMAN,
Exchange Street.

128
_my21_____
Ladies’ Belts

BV»

OF BOSTON.

—AND—

A

*

QUARTETTE

seats on sale at Stockbrldge's
Saturday mon.ing next.

hand, and

large variety

with his

JUST

....

—

served

W.H.KOHLIHG

lands

European

HOWARD, Toaar,
THE

AUCTION SALES.

5$ @5}.

Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat, 26,000
bush corn, 7,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour,23,000 bush wheat, 16,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, May 22.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat is weak; No 1 Spring at 12$; No 2
1 25}: 1 24§ seller for June; do July 1 24$. Oats dull
ami lower at 47e for No 2. Corn steady; No 2 Mixed
61c. Rye is firm; No 1 at 98$c.
Barley is dull and
nominally; No 2 Spring at 1 60; No 3 Spring 1 15*—
Provisions held firmly. Pork at 17 25 @ 17 50. Hams
in pickle 10$ @ 11c. Lard is firm; kettle 11}; steam
11$.
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 140,000 bush wheat. 0,000

R.
AND

HR. D. V. PIT*, Iat Tra«r
HR. WH. H. FRMENDEN, 3d Temur
HR. H. C. COOK, Baritone.
HR. A. L. RIDER, Baaae,
anil HR. HOWARD DOW, Accompanist.

is

so

BARKER,

by the following talent:

MRS. G. H. CCHHINKA, Caatralta,

April and the snow storms
are
over; May and fine
at

Concert

—

MISS NELLIE J.

& Preble.

“Don’t you forgetlt”

are

TO

—

myU;illaw3wS

95,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 2,000

iOL*no. May 22.—Flour is steady and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and lower; No 1 White Michigan 155;
No 2 do at|l 43; extra 1 65; Amber Michigan cash or
seller June at 1 44$; seller July 1 45} @ 1 45}; No 1
Red at 1 56; No 2 Red at 1 44$.
Corn is dull and
lower at 71$c for high Mixed or seller May; 68}c seller
for June; 69$c seller July: 70c seller Aug; low Mixed
68c; no grade 68c; damaged 62$c. Oats are steady;
No 1 at 51$c.
Lake Freights dull; To Buffalo 2$ @ 3; to Oswego

Complimentary

Under Music Hall.
Congress

HALL.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Way 97.

Grand

weather

Stark

td

CITY

Fred.T. Meaher & Co.’s

Cor.

and

.ONAS HAMILTON, Supt.

myl5

barley.
ShipmentS'10,000 bbls flour,153,000 bush wheat,267,-

000 bush corn,
bush barley.

The French Crimea.

Versailles, May 22.—Further combinations were entered into to-day for the formation of a ministry, and having failed President
McMahon has decided to form one himself.
Paris, May, 22, via London, midnight.—
The ministry has been finally constituted as
follows: Gen. De Cissev, Minister of War
and Vice President of the Council; Duke de
Cazis, Minister of Foreign Affairs; M. De
Fourton,Minister of Interior; M. Pierre Magne,
Minister of Finance; M. Cugeue Cailimit,
Minister of Public Works; M. Louis Grivort,
Minister of Commerce; Viscount de Cumont,
Minister of Public Instruction.

fool or Pino H*ll

Tickets for s ite at IliVi Art Store, comer of Free
ami Cross Sl»„ and ui It. .V M. I„.t.
Should the day be ruiiiy, then the next talr
d«y.
I^ave It. At M. 1 >t[«.t. Portland, at T.20 Friday
morning. Arrive in Portland ti.30, Friday erealnc

for the Toilet, the HandkerMick Room or the Both Room,

—

lereete

ONLY $1.50

FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC,

bush

A Murder for Tiro

at the

For the round

A callable
chief, the

23d.
the

—

....

Cincinnati, May 22.—At Seymour, Ind., yesterday, two brothers named Fleetwood were

arrive

do, 4.91}.

...

—

where

Mountain. Fryburg, at 12 M.. and iemain four bears
Returning, reach Portland at 6.30 P. M.

POWDERS.

New Y«rk SUekaud Moner Market.
May 22—4foruin0.—Money 3 per cent
Sterling Exchange, loug, 4.88}; short

New York,
Gold at 1123.

MAY

Hiram Falls

at

Hay Flowers nod Evrrgrccna,
Will

Mexican Outlaws raiding in Texas—No
Security to Life or Property.
Galveston, Texas, May 22 —A new special from Brownville says there is a terrible
state of affairs in that section. Judge Doherty
reports there is Is less security for persons or
property between the Nences and Rio Grande
than heretofore
In Nences and Live Oak
counties, ranches have been deserted by old
frontiersmen.
I’hey will s nd affidavits to
by
Gen Steele, substantiating their statements
including the aceouut of murders and robberies, and ask for authority to organize to protect themselves.
The number of raiders is greater than previously and if they steal fewer cattle than before it is because there are fewer left to steal.
The Mexicans have been crossing over cattle at
Los Conchas for the past three days.
Twentyfour miles above they have fired on the citifrom
the
zens
Mexican
side
6*s,l861,.1211
of the river. Judge Doherty left for Nences
evening, for the purpose of procuring evidence
United States 5-20’! 1865, old. 118}
to justify military action.
The raiders have
United States5-20*8 1865,newex-int
11:.|
crossed over 800 head of cattle.
The comUnited States 5-20*8 1867,. 120ft
mander at Matamoras has been asked to send
United States 5-20’s 1868,..
.120}
a force to captuae them.
We shall be forced to
United States 5*s, new.
'.15g
fight in self-defence as there is no safety for United States 10-10’s.,ex-interest.
....115
Currency 6*s.
an American
outside a town. They are de117
termined to drive us out of the country.
The following were the closing quotations of
Such
Stocks:
is the opinion of our clearest, headed men.
Western Union Telegraph Co. 71}
Corpus Christ^ May 22.—The condition of
Pacific Mail.
42}
things is getting worse. At a meeting of citi- N. Y. Centra’and Hudson Kiver consolidated.... 97}
zens last night a commitee of safety
was apErie.
33}
pointed with full power to act throughout the Erie prefer red. 55
29}
country. About l.'iO signatures of men have Union Pacific stock.
Illinois Central.
been obtained, pledging themselves to main96}
Chicago & Northwestern.. 40}
tain order.
Chicago & North we'tern preferred. 58
A telegram has been received from Gen.
Chicago & Hock Island. 96}
Augur stating that a company of cavalry will
The tollowing were the quotations tor Pacific Railbe sent here immediately.
An attack was
road securities:
threatened on the jail Tuesday by 15 men from
Central Pacific bonds. 81*}
Meansviile, but it was frustrated by the sher- Union Pacific do.
84}
iff. Last night a detail of 25 men was patrolUuion Pacific land grants..75
Union
Pacific
iucome
bonds.76
the
in
of
an
to
ling
city
anticipation
attempt
release the murderers iu the jail.
Threats
were made freely by Mexicans to burn and rob
■tomeatic (Market*.
the city,
New York. May 22—Evening.—Cotton dull and
About $700 were suliscrilied last night for the |
eaRier; quotations unchanged ; sales 690 bales; Midcapture of other mnrderers and a petitiou will dling inlands at 18}; forward deliveries steady with
be presented to the Governor to offer a reward
Flour- receipts 9560 l>bls; market
a light business.
is quiet and still in buyers favor; Rales 21,600 bbls;
upon tli? part of the State,
Western and State at 5 50 @ 6 70; White Wheat WesSan Ontonio, May 22 —Ou the 0th inst., Mr.
tern extra at 6 70 @ 7 10; extra Ohio 6 15 <1 45: exSmith, who lives about twelve miles from Fort tra St Louis at 6 25 @ 11 00; the market losing dull;
Davis on a rauche was attacked by four Indi
Southern flour at 6 25 @ 11 00. Wheat receipts 251,398 bush; market heavy and 2 @ 3c lower ;moredoing
ans, tiie latter on foot, near liis house and was
**■ *Lh>U*v*»;
U«nl»; No 9 Ohtcngrv nt 1 47 @
slightly xumiAU, They rtole ten tread of cat
1 48; No 2 North Western 1 48$ @ 1 50; No 3 Milwautie. which were afterwards found killed a few
kee at 1 51 @ 1 52; ungraded Iowa and Minnesota
miles from the rauche.
Spring at 1 43 @ 1 56;No 1 Spring at 1 54 @ 1 57;Winter Red and Amber Western at 149 @150; White
Western 165 @ 1 69; interior to Winter R d Western
The Jl4‘i|,o«li*t Church Kanth,
1 40 @ l 46; also sales of 16,000 bush No 2 Chicago for
Louisville, May 22.—In (he Methodist first half June 1 17; 22,000 bnsli No 2 Milwaukee
for
Episcopal Conference yesterdav the committee first 12 days in June at 1 48;75,000 bush No 1 Milwauto whom was referred the case of Lorenzo D.
kee first half June at 1 58$. Rye decidedly firmer at
Huston, expelled for immorality, made a re- 1 09 @ 1 12 for Canada. Peas active at 92c. Cornreceipts 77,125 bush; the market is dull and lc lower;
port sustaining the action of the Baltimore sales
76,000 bush; new old Western Mixed 84 a 87c;
conference. The committee on the organiza
at 8s @ 86c; new and old Western Yellow 86
closing
tion of the colored Episcopal church of Ameri@ 87$; closing at 86 @ 86$c; White Western at 89 @
ca made a report which was
adopted, declaring 91. Coffee—Rio quoted at 18$ @ 20}; little more dothat the organization of the coloreit church im
ing; sales of 34 bags Rio on private terms; 4116 bags
of Laguayra, understood at 18}. Sugars is quiet and
to the district ecclesiastical convention meets
unchanged; fair to good refilling at 7§ @ 7fc; prime
with hearty approval of this conference and
8c {Centrifugal 8} @ 8$c; Muscovado 7 9-18 @ 7}. Mo
that the effort to establish an institution of
lasses quiet and firm. Rice steady Petroleum nomlearning for the education of colored ministers inal; crude at 5|c; refined at 13g @ 13$. Tallow firm
deserves to he com mended to the friends of the
at 7} @ 7}c. Naval Stores—Rosin is steady at 2 65 @
colored people everywhere.
2 70 for strainSpirits Turpentine is steady at 39c.—
Pork firm ;sales of 225 bbls new mess at 18 00@ 18
In the coufereuce of the Methodist Episcopal
12$;
500 bbls for seller Aug at 18 45. Beef is in lair demand
church South, to day, the minority report on
at 9 50.
Lard is irregular; prime steam at 11 11-16;
temperance, which provides as an amendment sales of 250 tcs for
seller May 11$; 2250 tcs seller tor
to the general rules, that any person uiakiug,
June at 11$ @ 11 9-16; 1500 tcs seller July at Ilf ca)
buying, selling or using as a beverage, intoxi- 11 11-16; 500 tcs seller August 11}. Butter unchanged;
cating liqnor, shall be upon conviction debar- 24 @ 28 for new Western; 27 @ 32c for State. Whisred from membership in the chuicb, was key is lowcrat, 97$c.
Freights to Liverpool are more active; Cotton per
adopted by a vote of 335 to 38. The question 3-16
@ $d. Grain—Corn per sail 8$; do per steam at
caused a very animated and prolonged discus9$d; Wheat per steam at 10U; sail 9d.
sion’ This action will lie sent to the annual
May 22.—Flour quiet and weak. Wheat
conferences, aud if three-fourths concur there- is Chicago,
in fair demand and lower;
No 1 Spring at 1 24$;
with it will pass into a law.
No 2 do at 1 21$ @ 1 21} cash; 1 21$ @ 1 22 seller for
June; seller July 1 21}; No 3 Spring 1 16$; rejected
7$. Corn is in foir demand and lower; No 2 Mixed
The Wisconsin Railroad War,
cash at 61$ @ 61$c; 61} @ 61}c seller June; seller for
Milwaukee, May 22—Governor Taylor is- July 61$c; rejected at 58$ @ 58}c; high Mixed 63c.
sued to-day a circular, in which, after recitiug
Oats are quiet and weak; No 2 at 47c on spot; seller
the resistance of the Milwaukee & St. Haul,
July 43}s; rejected 35} @ 36. Rye is firm and scarce;
No 2 at 1 02. Barley buoyant, unsettled and higher at
aud Chicago & Northwestern railroads to the
1 60 bid tor No 2 Spring. Provisions—Pork is in fair
law reoeutly passed by the Legislature, fixing
demaud and lotf er and irregular; clot ed at 17 45 for
tariffs for the transportation of freight, he
seller June; 17 60 sellor July. Lard quiet and a shade
urges every citizen to pay only the amounts
easier at 10 90 @ 10 96 cash; Ilf seller June; closed at
the law prescribes for the services of these
tl$ seller July. Bulk Meats are iu lair demand and
roads, aud if they exact more to make a com- lower; shoulders 6} seller July; short, clear middles
9
on spot; 9 05 seller June loose.
Whiskey steady at
plaint before justices of the peace and have
Q4$c.
them come up to the higher courts.
He reLake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 3| @ 4.
all
district
to
the
quests
attorneys
prosecute
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 73,000 bush wheat,112,roads if any such complaints reaches them.
000 bush corn, 64,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 0,000
Conflict of Authority.
The Circuit Court of
Chicago, May 22.
Sanganimon County yesterday decided it had
jurisdiction over the railroad cases sought to bo
taken to the Federal courts hy the Chicago and
Alton railroad company and refused to scud
them up to the Circuit Court of the United
States. The writ of certiorari issued by the
latter was imperitive upon the State Court and
its refusal to obey the writ is therefore a clear
case of contempt.

THE

—BY

Perfumed Hair Oils,

Friday

By water conveyance
W True & Co.

—

R. A O. R. R.

Total.8

Total.21
bush cornmeal to Geo

TO

HIBAM FALLS & FBYEBUBG,

..

1
5

23.

Ma y Floral Excursion

IN LACHET POWDERS.

Total. 8

Thursday.

True,

—

EXCURSION!

oats. .1

corn.
corn...

TO

R. R

No. cars
Consignees.
Wednesday.
Waldron & True, corn. ..2 Kensell A Tabor,corn, 5

G W True,
Waldron A

my t

Saturday, May

POPULAR

PERFUMES

cars.

S H Larmlnie, corn.3
G W True, corn.1
Kensell & Tabor, corn
2

OrM««r»

from IB to IS ud 1 to 4.

open

—

Brushes !

Coolidge..200

,l

POSTPONED

Total.800
Marr&True. 50
A H Thaxter.100
Norton & Chapman... .200
C Hayward & Co.200

G,NeSy.«A
.erD'M.’"
y 15 CU”

_Box Office

Tooth and Nail

Co.100
Marr&True. 100

Norton
G W True.100
D Keazer.100

and

"

Hair, Flesh, Bath, Hat,

Total.1298

Thursday.
& Chapman-200 Josselyn

Enter-

Thursdays.
te M eta., OrehtllrarhLI’25Boxen r'arquer
$4.00 Grind M Mints)
e«m Sort.? Cfj.,
2 f»’)'lo.k. Milne)

pries

llsley.400

Variety

Entire change of Programme Mon-

Constances.

Marshall &

»al|_

tainment.

R.

Bbls.
tibls. Consignees.
Wednesday.
&
Co.200
Albert
F
Chase.10«
Norton,Chapman
D W Coolidge.498 Josselyn A Co.100

firsl-rla»s

a

days

SOAPS, SOAPS

Varieties.

s

Ope. Every Eve.i.p..4

With

Receipts of Floor.
GRAND

!

Sponges, Sponges, Sponges.

DOiflt£»TlC KEClfCIFTN.

DAILY

vote.

tunity.

Mr. Stockton concluded his argument, denying that the condition of the negro will be improved by this bill.
Hr. Howe argued that the bill was constitutional. He could pardou the man who denied
its constitutionality under the Constitution as it
read in 1866, but as it read now he did not see
how any man could be a lawyer or a layman
who could argue that Congress was overstepping its power in passing this bill. He did not
know but what the passage of this bill would
break up the schools in many localities, as
every step in this march bad been met by some
threat, but let justice be doue though the common schools be broken up and the heavens fall.
If this generation would not accept the bill, a
generation to come would accept it.
Mr. Alcorn said Mississippi asked no legislation of Cougress. She bad a civil lights bill
and the people were able to protect themselves,
but the colored people of bis State did ask that
their race throughout the country should nave
He therefore
equal rights with themselves.
advocated the bill. He denied that the Southcolored men
against
were
prejudiced
ern people
and <aid the intriguing white men were reThe hill
sponsible for much of the wioug.
would give peace and quiet. He would be gl d
in
the
amendment
to see the word “hereafter”
of the Senator from Massachusetts stricken out
so that the bill would apply to every common
sclmoi ami institution ol learning orheuevolence
endowed by the Cnited Slates now as well as
hereafter.
Mr. lioutwcll said he would be glad to have
t’>e bill pass as suggested by the Senator, but
he doubted its legality if amended as suggest-

j

rarnga KxparL.
''1'- NS. Brig tjni Vive—685 bbls
Hour 6
LOCKPOhmeal, ?.l,. split peas, S50 lbs but!
•|o pork, lu do cluuis, 50
do beans, 4 do oa.
nf
01
ter, 100 bbls lime, 15u
corn meal.
P Ladd-10 bbla of
BEAK UIVER, NS. Schr i.
flour, 32 bags meal, 4 kegs nails.
^ ^
ST. JOHN, NB. Brig Wapiti-458 toe

and Shawl

tf

Straps.

G. B. BROAD ft
r©.,

sr
attended to.
bCC«SSl»n> by mall promptly
to Patterson & Edwards,

ssafg,»SBfvsjssspermitted

* Co.. Auburn: B. P. SturSVSmith
b|trn. itobinson * Beetle.

rLcwletnn, c

f.»Pb.WH Smith, '‘Allan

Auburn;

Line,” Portland.

_mcb4is3m
8. M^THI-AS

MERCHANT TAILOR!

have resumed business for the manufacture of hadies* Belts, Book and Shawl
Straps. Worsted made
up with Russia Goat and Nickel or Gold gib mountings. Broad’s Patent Wir Stiffening Frame. Also
sole manufacturers of Broad’s Patent Shawl Strap*.
Orders by mail or express v ill receive immediate attention. Faney leather work ot all kinds.

!)8 EXCHANGE ST.
The Largest & Finest Assortment.

So. 162 1-2 Fore cor. of Market Street,
PORTLAND. BUB.

THE LOWEST PRICES.

my!6

eodlm

A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

POETRY._
Too Late.

BY ALFRED

With burning brow

II.

on

LOUIS.

fevered hand,

Slow fading with the fading da>,
I sit beside the darkling strand
tide aml hu l-w nd say.

While moaning
died by land and sea
“Thy wide worldheart
that died for thee.
eat
With that
gt

Th# siehings of her wasting breist
Were breathed to cold, unanswering night—
Alone, forsaken, and ui:guessed,
She passed, a bHghtod liower, from sight;
And now the land-wiud bears my cry
To deaf abyss of seaward sky.

single star’s unpitying gleam
Lights up the storm-weed at my feet;
And. shore-cast wreck, 1 sit ami dieam
While my lost heart, with waning beat,
Breaks slowly, by the breaking sea,
For that great heart that brake for me.
—Harper's Magazine for June.

A

Donna

Evornia.

Translated from the French of lliart, for

the

Press.
[Concluded.]

chair, made me a beatitul courtesy aud
playfully threw herself laughing upon my
papers, overturning them.
“A discovery lost 1” she would cry, then,
raising her arms and imitating my voice.
Then presenting her red velvety cheek, say,
“strike fienor.” I grumbled, but 1 embraced
her. Two minutei later sitting near me,
her hand on my shoulder, she made me explain my work. She wished to know everything that interested me, listened patiently
to the reading of the memoirs I was writing,
scolded me for working so late. It seemed to
me perfectly natural to see her so familiar.
The grief which overwhelmed her was necmy

essary to reveal to me, how dear this child
grown up at my side, was to me; to teach me
that she was a part of myself, that my heart
was attached to her by love almost maternal.
I lost sleep and appetite on account of these
events. I left Evornia only to visit my patients. The cries of the young woman enme.
I
over

Leaning

my researches. But I must know the secret
of this phenomena. I commenced to dissect
one of the grains which continued to move
under my eyes when I changed my mind.
Before three days I should be in Mexico;
would it not be better to proceed wi th my exwith
periments before the academy ? Seized seeds
this idea I carefully packed away the

forgot science.
her pale face, holding

in my
her little hands rendered criminal by
love, I watched each symptom of the fever
prompt to combat it. I would snatch lrom

owu

death this being that I loved, and I succeeded.
Fifteen days after the confrontation, the re-

sult of which had been so unexpected, Evornia was out of dauger. One morning, at the
moment when the sun appeared on the horizon, she turned towards me her grand eyes
in astonishment. The window of her chamber was open, the light rosy clouds floated
upon the azure of the sky. She watched me
far a long time silently. My dress was in disorder, my beard unshaven, inv face thin. She
renounced my name, reached out her hand;
would have spoken and could only slam-

f

mer.

A week later tlie invalid was able to sit up.
As soon as possible she must learn the death
of her son; a task in which her confessor
aided me, The grief of Evomia was mute.
“What bad he done on the earth ?” she said
to me, while the great tears rolled over her
cheeks; then she added, “I was not worthy
to be a mother. God’s will be done!”
Morning and evening at the hour of my
visits I found Evornia sitting near the window of her chamber. Immovable, absorbed,
she passed entire hours watching the clouds
passing over the sky, or following the flight of
the eagles, hovering above the summits ot
the Cordilleras,’describing great circles and
losing themselves slowly in the heights.
But what had become of all my experiments? Alas! I had neither the leisure nor
the courage to make any. One morning I

saw Evornia eating with an appetite—I returned home satisfied, my spirit free from
care.

of

so

LyatresoluUon0
for

i‘.

would pass away with the feartul storm which

threatened

us.

From lime to time a flash of lightning fillI
ed my library with a white dazzling light.
expected a thunder clap, and I listened in order to follow the direction of the sound; but

the lightning, always silent, was repeated,
tinted with red.
Two beautiful xylophages that I had collected the evening befoie, and fastened on my

Tbe luminous
table, struggled furiously.
points which ornament the corslets of the insects and cause them to be«ought for as jewels by the Mexican women, burned with an
extraordinary intensity. Was there any connection between electricity and the phospho-

rescent organs of my two beetles? I was on
the point of trying the experiment when I remembered that Evornia was waiting for me.
I went out; it was night. Flashes of lightning every moment shot up from the horizon.
Orizava, its domes, houses, steeples and
mountains appeared suddenly as in full sun
light. When 1 reached the plaza Saint Gean de
Dieux, two clouds mingled their electricity so
beautifully, that a woman who was walkin g
before me, fell on her knees. I dtew out in y
watch. A report shook the mountains. The
sound
running 340 metres a second, I
was able to calculate the electric fluid must
have struck at 4,500 metres lrom the place
where I was. But where, or in what direction ? The senses deceive us, it is only by a
long education that we are able to guard them
against mistakes. The child who wants the
moon is neither a fool, nor weak; his inexperienced eye shows it to him on the same plane
as his playthings.
So I have always, in vain,
attempted to make the Indian comprehend tha
sound can be reflected, as well as light, and
to explain to him the phenomenon
of the
echo. A useless attempt. They called me
•au imposter while the imposters are the

My place is already engag-

“Come to dine with me to-morrow.”
yo,u Dot Prefer that I should be your

o?! °2,tbe
BUDerstitio?,Sdayl,no’
1WiU
!"ome
the Mexicans
e

day of my departure ?”
11 is a bad day, and I am
to-morrow I pray you.”

reputlion
kissed the
tal

thirty-six lighted candles. Under the double influence of pain and anger I
replied to tbe aggression of Ayotepetl, by a
blow from the horse whip .which set us at
variance forever, and this man of the plains
died,without comprehending the phenomenon
of the echo,
Evornia was waiting for me. I found her
patient

sees

At eight o’clock in the morning I received
an crderto go to authenticate the decease ot
Donna Evoinia Aceval, who died at midnight, yesterday. I must have courage. She
counted on me, when she said to me “au
revoir”—I stifle. Happy are they who can

has

tile sUe til-

to

take

“animated seed,”

I

wa, ,o

Kerosene,

Loom, Harness

Whale,

aud

Neats Foot

Shellac

SOUR

Let any one suffering from this nasty and toul dislook at the above picture of his nasal organs—

ease

Will 'soon convince you of its wonderfiil merits in
curing this vile disorder; a disease which, when seateel, produces Consumption, from which there is no
escape; one little box of the German Snuff will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will diaapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; In fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:

23 311,1 50 lbs. each.
o,AIk«S'
al
aT1<l Ooo’lbB. each.
2?°>3.00
«K?’
CASES, containing four
fj’jv
pnr-h

a~n,

Tin

i».

[,e

I^V*advance.

SOLD BY

QP22

W. W. WIIIPPLE A CO.,
31 Markce Square-, Poriland.

Your
-BY

Buying

AT

THE

—

Old and well known Carriage Manufactory

myl3

tf

Understand Catarrh.
Years aeo Professor Rseder, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study of
singular complaint; after years of research he
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world

1

euros all Humors from tho worst Scrofula to
From two to
a common Blotch or Pimple.
six bottles aro warranted to cure Salt Rheum

Tetter, Pimples on Face- Boils, Carbuncle*, Erysipelas and JLivcr Comto cure
plaint. Six to twelve bottles, warranted
and

Sores
(lie worst Scrofulous Swellings
Pains in Bones and Sore Throat caused
I by Poison in Blood or mercurial treatment.
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it will
cure

medicine and is perfectly safe, loosening cough,
soothing irritation, and relieving soreness. Sold
by all Druggists. R. V. PIERCE, HE Ik,
World’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N.i.

save

ME.

prepared to offer

OF

the

—

Who is free from them in this,

A few applications and you
but severe complaint.

our

are

—

AT

Extremely Low Rates

changing climate.

SNUFF

addition to my very large stock I shall continue
make the Kimball Phaeton a specially.
Call and examine whether you want to purchase or
^>t.
j^AII carriages bearing my name are
In

So common to people, who at times find it so very
troublesome that they are unfit for all business purposes; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.;

Will Cure
dropping in the throat.
Is
anything more disgusting; and yet thousands ot
people will allow this disease to continue until at
last they havo Consumption, which cannot be cn ed

SNUFF

Will Cure

P. PRINCE & SON,
loot of Wilmot Street, Back Covb.

perfect

in
are the most beautiful in style and
The CONCERTO STOP
tone ever made.
is the beMt ever placed in any Organ. It is
an extra net of
peculiarly

Dartial

Deafness,

Caused only by the passage** being filled with matter, which the Snuff penetrates as if by magic, and
m a short time
you feel like a new being.

CO.,

HALL.

WATERS1

centennial
GAZETTEE
RuniteVstates
No book lias
been
of such universal
FOR THE

SNUFF

Manufacturers & Dealers in Portable & Stationary

Steam

Book Binders.
« M. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACK.FORD, No. 35 Plum

Engines

&

Boilers,

Engine Eatlies, Planers, Upright
Drills, and all kinds ot M ood
& Iron Working machinery

Street.

We also have for sale, one 2nd band “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shafting, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Rollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shafting, Hangers,
mc25d3m
Pulleys, Belting, &c., &c.

Ii. A. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, 287 Congress 81,
Portland Me*

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEf & MEANS. Pearl Street, opposite Park.__

Providence

Dje-Hoase.

Wringer.
ROLLS,

Mont
Durable;

_PROYIC ENC E_

18 Free Street.
OEOBGI A. WHITNE V, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Is the ONLY machine that news backward
and forward, or to right and left.

naniest

r,

i

Workiny;
furred

CLAMP,

For

Firment

__

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,

CO.,

J.

If.

Use

Wells’

WORK, Agent,

PUT

44 Broad street, Boston, Mass,
ttnl

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

deowly

Hundreds ot testimonials might be produced,
Bnowing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes bv using the German Snuff, but one trial alone
is needed to convince
the most doubtful of its merits

SNUFF

“Blaclcstone” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
'‘John Hopkins” Capt. W. A. Hallett

Freight

116 Federal (Street.

Masons and Builders.
N E. REDLON, 333 1-9 Congre.a St.

places

Portland.

Photographers.

E.

aunoying trcuble, which many are
by the use ot the German
removed, and by its slight

I

Real Estate Agents.

I WITH PATENT CLASPS,
For Ladies, IUInnc* aud
Children,
No

Buckles

Buttons
Worn by every lady who values
health and comfort.
jy"More than three quarters of a|l Female Diseases are
caused bv wearing garters!
For sale by all dealers in Ladies* Underwear, Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods, etc. Manufactured only by ELLIS MANUFACTORING CO., Waltham. Mags. Samples Children’s, by mail, 35 cents; Ladies, by mail, 85 cents.
MHEPDERD Sc CO., gelling Agents,
middle St., cor. Church, Portland, Me.
my 16
eodlm

Sign and Awning Hanging.
YOIJNlw. No. 102 Core Street.

AVENUE

Stocking Supporters,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street*

ja5dly

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER IiOWELIt, 155 middle Street*

Stair Builder.
II* F* lilBBV, Iao* 252 Fore Street, cor.
Crons St., in Deleno’s mill.
G• la* HOOPER) Cor* York Sc maple

more

or

■

Large splendid
pages,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Yes, many a little one who, with palid face and
drooping lor cl, complains of being all “stuffed up,*
ai?d day by day is growing worse, Is often troubled

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.

Catarrh Causes Croup.!

'Warranted PUBE WHITE I.EAO.-Wellknown throughout New England as the WHITEST.*
FINEST, and BEST.
LEAD TAPE,5-8in. wide,on reelgfor Curtain
Stick*.
LEAD RIBBON, from 2J to 8 inches wide,
on reel* for Builders.

with Catarrh In its first
stages. Ileed our
before It is too late, f or
often, very often

warning

Would you not rather prevent t&is
complaint than
attempt to cure it? Of course you would; then see
that you always have a
supply on hand.
Do not take any othor
preparation, but be sure to
obtain the above. Pric e 35 cents.
*Yor sale by all
dealers. Or, send 50 -cents to

OLIVER DITSON &

is

SMITH,

BOSTON,
“20

Box bj retumWall

We' »S&wem

NELSON H ARDEN BROOK, late of Cape Elizabeth
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and given

Capo Elizabeth, May 5th, 1874.

my9dlaw3w*S

A

in

a

be sf
1

ordinary profit

good

habits aud

ap26dtf

stock, and

the t»est connections and quickroute from Portland to the West.
ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
est time of

who

Higgage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and that personal) unless notice
given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger ior every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Supreutendent.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

leave Fortinnd
*3
|fnr ■••riamoutli and Dover daily.
a. m. and
'wnm' 3(Sundaya excepted,) at G.l

is.T-

it,

in its best

every Summer. Butchers
form, will soon find their meats

r*

teen cases.

LICENSE,RIGHTS, &c., apply to
SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AGENT FOR MAINE,

Wo. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,
1

whom all applications should be made, and who
mchfeodtf
has full power to settle infringements,
to

trains

>

-»:.15 p. m.
Leave Dover for Porti»moMih and Portland
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4 25 p. iu.
A freight train wi»! leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portnmoutb daily.
J. PRESCOTT. Superintendent.
feOdtt

Pacific Mail

Steamship Company

Cireai Reduction in Freight and Passage
Rate alwayn Lower than by any
other Route. Comfort.Safety
and Economy Combined.
Passage Katoa: Cabin &IOO.
Steerage s$f»G. These rates iu-

elude
BLEEPING
ACCOM MOD A
AND MEALS
•TIONS,
THEREBY
’avoiding any extra rii Alton*.
New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenger accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold ot the Overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full information
at the Company’s office, New York,
or to the New England Agents,
BARTLETT & Co., Itf Broad Hi.,
Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pres, aud Managing Director. Agents
in Portland,

apply

W. D. LITTLE & CO..
ap25.13m 49 1-9 KXCHAl.eE STREET.

BOSTON
—AND—

PORTLAND &

K. SU

OGDENSBURG

PHILADELPHIA

CHANGK OF TIME.
On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
antil further notice trains will
a* follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid .ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. K. i*. arrive and

'^H?3leave*

depart.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

J.

Portland, Oct. 18,

au«30tl

1873.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
1873.

COMMENCING DEC.

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

\o

-jaa-“-M.,

DwiriHe

▼«%

nt

morning.
t Accommodation train
|Fast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,

General
de8

LINCOLN,
Supt. First I)iv. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDEK,
Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
L.

t

BOSTON

&

MAINE

RAILROAD

PORTLAND TO

^'sailing

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B.

Jn23-ly

TO

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.
Passenger Trains leave PartitrJSwH^^pHPland for Boston 16.15, t9.10 A. M.
•3.10 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30(ParlorCara)
A. M., 112.30, f3.30, *6.00 P. M.
rsj^gsSESfn

Trains from Boston are due at Portland
*12.30.15,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester ami Concord, IV. 11via
C.Ae P. R. R. Junction, t6.15 A, M., *3.10 P.

at

M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains lor LowelL
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.10 A.M.
Far Rochester and Alton Bay f6.15, A. M.,
•3.10 P.M.
For Milton and Union Village 6.15 A.M..
*3.10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, Waco and Biddeford 110.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at tll.20 A. M.
For Wearboro, Old Orchard, Waco, Biddeford and Kenuebunk t‘2.30 P. M.
Betnrning, leave Kennebnnk t7.30 A. M.

IIVC

Philadelphia,

Washington,

AND ALL POINTS

SOUTH AND WEST.
The t6.15 A. M. tram arrive* in Boston at 10.45 A.
for New York via Shore
Elite at 11.10 A. M.
The t9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.33 P. M. ^steamboat) train*
tor New York via

and Norwich Lines

by either route.
All Trains slop 10 minute* at Exeter tor refreshments at First Class Dining Booms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogd^naburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland &• Ugdensburg K It

Freight Station, West Commercial street, until a I\
Family package Ticket* between Portland and

M.

discount.

Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
♦Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.

FRANKLIN WHARF,
DAILY,

Portland,

(SUNDAYS KXCEPTED)

A.T 7 O’CLOCK !P. NX.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF. Boston,
days at 7 P. M. Fare

same

Through Tickets to New York via the variom
Sound Lines, for pale at reduced xates.
Freight taken at low rate*.
J. AS. COYLE JU„ General Agent.mch30t

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
En.lport, linlaia

and

Windsor and

SPRING

at,.

John, Digbr

Halifax.

ARRANGEMENTS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of
Portland,
; \ Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
>New Brunswick,Capt. E. B. WluKaocrxr*;. oms'cheslct, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
_

days.
Connections made at
Eastport lor St. Andrews
Robbinstou, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
same

Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediae, Am-

herst.

rp-Freiflit received
M.

on

o’clock P.

mc4dtf

days

of

sailing

until 4

A. R. STUBBS. Agent.

Maine

Steamship

Co.

8EMI-WKKKLY LINK.
Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia
Will until

follows:

further notice

Leave Franklin

\

* every MONDAY
DAY. at 5 P. M.,
River, New York, every
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving Portland on

38

run a*

Wharf,Portland

Last

and T1IURSand leave Pier
MONDAY and

THURSDAYS,

is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers,
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route tor travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Philadelphia, Montreal. Quebec, St. John, and all parte of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight, to the
Steamers as e «rly as 4 P. M., on the
days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

aP22__dtt
LINE

MIL

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,
DIRECT1
With connection* to Prince Edward laland, C ape Breton nud Ml. Johns, IV. F.
*

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 5.30
P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,
_making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor. Truro, New Glaaand Pictou, and steamers fot Prince Edward
Bland; also at New' Glasgow, N. 8.. with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers
for St. Johns, N. F.
SLIT RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at f.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sail-

fow

ing-

For fnrtlier information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Franklin Wharf.
oet28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

| Jr.,

PORTLAND,

BANGOR

Steamboat
SUMMER

Two

&

MACHIAS

Oomoany.

ARRANGEMENT.

Trips
"'i*>
v

per Week.

The Steamer LEWISTON,

Capt. CiiA8. Deering,

will

l**ve Railroad Wharf foot of
State St., every JTucstlay
1
iiml Friday Evening.at
IO o’clock, or on arrival ot Express Train from
Boston, commencing May 19tb, 1874.
For Rockland, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
Weft Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbrhige, Jones port and
Machine port.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday
ami Thxrsday morning at 5 o’clock,touching as above,
arriving in Portland Mime night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for

(Zt. IS
^nZi

*

Boston.

The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harhor, Mt. Desert.) each trip front June 19th to Sent. 18th in additloniohcr usual landing at So. W.
Harbor, during
wiU le*ve Machiaeport at

The Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, Cant.C. KtL«V will leave Railroad Wharf every Mon. I or
WedneMlay nurt Frida, Kvewing., al IO
•
commencing Wedneaday evening, April
For Bangor,
touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Sears|*ort, Sandy Point, Buck sport,
>V interport and
Hamblen, or as far as the ice will
permit.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving In Portland at
5 o’clock p. m.
For lurther particulars inquire nt Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
my!8tf
Portland, May lt>74.

PORTLAND

stoningtonTine!
NEW
OF

A 1.1*

YORK,

—

BosSeamboat Express train* leave*
ton & Providence R. R. Deuot daily, except Sunday
with
the
enat 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stoningtnn
Island, every
tirely new ami superb Steamer Rhode
with
the
and
elegMonday. Wednesday and Friday,
ant and popular Steamer Stonjngton every Tuesday,
New York ulThursday and Saturday, arriving in
Boston from

In advance of all olher lines.

Baggage

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston «v Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins tNr Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 4i>* Exchange St.
J>* S. BABCOCK.
L. \V. FILKINS.
President.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New Yojk.
dlv

AND

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

OTHEK*.

'I Ills islhp only inside route Avoid
ing Point Judith.

wnp

FORENT (TTV

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

r

AI1KAD

DCPERIOR NKA «iO»
DTEAJIEKH

,tt—.kTBK

aBaaC

““

oT CARS-

Boston for sale at 2;* per cent,

NAiJIPMON, Agt yt,
Long Wharf, Borina.

FOR BOSTON.

BOSTON

Old Orchard
Beach. Waco,
Bidrieford,
Kenuebunk,
Wells.
Dover,
Cireat Falls, Fxeter, filaverhill and Lawrence.

Stonington

vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

VIA

PARI

Sat’d’y*

ffr.lfi P. M.

Leave Blddeford tor Portland at t8,00 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M
The G.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either roule.
The G15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.10 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives In
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect w ith the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 1*. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theUreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.*
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

L

&

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 i\.m^
From Pine Street Wliart, Phil*,
delphia, at 10 u. m.
Insurance one halt the rate

JOHN RROWKH AND

Passenger trains leave Portland daiy, lor Portsmouth and Boston, (SunC-'Z^'lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. to. 15 A.
t9.10 a. M., ||3.15 P. M., tO.OOP. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at *7.30,
D8.30A. M. 112.30, \3.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at flO.OO, 010.35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M.. *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Augusta at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston. Farmington, AVaterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
fwr Lre«

WedVy

Wharfage.
s.

____

FOR

recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerupon tliiw 1ms been fully tested in
?k0ITT
the
U. a
b. %■*atJent
Courts ami its validity established
in eightor

any

trains.

to

more
use

9, 1874.

.VI on day, Feb.

Pa^nger

F'URBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston, Dec. 6. 1873tf

Butchers, Provision dealers
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants Will
than its cost

save

making

is

jyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING

tiie market.

well

$2000
invest. Must
prefer that he should underAddress A, B. C., Advertiser

C, H. DITSON <fc CO.
B’dway, New York,
d&w2w

711

The best an<l Only Reliable One in

more

stand bookkeeping.
office.

to 250
very large

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator;

Young Man

a

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in •plendil
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling

_

A. S. LIMAN S

established
partnership
business that wih pay him
CANmanufacturing
than
it he has
to
obtain

CO.,

my 21

The threo points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pine air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monUl nor taint; 3rd; no
inteimingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or se*m for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
teSdtf
ACo.s Ice H ouse, Portlard. Me.

that the

bonds as the law dlreets. Ail persons havingdemands
upon the estate of said deceased are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
BELLA HARDNEBROOK, Adm’x.

Boston.

is

subscriber has
hereby given,
lieen duly appointed ami taken upon herself
NOTICE
of Administratrix of the estate of

a

Agt.

Tlie *3.10 P. M. train arrive* In Boston at 7.10 P.
M., conncccing with trains tor New fork via Springfield at 9 001’. >1., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. M.
Passenger* ticketed and Baggage ehecketl through

retail price.

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

LEAD PIPE, of any size or thickness.
At lowest market price* for goods of exual quality.
Address SALEM LEAD CO., Salem, Mas*/
mel9
SAWAw3ml2

J C. FURNIVAL

Instru-

music, 200

—

N

Fall River,

•

books of bound

full sheet music size, ami contain

AND

TO CALIFORNIA.

M., connecting with train

proportion of all the good sheet music ever published.
Sold by all dealers. Either book sent post-paid for

EXTERMINATOR.
MOTH
i-TJL V/ A XI By the nse of this valuable preparation, every household infested with Moth, Roaches,
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will
save many times its cost, and in some eases perhaps
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repel
these insects, but will absolutely destroy them
and their eggs. Especially adapted to the protection
of Carpets. PRICE 25 CENTS.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by P. A ORANT Sc CO..
mh9-3ir
250 Fore Street, Portland.

J. W. A H. H. MCOUFFEE,C*r. Middl
Sc I1 nion Sts*

CeunnruciuK

points In the

Baltimore,

TREASURE. Vocal.
SILVER CHORD. Vocal.
WREATH OF GEMS. Vocal.
GEMS OF SACRED SONG. Vocal.
GEMS OF GERMAN SONG. Vocal.
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG. Vocal.
OPERATIC PEARLS. Vocal.
SHOWER OF PEARLS. Vocal Ducts.
ORGAN AT HOME, Reed Organ Music.
mental.
GEMS OF STRAUSS. Instrumental.
HOME CIRCLE VOL. I. Instrumental.
HOME CIRCLE VOL. II. Instrumental.
PIANISTS ALBUM. Instrumental.
PLANO-FORTE GEMS. Instrumental.

XUIjJjIO-

FIFTH

and all

Library.

MUSICAL

AGKNT* WANTED EVERYWHERE.

JAMES MITjI.ER.No. 91 Federal Street.

Musical

Price of each Book ia Boards, $2.50,
Cloth, $3.00, Full Oilt, $4.00.

arf. Boston.

Plumbers.

Home

ent.

june2tf

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. I.AMSON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Crom.

again troubled with them.

apply to

—

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.

STEAMERS.

For New York, Albany,

DITSON & CO’S

West.

For further information

8.

Tub

Washington

Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accomroocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time Go hours.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. •<

J. N. HcCOV Ar CO., 28 Sprin*, Street.

are soon

forwarded trom Norfolk to

great American coffee
POT distils Coffee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma. The
best thing ever offered. Price $2, sent to any address. Call and see it in ofieration or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale. DEWITT
C. BROWN & CO., C78 Broadway, N. Y., my!9t4w

Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and (leoroia) and over the Sr aboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and li

Rooters.

HEAD,

my!94wt

“George Appold” Capt. Winslow Loveland.

J. R. DUKAS A CO.. 171 Middle and

SORE and WEAK EYES.

doing.

Steamships:—

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
Carpet-Bags.

UP ONLY IN BLVE BOXES.

AN ELKGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK, lor the best and cheapest Family Bi
ble ever published, will be sent free of charm to any
book agent. It contains over 700 line ScriptureIllustrations, and agents are meeting with unprecedented success.
Address, stating experience, etc.,
and we will show vou what our agents are
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Pliila., Pa.

William Lawrence” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.

A. KEITH.

Tablets.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and

Howard Watch Company.

Carbolic

ATRIEDAND SIJItE REIHEDY
Sold by Druggists,mylDUw

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.

EASTERS RAILROAD

AND

Northwest, West and ^Soutliwe^t

AKD ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Providence, R. I.

order.

Done the cheapest nn«l best by 8. VOPNG,
at No. 102 Fore St.

J. V.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

for

Motrin

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, No, 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Crom.

a

Simplest—Cheapest—JBest.
Cash Only.
Special Terms to
CLUBS and DEALERS.
Florence, Mass.
my!9t4w April, 1874.

Sold

VAdjuMtable

-stable

Up-

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind. ofUpkols'eringand Repairing

MERR1

Offices'

[Passenger

The NewFLORENCE

COOS,
^

8250,000
finally decided by

the
Supreme Court of the United Staten
in favor of the FLORENCE, which alone has
Ilroken the Monopoly of High Prices.

Spinal

RENA. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Federa I Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Past Oflce,

J. A.

Will Cure

and receive

Is

Double

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

SNUFF

&

Tlic liOiig-coufeMed Suit of the
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving over

BALTIMORE.

And because, in nine cases out of ten, all headaches
have their origin in a diseased state of the nasal or
gans. Many people keep a supply of the Snuff on
hand amply tor troubles of this nature.

SMITH, DOO/LITTLE

FLORENCE

Moulton

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREV & CO., Arcade, No.

Agent, far

HEADACHE,

GERMAN

published

interest to the American people. It appeals to no
particular class alone, but to all classes; to men ami
women, ot all professions, creeds and occupations
and political opinions—to Farmers, Lawyers, Business Men, Mechanics, Physicians, Politicians, Teachers,
Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men of
learning and men who can only read, to old and
young. All want it as a book of constant reference,
and to preserve for their children and children’s children as the only complete and reliable work, showing
ihe gigantic results of THE FIKNT ONE
HUNDRED YEARS OF THE C2REATEST REPUBLIC THE WORLD EVER
HA W. It is not a luxury but a necessity to every
well-informed American citizen. Agents make §100
to §300 per month. Send for circular. ZIEULKR
& McCURDY, Springfield, Mass.
myl04wf

Street.

Street.

PIANOS

awanted

COBB, Non. as an.l HO Pearl Street.

Exchange Street.
L. F. HOVT, No. 11 Preble
helstering dene ta order.

Scale

myiu4wt

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

GERMAN

New

have greai power and a fine singing tone,
mth all modern improvement!*, and are the
BUN r PIANOS MADE. These Organs
c*nd Piaiioi* are warranted
for 6 yearn.
PRICES EXTREMELY LOW for canh
or part cn*h and balance in monthlyorqnartcrly pnyincniN. Scco.id hnnd instruments
tnimu An. aMhnwgii
^CUIVTii WAITED
tn every County in the U. S. and Canada.
A
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodyes.etc. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED.
HOBACE WATERS & SON,
481 Broadway, New York, Box 3367.

of

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED,N..91 Middle

Will Cure
A BAD

Terms liberal.

SlT PE KB.

the be*t made, and combine PURITY of
VOICING with great volume of lone. Nuitable for PAKLORt CHURCH, or iHUNlC

_

GERMAN

reed*,

EFFECT of ichick is MOST
C11AIMIING and NOUL-ST1K HING,while
its lIMITAliON of the HUMAN VOICE it
the

voiced,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

done to

Organs

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS
29, 31 & 33 Haverill St., Boston,
in 1’NIQIJE FRENCH CANES, are among
Mass.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

GERMAN

PRICE PER BOTTLE, 25 CENTS.

produced by

FOSTER’S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

SNUFF

forces, exhaustion of the

Waters’ Concerto

P. KIMBALL.

S. L. HOLT &

.

REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor,
203 Greenwich St., N. Y.
For sale by all Drnggists.my7f4w

to

thoroughly warranted.
C.
apJSTuTh&Stf

vital
restores

IT.

TRY

priccfi*

Confectionery.

Heaviness in the Head,

of 50
octavo of

cream

The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.

Recommended by the faculty in all cases of weakDyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
See that, you pet the
recomended for Ladies.
Li^OID BatraeO tW S»Io Ly Lu-ncffifct... Grocers,
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broadway New York City.
G. GORDON & CO.
dc3d6m

com-

one

C AMPHORIJYE

With a determination to more than ever merit the
reputation so generally accorded me for building the
STANDARD CARRIAGE, I have added new and
improved facilities to my factory and shall continue
to improve the quality of my carriages iu every possible way. Long experience of myself and workmen
enables us to build cai riages unsurpassed in the U.
S. for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

ness.

Will Cure

GERMAN

elegant

ever

mon

GERMAN

The

books in

nervous system,
vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen. Price $1
a bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOGG,New York. my7f4w

—

On direct route between New Cuntom
House and Post Office, near the Market.

freed from this

WANTED.

75

decay of

It arrests

Bakers.

A BAD COLD.

800 pages.

The Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

BEEF BRANDY & TONICS.

W. C

Will Cure

DP\7|tU
W lull _1

full-page and 100 other tine engravings. Splendid colored maps. The history of
the Polaris and all other Arctic expeditions by sea
and land
A new and most interesting book. Invest
one cent in a postal card and write tor full particulars and extra inducements. COLUMBIAN BOOK
4wtap30
CO., Hartford, Ct,

EXTRACT OF BEEF !
Composed

SNUFF

GERMAN

1

over

SUPERIOR CORDIAL !

A

tions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged j our nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box ,costing but 35 cents,
and you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box of

1000 YEARS

Ever Exhibited in Maine,

LIEBIG’S

LIQUID

~

CARRIAGES JURUBEBA

Old Age, not Disease, should end our Days

A V
and

am now

the most severe recent or the worst lingering
in half the time required by any other

Cough

Manufacturer,

—

FOB BAJLE EVERYWHERE.

Boston & Maine ami Eastern Railroads. Also
at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad tor Alton
Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Fall* and
Conway Railroad for Conway.
for Portland ami way stations at
he!,ter
7.20 A. M. and
12 M.
train
„?\,e
making direct connection at
Rochester with tram* from
Boston, leaving Bostou
™
Kailroad*.
i‘°“ 1 ort land tor GorhamKaeiern
D'AVc
at 4 00 P M
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4
45 p’ M*
Portland
for
Leave
Saco River at 6.20*P M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A M
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standiah and No
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limiugton .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam's
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Umerick, ParsonsMeld
daily.
WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.

]!?*' .■Q“"-^Traius

or

Largest and Best Assortment

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.

Portland

over

—-

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, Ml. Loniii, Omaha,
Sagimaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Dearer* San Franciseo,

eod3w

PORTLAND,

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

this

leave

connect

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates1

Thompson, Jr.,

Carriage

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difficulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

Physicians

by its use PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

make money* sell

to

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

C. P. KIMBALL,

plaints : Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

trains

,-_';:5tor
Kocliesler and intermediate stationa
irn
y oy
M., mid Ran P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with train* for Boston,
nil

oc6tc

—OF—

These celebrated Bitters are composed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following com-

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worths
less, and in the second place

Which will

want

toii

SUCCESSOR

TO CURE CATARRH,

ARRANGEMENT,

—

Zenas

Hollars

Boeder's GERMAN SNUFF

fff

J. M, KIMBALL & CO.,

QUAKER BITTERS

egetabie Compound, which alway has cure
never in a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a compound that will Sneeze youb Head off
but in a mild and gentle wav penetrates the secre-

!

___

How great the change: how improved your mwal
organa have become. There are thousands ot people
who have spent

TRAINS.

OF

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
wiii run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommodation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations*#
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train tor
Quebec, Montreal uud the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorhuio and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham ami intermediate Stations
£.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accoinidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. in.

—OF—

DR. FLINT’S

SNUFF,

WINTER

Humor, wit, tatiios, life,
The peoLAi'GHTitR, 1150 comic mi*
yearn for it. It will sell in dull times !! Show it
to a man and he surrenders, it issure every time.
Don't bother with heavy books that nobody wants.
Humor is the thing that takes. Agents wanted
everywhere. Send for circulars and extra terms
to To-Day pub. Co., Philadelphia, New York,
Boston or Chicago.
apr6t4w

Carriages

your

my6

Raeder's GERMAN

ALTERATION

& WOOL OILS,

ple

The public are invited to call and examine work in
process of construction and judge for themselves.

Few

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA*

fun ani>

302 & 304 Congress Street.

But

AND JAPANS

The biggest thing yet.

—

Remember tbe Old Repository,

Hundreds ot

Wednesdays and Fridays.

At Waldoboro’ for North W'aldoboro*, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Peniaquid, daily.
t Trains daily ami freight taken at .ow rates!
C. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.

Money

land.

For Sale.
FISHING SCHOONER. Enquire ol

conv^f Z Aniyl9d2w

Save

the trust

dtl

Stages connect at Rockland, lor Camden, Lincoln
▼ille, Northport, South Tliomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnoiuaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren lor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jederson and Whitelield, Mondays

IN

Agent*

Who lias the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maine,
among them many new and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns,) ana
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality
which gave to the OLD HOUSE its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New Eng-

Children have Catarrh

**ACKA«SESi

river, Macbias, Mount Desert viuai Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00
nobscot

Portland, Itle.

CARRIAGES !

A-gents

PALL ARKANGKMKNT.

—On

—

Wholesale

DEALER

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Wianaaa**

Passenger

mar2-6m

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

RAILROAD.

route t.n

—

FULLER,

P.

Streets.

182 Front St, New York.

and 25 ft.

Japans.

Office 20S Fore Street,

and

Rseder’s GERMAN SNUFF, W. F. PHILLIPS &
CO.,

use are never

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

12i lb. Wood

Oils.

by

Snuft the noises

This is the ONLY QUALITY of White
Lrn<l that we have made lor the
last sixteen years.

'i24,100 tbs
JvKGS, 25, 50aml

and

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

STOMACH,

caused bv sourness or acidity oi the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is superior
to any other preparation, requiring no persuasion to
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
A
sure prevention
females during pregnancy.
against the food of infants souring on the stomach.

throat filled
behold the inflamed passage—view
to repletion with the mucous, which quickly passes
how
disgusting the
to the lungs and stomach;
day neglect to use
thought, and yet thousands day
cure
them. A
simple remedies, which will certainly
short trial of the remedy.

PARENTS

r»

Varnishes

Wool

AUG.

the

mr st acute and
now atllcted with, but

\gmg/

and

AND

DYSPEPSIA,

A

*$32

■3a*

nirftr. rail

RAILROADS.

P. M.

HEARTBURN,

NOISES IN THE

Jp%.

!?e"ce’

rebind S00n sbe would
her secret now. i coulHU!miC°"<I.ent'
ing culpable in my own eyes
b°w be'
co until I had exhausmdy
hiea;teJ°r
liberty

was

Machinery,

Furniture,
Polishing,

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES

Will Cure

I
?wo^itHntay
baada Ev°rnia held tosTgn
to
see
halW

be at

Sperm.

Indorsed and prescribed by all tbe leading physicians throughout the country as the greatest Antacid
yet presented to the medical public. It immediateip and certainly relieves

cry!

lhe Frencb-

ward me in
nf
her so calm and to

Coach,

I

senses.

One day mossing with Ayotepetl the gorges
of the Seina Juichtlan the echo repeated a
yell given by that celebrated Apache chief.
“Some oue is there” said he stopping his
horse and looking doubtfully at me. “Nothing, I answered but tbe echo” “Some one is
there” he repeated imperiously. “Is he of
your company ?” I took pains to explain
that his ear deceived him, that the yell he had
given bounded upon the air waves and stiuck
against a rock returned to us by the angle of
reflection, equal to the angle of incidence.
The angry Indian suspecting treason, or
furious at being belied struck me a blow with
his fist over the right eye which made me
see—another mistake of the senses—a rain of
sparks like that produced by the combustion
of iron in oxygen. The vulgar, the common
herd, sagacious observers, are right in declaring that m expet iences of this nature, the

She1 apMaredVscoul^not™

day?”

“A.t midnight.

Behold It As It Is !

KNOX & LINCOLN

Lard,

HEADACHES

Monday evening came, damp,
pressive
Tbe great black clouds chased by the northwest wind ever since morning had been
sweeping around the peaks of the Cordilleras,
too heavy to rise up higher, slowly settled
down upon the smiling valley of La'Perle.
The air was charged with electricity, irritating nervous people, especially women.
Twenty times during the day I had been called by niv patients. They complained of dizziness, impatience, and secret fears, a desire
to cry—disorders of the organism which

183a.~
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Magnesia.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

CATARRH!!

m

to*

WT

not w‘sh to give her

once
1 save
Mexico
turbed at my departure,and
begged mo °
lay. It cancerned her I
an
hour or a minute; so I bad the strength to refuse her.
She remained pensive, as if hurt by
my refusal. “You are angry with me,” I
said; “if
I do not yield it is because grave interests
are
at stake.”
“Do not speak of them. You leave Tues-

©a.

Milk of

returned Ctrizava carrying a parchment
document in
loaded with seeds and initials,
entire pardon of
virtue of which, the lull and
Jivornia Aceval was granted to Doctor Bernagius as recompense.tor his studies upon the
“animated seeds.”

a

criminal, was very loth to yield to my wish—
but at last he yielded.
In the evening Evornia seemed more sad
than usual. It
may have been instinct, it
may have been 6ome indiscretion of the guard
at the door had
made known to her the inshe spoke to me of the
tri*i °°t ol-tbeiudge;
t,le change conversation,
“lev. >>w!sbed.to
said> “we must speak of it soonor
11
w;ii,
is better tbat we speak to-day.”
which surprised me, she
oxaminon
l<'00',“e86
examined her
future lot.
rae to hve,” she said iu
rnnolnsiL ‘<,aIlow
nevertheless I should prefer to
die”
false hone

catabrhI

whose singular properties would soon put in
a flutter the whole learned world.
never sleeps,
Imagination, that folly which
that my voyage
made me believe this night,

little nervous, and excited. She received
work-table, upon which my
housekeeper had no right to place her hands'; me with the gracious Mexican greeting,
1 was full of life, and the coming evening I which surprised me so much the first time 1
proposed to recommence my studies and my received it. We sal down to the table. The
work. On my return from my visits in the. old native whom 1 had left with her served
afternoon, then, when I considered myself us. With what kind care was I surrounded
free, thep brought me a letter from the judge, during this evening! One would have said
that the young woman wished to pay me
in which he begged me to come to his house.
For three weeks I had forgotten men, their once for all for the anxiety she had caused
passions, their jealousies, their courts. Evor- me; that she had divined the great efiort I
was going to make in her behalf, and would
nia was saved; my heart beat with pride ev
recompense me in advance. After dinner she
ery time I thought of it. I smiled at the
judge when he congratulated me on this took me into her own room, and made me sit
down in a large easy chair. Leaning her charmcure, that he called marvelous; but grew
pale, on hearing him thank me in the name ing head upon my knees,she began to speak
of the past.
What a memory! how many
of society for preserving a culprit for justice,
and punishment.
Wrath, surprise, stupor, forgotten incidents she recaled to me, not
those
of my bees so fantastically
indignation,the most violent and opposite sen- counting
timents, overwhelmed my soul at this declara- arranged! I had it seems purchased her first
tion. I merely bowed. I had an hundred
doll, and the ugly doll as long as she lived,
things to say, but I was not master of myself. was named Rita Bernagius.
From my botauical researches, I always
I regained my dwelling in haste, and fell,
oppressed, before my table, so joyously pre- brought back some pretty wild flowers for my
pared in the morning. What! during fifteen little lriend. She knew the names of all these
days and nights, I had watched over Evornia flowers, order, family, tribe. She mentioned
spying all the ruses of delirium, and death, to penn-ywort to which the servant Richard
has given my name.
combat them, to counteract and to conquer
them and that, in order that a man in the
Foreseeing, no doubt, the honor which
was reserved for me I had jumped for joy
name ot justice, of society should declare to
that my flowets were unknown,
me that this life conquered by science
belong- once, sureshe
and how
ed to him.
laughed.
She talked of my books, and the poor that
Evomia, the Evornia of that fearful night,
she had obliged me to visit. They went to
of jealous passion, of crime, if one wishes,
her when they wished to obtain something
was dead from the blow that she had unconsciously struck, a blow from the effects of from me. I would say no, but she made
which her child had died. The one whom I me obey unknown to myself.
One day I gave her name to a toucan; she
saw some hoursjbefore pale,languid,repentant,
subdued, was my property, my conqust. I rebelled, the bird seemed too ugly with its
enormous bill.
Then I dedicated to my little
had restored the pulsation to her hear:, the
thought to her brain, movement to her body. friend a humming bird with its plumage of
Evomia was my work, my creation, daughter gold, emerald, ruby and purple. “Evornia
mirabilis.”
—and the judge coolly, with an air almost
Evornia although she had not heard it
amiable, thanked me tor having preserved a
since her infancy remembered the refrain
victim for the scaffold.
with which I had lulled her to sleep. I had
From nine o'clock in the evening until five
been rocked myself by the aid of this same
in morning I walked back and forth in my
cabinet, heaping one upon another the most song doubtless, for I know not when, or
extravagant projects. I thought I would where I learned it. Hearing it hummed by
carry Evornia to my home. My door was Evornia, whose soft foreign accent possessed
barred with irou, my windows as heavily an indefinable charm, I was overcome. She
grated as any in the city. I could sustain a noticed it and did not finish. We remained
silent. Near ten o’clock I was going away
siege.
but she detained me. She did not speak,
Tha people in general had no love for the
police and would take my part, if they at- but leaned her forehead upon my knees.
tempted to force my dwelling, but what She seemed to be sleeping. Only now and
need?
then a feverish involuntary sigh or shiver.
The idea of returning to Europe, came to I thought she was asleep and leaned over her.
me. Besides,
“Do not move,” she said, “I am so comnothing was easier than to carry Evornia away. Once on board a foreign fortable here, doctor, I could wish to rest
even
a
merchant
vessel,
ship, Mexican jus- always. How I love you my friend, my
tice wonld shut its eyes and society would do
only—real, my true friend! Have I said it
the same.
to you often ?
Have you ever felt it ? When
I was little I was always at your house, and
io these violent, impracticable expedients,
succeeded little by little iu my mind, sensible to tease me, they called me Madame Berresolutions, the result of reflection. I knew nagius. They succeeded only in making me
the president of the republic, the
upright proud. If you had wished it, doctor, I
Comonfort. He was a kind humane man, who, should have been your wife.”
even at his advent to
I commenced to laugh thinking of my appower, had been known
to pardon his enemies. He knew
pearance and hers, her age and mine.
my labors,
he would accord my request at my supplica“Do not laugh,” she said quickly, “it
tion,—pardon to Evornia. I would have my makes me angry fo hear you laugh.”
“It is late, and your nerves are excited by
petition endorsed by the ministers of France,
England, Spain, the minisler ol Gautemala, the storm; you must rest, my child, adieu.”
an old man of 86.
“Not ‘adieu’, but ‘au revcir’ my friend.”
The archbishops of Mexico to whom I had dedicated a
I had scarcely entered my house, when the
paper upon the
storm so long threatened burst at last
sugar cane, would present, if need be, my reupon
the city.
quest. His house would be an asylum,at the
During an hour or more the wind,
last extremity I could take Evornia there.
thunder,the rain made a hurricane. Never in
I returned to the house of the judge. There,
ail my recollection had the elements comwithout revealing my plans, invoking the deli- batted so fiercely in our little valley. By decate health of my patient, I asked that she
grees the tempest ceased, the rain continuing
might remain prisonei in her own house un- to fall. I went to sleep thinking of the petil the end of the month. The
judge who tition which I should present to Comonfort.
was determined to see in her
only a common I wished to make it irresistible.
I dusted my

anv
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warm, op-

CHAPTER FOURTH.
Wliat secret recesses has the heart ? Probfinds only some
ing it with the scalpel ouefour
cavities, the
nerves, a spongy tissue,
whole enveloped in a membranous sac, the
pericardium. Hut by what phenomena can
mor.ljpain affect particularly this organ?
In truth I had always tenderly loved the little Evornia; at first for her prattle, her roguishness, her love of frolic; afterwards for
her grace, and for the interest she manifested
in my work. Even after her marriage she
never passed my door without giving me a
call. Evening or morning, at the moment
when I was thinking least of her, I saw her
pretty head appearing. A finger upon her
lips, she came slowly, lightly, soberly, up to

ervated

successsul lesult of my journey, that I set
myself resolutely to work.
I opened a seed, one of those which had
not moved; it enclosed gray starch, which on
examination with a microscope was composed of irregular transparent grains. I made
notes ol my discovery, proposing as soon as I
arrived in Mexico, to place these clear observations in the hands of the secretary ol the
academy—a precaution which in case of need
would permit mo to establish the priority of

of Steamers !

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

and

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to anu
roni Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
andbevond. Through rates are given to
Puilacjelphia
Jrbtladelpniu and all points reached ,v the Penn.
Central and the Phil. &
Reading R. UN., and to all
_
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and Southwest. No
v» bar (age.
No Commission tor 1m warding.
Full im format ion given
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Agent, 2s> Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
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Jr., Portland.

WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ (len’l Managers.
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